


This is the long-await~dWeatherby Mark XXII,
a sellli-autOJDatic ,22cp.liPel' rimfire spOl;ting
rifle. Read that again. You'll want to remember
exactly how it was thafiyou discovered there
are now only two basic kinds of .22's to choose
from. There is this one, And then there are all
the others.

Your sense of touch will tell you this the min
ute you shoulder the new Weatherby. It's a
remarkable feeling. As soon as your hands
wrap around the walnut, you know you're hold
ing a real rifle, the likes of which has never
before chambered a .22 long rifle cartridge.

You're right. This, after all, is a Weatherby.
And it was designed to be racked up alongside
a Weatherby Mark V Magnum without looking
lost or one bit bashful. Ever seen a .22 that
could stand out in that company?

Now fasten your eyes on the features that set
this .22 apart from all others. There's the con
venient Single Shot Selector, a Weatherby
first, that lets you caoose semi-automatic or
single shot with a flick of the thumb. The bolt
is designed to stay open after each round when
used as a single shot. As a semi-automatic, the
bolt remains open when the last shot is fired.
Outstanding safety features for range or fieldl

The highly polished classic Weatherby check
ered stock has Monte Carlo comb, cheek rest,
pistol grip and a checkered buttplate that begs
to he shouldered. The receiver is grooved for
scope mount. The 3-leaf rear sight has 50, 75,
and 100-yard flip-up settings. The exclusive
contoured barrel has a highly polished blued
finish you'd expect to find on any Weatherby.
Five- and 10-shot magazines are provided.
Weight, approximately 6 Ibs., length, 423/4 in.

Put yourself to the test. See if you can talk to
your Weatherby dealer for more than three
minutes without asking to handle a new Mark
XXII. But beware I The modest price tag is
designed to weaken you even more. If you
already own a Weatherby Mark V, don't let it
mingle with any .22 but this. If you don't yet
own a Weatherby, there's no easier way to
start. For a free Mark XXII brochure, write
to: Weatherby, Inc., 2781 E. Firestone Blvd.,
South Gate, California. In Canada, Canadian
Sauer, Ltd., 103 Church St., Toronto, Ontario.

SEE YOUR'&J~OEA,,"



PRICE VALUE OF THE YEAR!
New Shipm,ent of 30-06 SHORT MAUSER RIFLES

• Caliber .30-06; Manually Operated

• Turn Down Bolt Handle

• Air Cooled; Walnut Handguard, Stock

• All Milled Parts; Five Shot Magazine

• Fully Proof Tested to International Stds.

• Barrel Length-23"; Overall Length-43"

• W~ight-approximately 8% Ibs.

Out of the high INCA country of Peru come these
beautiful F.N. Mauser Rifles of world renowned
Mauser 1924 design, ORIGINALLY fabricated in 30-06 caliber
for the Peruvian Government and marked with the Great
Seal of that Republic and the designation "MODELO 1935".
Has all famous M1935 features including unique reverse
position safety to confuse you collectors, and quality finish
applied by fanatical Liegeois craftsmen at Herstal, Bel
gium. Don't accept inferior Czech, Iranian or Spanish
substitutes for modern technology and traditional quality
in this great money saving Caliber. This .30-06 Mauser
Rifle is in original Military. condition ready for immediate
service. NRA Good to Very Good Condition $39.95. $10 extra
for Select Rifle.

HAVE YOU TOLD YOUR CONGRESSMAN HOW YOU FEEL
ABOUT FIREARMS LEGISLATION? TELL HIM AGAIN.

ORIGINAL ISSUE BAYONETS
FOR RiflE ONLY.........h.$3.9S

AMMO SPE'CIA1S1
30-06 late issue ammo
100 rds. . $ 5.95
Per case of 1000 rds· ,$ 49·00
10 cases ,., .. , $415.00

MARS EQUIPMENT CORP. 3318 West Devon Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois

CENTENNIAL ARMS BREAKS THE PRICE BARRIER
MODERN BLACK POWDER SHOOTERS

(D) KENTUCKY-TYPE
FLINTLOCK PISTOLS:

(8) HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK
PISTOL MODEL 1805 - DATED 1807

Made for the Army at Harpers Ferry Armory, this was the
first U.S. Pistol to be manufactured at a National Armory.
It is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U.S. Army
Military Police adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock
pistols as their insignia. This flintlock is 16 inches long
and has a round, steel barrel 10 inches long. This striking
pistol has a rifled bore in .54 caliber, with handsome
varnished wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is
casehardened and is marked with a spread eagle, U.S. and

HARPERS FERRY 1807.

The Kentucky Pistol is a unique Arm and is a very attractive
one for the collector to acquire or for the shooter. This
Flintlock is a typical "KENTUCKY" pistol, practically none
of which are exactly alike. Many of the Kentuckies were
made to order by local Riflemakers for customers to carry
on Military Expeditions of the late 18th and early 19th
Centuries. This handsome pistol has varnished wood, brass
mountings and a casehardened lockplate. Caliber .44, Rifled

1. Bore" for shooting.

All three pieces

57995

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH!

I

Mold $10, Flask $15
if ordered separately

Mould, Flask and Pistol or
Revolver with this ad only.

ALL PISTOLS AND

REVOLVERS

55900
only each

(A) VIRGINIA
FLINTLOCK PISTOL:

(C) NEW MODEL ARMY
1860 Colt New Model Army .44 Cap and 8011 Revolver.
Now better than ever: completely proofed for better and ("
safer shooting. Beautiful pistol with an 8 inch barrel, walnut
grips, blue finish and round cylinder. NOW special finely
engraved cylinder at no extra charge.

All Guns Shipped Express Unless Postage Accompanies
Order.

This beautiful Virginia -Manufacture Pistol is 16 inches long
and has a round steel barrel 10 inches long. The Virginia
Flintlock was patterned after the Harpers Ferry with only
slight changes, such as, a swivel ramrod which proved
much stronger and the grips and brass buttcap are slightly
shorter. Pistol has a rifled bore in .54 caliber, with hand
some varnished wood and brass mountings. Lockplate is
casehardened and is marked with "VIRGINIA" and

"Richmond 1812".

CENTENNIAL ARMS COR,P.
GUNS MAY 1964

3318 West Devon Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
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AMMO SALE!
Per 100

.22 C B Caps.................. 1.20
DUTCH Mannlicher 6.5 mm....... 6.00
SWEDISH 6.5 x 55 mm.......... 6.00
7x57 mm Mauser........ . . . . . • • 5.00
7.35 Italian................... 4.00
7.63 mm Mauser & Tokarev Pistol. 4.00
7.65 mm Mannlicher Pistol...... 4.00
7.62 mm RUSSIAN Rifle......... 5.00
7.65 mm ARGENTINE Mauser. . ... 5.00
.308 BALL.................... 10.00
30 Cal. CARBINE............... 6.00
30-40 KRAG 5.50
30-06 Springfield (corrosive}..... 4.00
30·06 Springfield (non-corrosive).. 5.00
303 BRITISH (non-corrosivel..... 5.50
8 mm FRENCH Lebel. . . . . . . . . . •• 5.00
8 mm Mauser (non-corrosive) . . .. 4.00
9 mm Steyr................... 3.50
9 mm Luger (corrosive) . . . . . . . . . 3.00
9 mm Luger (non-corr. boxer prim) 4.00
43 SPANISH 7.50
45 Auto Colt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.00
43 EGYPTIAN (new mfg. SP) per 20 7.50

KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

Paul Findley
20th District, Illinois

Government increasingly has restricted the right of
private ownership of firearms although similar attempts
in Colonial times provided sparks which helped light the
fires of the Revolution. Laws regarding registry and
transport of firearms are necessary to help check crime,
but there should be no abridgement of ownership rights
for mature men and women of responsible character.

The gun owner who likes to hunt always realizes that
while hunting is his favorite hobby, wildlife conservation
must be his first concern. Be assured of my concern
about Government infringements on gun ownership.

BLANKS
.303 Blanks 2.00
30-06 Blanks . . . .. .. • 3.00
.308 Blanks 4.00
Carbine Blanks ...........••••• 6.00

Congressman George A. Goodling
19th District, Pennsylvania

During my legislative career I have seen countless bills
introduced which would have restricted the ownership of
guns. As a former Chairman of a Committee to which
they were referred, I have never seen one discussed seri
ously.

Stringent laws on ownership will never prevent the
criminal from obtaining firearms. Guns in possession of
responsible citizens are a deterrent to crime.

I most certainly believe in the Second Amendment to
Our Constitution. While there may be instances where
some minor restrictions are necessary, I do not believe
that Federal legislation is required or proper. My State
of Wyoming does not need restrictive legislation. Our
citizens understand the proper use of firearms, both for
protection and hunting, and that privilege has not been
abused.

Restrictions for the purpose of preventing the dishonest
from retaining firearms only penalize the honest citizen.
The criminal will always be able to obtain a firearm.

Congressman Clifford Davis
Tennessee

The Tennessee "Volunteer," skilled with weapons, has been a valuable
part of the heritage of our nation since the time of Andrew Jackson. As long
as we retain our rights to own and become skilled with firearms, this great
resource will continue to protect our homes and our freedom when needed.

Ralph Harvey
10th District, Indiana

I appreciate this opportunity to register my views with you concerning the
private ownership of guns. As you so very well pointed out in your letter the
Second Amendment to the Constitution clearly defines the right of the citizen
to own firearms. As a Member of Congress please be assured I would never
support any proposal which would abrogate this fundamental right.

William Henry Harrison
Wyoming

··..::::::::::::::g::;:glI;m;mmmmmmm[1[:::~

ACCESSORIES
Carbine Blank Firing attachment. . 7.50
Garand Blank Firi ng attachment. . . 5.00
Garand Combination Tool........ 1.25
Carbine Sling and Oiler Set 2.00
.45 Auto Clip Pouches. . . . . . . . . . . .75

. each dozen 5.00
Colt .45 auto holster. NEW 1.95
Colt .45 shoulder holster NEW 1.95
Colt 1917 holster. USED 1.95
Carbine Bayonet 4.75
Garand Bayonet .............•• 4.75
Springfield Bayonet 3.50
Enfield No. 4 Bayonet.......... .95
French Model 1936 Bayonet...... .95
Enfield Short Bayonet. . . . . . . . . . • .95
Russian Model 91 Bayonet....... .95
Swiss Saw Tooth Bayonet. . . . . . . . 4.50
1917 Bayonet 3.50
Riot Gun Hand Guards for above.. 3.50

r---------------
I Remington Rolling Block Rifles l
I N~~AG~~i~ ~ ;:~~ IL .J

CLOSEOUT
Single shot percussion smooth bore

muskets new mfg. ........•• 12.50

All ammunition shipped Railway Express
Collect, other items sent Parcel Post if
sufficient postage is enclosed. Bayonets
and holsters, etc., 25¢ ea., rifles $1.00 ea.

;ll::::::::::::::::g;m~;;::::": .

~. service armament co.
W 689·G Bergen Blvd. Ridgefield. N. J

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "Home Office Building," and
all Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. C." Address
all Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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sense of the word, and can only be fired with
the special cartridges. There are flares, sonic

(Continued on page 55)

Apache Rescue Gun
The Apache Rescue gun employs a new

concept. This is not a firearm in the strictest

MAY 1964GUNS

Hard to Find Brass
Shooters who own guns of obsolete calibers

and those of us who own guns that require
hard to get brass, can take a breather. The
Connecticut Cartridge Corp., Box 354G, Plain
ville, Conn., now offers a great many of these
cartridge cases, and all of them are brand new.
Write for their new listing-it's worth the
time. With new brass you can get that old gun
off the wall and back on the range.

mounted it on our pistol box and found that it
makes a dandy spotting scope for the indoor
range as well as for the outdoor shoots we
cover once in a while. The scope body has a
mounting provision so that threading it on a
camera tripod is a simple matter. Set up in
this fashion, we have used the Balscope Twen
ty on the 200 yard rifle range, and the scope
body is rugged enough to take the hard wear
and tear of riding in a saddle bag, and it
should be a real blessing in country where
glassing can save many a weary and useless
stalk for elusive game.

Focusing is accomplished by turning the
eyepiece, and the minimum focus is 15 yards.
Over-all length of the Balscope Twenty is
15%" and the scope weighs but 22 ounces.
The die-cast aluminum body can take consid
erable abuse and the finish, a pale green,
appears to withstand some pretty hard knocks.
Retailing for a nickel under $25, we found the
Balscope Twenty to have the usual, fine op
tical properties we have come to expect from
Bausch & Lomb glassware, and we feel that
the only thing lacking is a plastic lens cap.
We lifted one from one of our camera lenses,
and it is probable that B&L will furnish lens
caps for the scope shortly.

Pacific's Pistol Powder Measure
Bob Deitemeyer recently sent us a new style

pistol powder measure that bears but faint reo
semblance to the old Pacific measure. The new
version has rotors that can be changed easily
and speedily, comes with a bracket so that the
measure can be mounted above your loading
bench. We received two rotors and checked
them with Red Dot. We threw fifty charges
with each rotor, then weighed the charges on
our shop scale-one load was slightly under,
but the difference was less than 0.1 grains. We
carefully repeated the series, and found that
this time all charges weighed right on the
button. The 'one failure was therefore ob
viously a human failure, and it seems likely
that the rotOF- was not fully turned in the one
charge. If you have·rot.ors from' the old meas
ure, you don't need to' replace them. Although
they are a bit shorter than the new ones, they
will work in the new measure.

Rowland Ward Records
What the Boone and Crockett records are

for the trophy hunter of North American
game, the Rowland Ward records are to the
African and Indian trophy hunter. We
recently discovered that the "Rowland Wards
Records of Big Game," eleventh edition
($25.50), is available in the United States
through Jonas Brothers of Seattle, 1507 12th
Ave., Seattle 22, Washington. This edition
(1962) covers African game exclusively, and
it is interesting to make a comparison be
tween the B&C methods and those use by
Ward's standards. We found the biological
gackground given on each of the species very
interesting, and even the record pages, when
properly read, make excellent entertainment.

Ammo Pack
For those who hunt with a .22, lugging a

box of ammo along can become a first rate
nuisance. Ammo Pack, 4416G N.E. 25th Ave.,
Portland 11, Oregon, now offers the handy
Ammo Pack carrier. Consisting of a leather
case and a metal liner, you can slip a box of
.22 LR or .22 Magnums into the metal liner,
slip it into the leather pouch, and the pouch
on your belt, and you are set. These are handy
gadgets, and if you have ever had a box of .22's
bust in your pocket and spilled a handful of
them, you'll really appreciate the Ammo Pack.

Balscope Twenty
Based on the same optical and manufactur

ing principles as the Balscope Ten, the new
B&L telescope has some features that will
appeal to shooters and hunters. We have

DVIVIO
LABELMAKER
Make permanent. raised letter plastic
labels... in seconds. Professional quality
labels for pennies. Dial letters, numbers,
symbols, squeeze handle. _ 1001 uses
for the gun enthusiast. - At fine stores
everywhere. Suggested price $9.95

~~ FREE: Label samples and liter·""!I!i.z.. ature. Write: Dymo Industries,
© 1964 Inc., Dept. G-5-4, Box 1030,
Berkeley, Calif. Priced same in Canada.
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ACTUAL HIGH·SPEED PHOTO

This is the powerful new Smith &Wesson .41 Magnum revolver...
the heavy duty double-action handgun that knocks big game flat,
shoots true, reloads fast and fires astandard practice load

MAGNUM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OF SMITH a: WESSON, JNC.

New S&W A{ Magnum double- action
revolver, 4 or 6 inch barrel, blue or
nickel, oversize stocks, $140.

This new S&W .41 Magnum@ revolver has 3% times the stop
ping power of a .38 Special! Enough power and penetration to
knock any North American game animal flat. You can fire six
powerful shots as fast as you can pull the trigger. And eject
all six empties at once. Slip six fresh cartridges into the
cylinder, swing it shut and you're ready to shoot again •••
more than twice as fast as a single action revolver! .

That's the kind of firepower a man wants slung on his hip
when he's in game country ••• and it's only available in Smith
& Wesson revolvers!

Yet this heavy duty double-action revolver fires a standard
velocity load that's nearly as mi Id as a .38 Special. Fire it
single action for deliberate shooting, double-action when
rapid fire counts. See this powerful new revolver today at your
gun store or write Smith & Wesson, Inc. Dept C:S, Springfield,
Mass. for a folder describing the gun, its Remington ammuni
tion and other modern handguns made by Smith & Wesson.

~
SMITH & WESSON, INC.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

GUNS MAY 1964 7



I want to commend you on the fine work
you are doing toward curbing further anti
gun legislation. It is nice to find that the
battle is being strongly, and successfully
waged. I am appalled to find certain people
in tins land trying to deprive both the adult
and younger citizens of rights given to us
by our forefathers and cherished by so many.
I am too young to vote or carryon the fight
in any way but a letter like this, but I am
behind you, as are most of my friends.

I shall continue to read your fine magazine
and support the cause you champion.

Henry W. Gresham
Fayetteville, Ark.

Politicians now on the anti-gun band
wagon might do well to remember that the
boy 0/ today is tomorrow's voter !-ED.

Presented to
F. E. Woodard

P.P.C.L.I. Scouts
By

Major Armstrong
Canadian Corps School, France

Would any of your Canadian readers help
identify any of the names on this plate?

Fred Meins
Ryegate, Montana

Presentation Ross
Recently I saw a Ross rifle, caliber .303,

Model 10, which had a brass plate attached
to the stock. On the plate is engraved the
following:

George Virgines
264 Dewey Ave.

Northlake, Ill.

National Crow Shoot
The National Crow Shoot and Crow Call

ing contest will be held this year at the
Kentucky Dept. of Wildlife's game farm
about 2 miles south of Frankfort, Ky. The
dates will be June 19, 20 and 21, with the
19th as registration day. I'll be happy to
send a shoot sched ule to anyone requesting
it. We'll be happy to see you there.

Bob Ross
1031 Delta Ave.

Cincinnati 8, Ohio

Help Wanted
I am compiling information and photo

graphs on the Colt Single Action Army
revolver, and would appreciate any data and
photographs on presentation, cased, engraved,
unusual, or factory marked Colt's Single
Action's. I hope to be able to use this in a
book. '

ROSSFIRI::

An Irate Citizen

Where To Go?
The day of the sportsman's sidearm in

New York State is gone, and the day will
come when you can kiss your rifles and
shotguns goodbye also; not me! I'm kissing
New York State goodbye.

I intend to go to a state where I at least
have a chance to defend my family, property
and person, where I can pursue my happi
ness, of which a large share is hunting and
shooting, and where the constitution is
honored and not kicked around like a roll
of toilet paper.

SCA Newsletter Scores
Enclosed find my cheek for $7.50 for my

full membership in the Shooters Club of
America. After reading one of your News
letters, on the gun laws, I am in full agree
ment with you and feel that more people
should be informed of such matters.

A. J. Cesery
Pine Bluff, Ark.

Goldwater's Views
I received a letter some time ago from the

Honorable Barry Goldwater, our Senator
from Arizona, in which he said "I have a
personal interest in the use of firearms and
have long enjoyed them as a hobby and,
just as you, appreciate the right we all have
for the correct use and keeping of firearms.
Any legislation which would abridge this
right will meet my strong opposition."

I am voting for him if he wins the nomina·
tion for President.

I am a 17 year old junior in high school,
and an avid reader of GUNS Magazine. I
don't do very much hunting, and I own only
one gun, but I do like the shooting sports.

Charles E. Irle
Phoenix, Arizona

Gerry Nygaard
Seattle, Wash.

Future Voters
I am only 19 years old, so whatever opin

ions I hold are regarded lightly by nearly all
adults I can express them to, including my
parents. Perhaps you can tell me, and other
boys like me, where we can go to be heard.
I have heard people refer to me as "that
gun-crazy kid," like I was going to shoot the
place up. any minute. I pride myself on my
ability to -handle firearms _safely, and it
bothers me when people look at my four
rifles, and want to have me committed to the
'nearest booby bin.

and pistol

$1350

and pistol

$1350
Some calibers slightly higher

SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA

RCBS 2 DIE SET

H

RCBS 3 DIE SET

For bottle-neck type rifle
cases. Includes full length
sizer die and seater die.

For straight-wall type rifle
cases. Includes sizer die,
expanding -decapping die
and seater die.

Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

write for FREE CATALOG!
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SUPER TOUGHNESS AND B&L QUALITY AT $49·95
Not that you would ever hammer ten-penny nails into a 1'h"
pine board with this fine scope but we did! We wanted to be
sure the new scope line would give you top performance under
the roughest field conditions. We not only slammed it ... we
scraped it, baked it, froze it, dropped it and soaked it! It per
formed beautifully after all this torture. Here's the kind of
scope you've wanted for years - a wonderful combination of
the finest American-made instrument quality, and hard, tough
design at new low prices! New alloys, new lubricants and new
production methods have made it possible to give you scopes
that stay in mint condition for a lifetime. New V-mount design
always maintains zero, even under toughest recoil and allows
you to switch your scope from rifle to rifle. You can't buy better
optical or mechanical quality at any price. Your dealer can tell
you why the shooting world is so excited about the new B&L
scopes. There's a 2V2X or 4X at $49.95, 2'hX to 5X at $79.95,
and a 2'hX to 8X at $99.95. For 85-page manual, .. Facts About
Telescopic Sights", send 25¢ to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated,
Rochester, New York 14602.

MeMBfR 0' TM!
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NEWS from the

SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA

"I am proud to be a member of the
Shooters Club of America and
heartily applaud the efforts that
this fine group has done and is
doing toward insuring that the
right to keep and bear arms is not
denied to the citizens of the
United States ... Continue with
your fine work."

Lt. R. L. Potts, USA
APO New York

Shooters Defeat N.Y. Anti-Gun Bill

A massive effort by New York State
pro-gun forces spelled defeat for
a proposed bill requiring reg
istration of rifles and shotguns
when announcement of the bill re
sulted in a torrent of mail from
gun clubs, conservation groups
and individual sportsmen.

Under present N.Y. State laws, anyone
can purchase a rifle or shotgun.
No official records are kept of
such sales. But following the As
sassination, strong support was
generated for additional anti-gun
legislation in New York State.

In full support of this viewpoint,
Senate Majority Leader Walter J.
Mahoney referred to unrestricted
availability of rifles and shot
guns as "intolerable". In Decem
ber, Mahoney stated that he was
certain the Berkowitz Committee
(Joint Legislative Committee on
Firearms and Ammunition) could
draft legislation that would not
be unduly oppressive, but would
protect the rights of the indi
vidual and society in general.

Mahoney's statements provoked such
an immense outpouring from pro
gun groups and individuals that
Senator Berkowitz did not attempt
to adopt extreme legislative
measures. Instead, Berkowitz
filed bills to make it unlawful
for the insane or for persons
with serious criminal records to
possess rifles or shotguns. Per
sons with criminal records would
be allowed to possess rifles or
shotguns only if they were able to
obtain a certificate of good con
duct from the police.

In announcing his decision not to
file bills for compulsory regis
tration of rifles and shotguns,
Berkowitz made the following
statement: "We felt that such a
move would penalize law-abiding
sportsmen, but would not reduce
crime. All persons who appeared
before our committee, without ex
ception, agreed that criminals
would never use licensed or reg
istered guns in committing a
crime. Neither could any legis
lation ever prevent anyone from
obtaining a rifle or shotgun."

Senator Mahoney, commenting upon
the Berkowitz proposals, said the
bills "are probably the best we
can hope for under the circum
stances."
The defeat of this New York State
legislative attempt is a prime
example of the strength inherent
in unity of action. THE SHOOTERS
CLUB OF AMERICA and GUNS MAGAZINE
will continue to keep you informed
of anti-gun legislation pending
in your area.

* * *
The Pro-Gun Law Reader Response

Was Overwhelming And Vocal

The idea of a pro-gun law has
caught hold and has been welcomed
by shooters and collectors alike.
Here are some excerpts from a few
of the thousands of letters re
ceived.

"I concur wholeheartedly with
you Pro-Gun Law article. We need
a united front ... to get a na
tional gun law without registra
tion requirements. The important
thing is to get the control away
from the states and local govern
ments. That is where the regis
tration, the permits approved by
police thing starts. More power
to you and the Shooters Club of
America." H. D. Reit, Jr.

Los Angeles, Cal.

"I have just read your article
'A Pro-Gun Law Now!' and was a
little amazed to find that there
really are some people left with
some good common sense about gun
laws and keeping our rights to
own and bear these guns . . . I
am all for your efforts and ready
to help in any way I can."

H. L. Beaty
South Houston, Texas

"I want- to congratulate you on
your article' 'A Pro-Gun Law Now! '
You say that a pro-gun law might

, not be enactable. You may be
wrong . . . I speak from personal
experience . . . You are so right
in stating that we must take the
offensive "J. E. Edwards

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

"My guns are some of my most prized
possessions. They are the symbol
of our independence and of my own
independence, and I will keep
them and my right to keep them,
unhindered, at all costs ... We
are with you and behind you."

B. E. Pontius
Escondido, Cal.

"Having just read 'A Pro-Gun Law
Now!' I had to write this note to
say that as a shooter and member
of the Shooters Club of America,
I will support such a proposal
I, 000 per cent. I believe too,
that you will get equal support
from the greater majority of
sportsmen."

S. Rabin
Brooklyn, New York

"I think we should have some kind
of gun law that will protect our
rights to 'keep and bear arms'
once and for all instead of trying
to figure out a way to disarm the
shooting sportsman. How come they
don I t outlaw autos? They kill
more people than all the guns
made ... I say that if they want
a gun law, why not have a law
that would make parents let their
children take a complete safety
training course before giving them
a gun? Don't depr i ve the boys and
girls of the enjoyment they can
get from the shooting sports, but
let them start out right by giving
them gun safety training."
E. L. E. Hack, Bristol Small Arms
Training School, Bristol, Conn.

"You are quite right to draw at
tention to the need for uniform
firearms legislation. Whatever
its final form, the protections
of the citizen's right to have
and bear arms must be preserved. "

U.S. Senator Frank Church
Idaho

"The article 'A Pro-Gun Law Now! I

was inspiring and I appreciate
your ability in that line. For
me, firearms have been a source
of enjoyment for more years than
I care to remember."

, M. W. Boxer
Yonkers, New York
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NO MONEY DOWN
CASH or CREDIT

PRICE
SLASHED!

$99~~

GUN & AMMO PURCHASERS:
Please send signed statement
stating that you are 21 or over.
not an alien, have not been con·
victed of a crime, not under in
dictment, not a fugitive or drug
addict.

TASCo VARIABLE ZOOM SCOPE
.22 Scope zooms from 3X to 7X.
Crosshair reticule. Mounts fast and
easy on ,22 rifles with dovetail
grooves. 3/4 " body. 20mm objective.
Fully coated optics. Crisp, clear

~~~~~~:;•~l~ •~~~r.s: • . . $999

827·1788. 4 Power-15mm. 9 lens
optical system. Complete with
mount •..•.••••••••.••••••••99

SPECIAL! TASCo VARIABLE
POWER SCoPES-3X TO 9X

DEALERS-ATTENTIONI • • •
For 45 Days, KLEIN'S will fill
dealers orders for items in this Ad
at 100/0 off. Dealers must order 2
or more of any item, and include
dealer letterhead and Federal Fire
anns License Number.

¥~~~g! n-wiih F~rstw?~al~tl!th~ad:r~l
you can have any power you want
from 3 to 9 field of view, 14 ft. to
30 ft. Crosshair reticule. Magnesium
fluoride hard coated lenses, windage

~~~re~l:dat~onro~~~k ~tifds, fo~rallg~
proofing. Large eye piece and ob
{ective. 1" tube, cowhide
t.rsoz~aps. Overall 12", $2999
827-1785. Price cut to .•
827-1786. VARIABLE POWER
SCOPE 2l/2x to Bx. Tasca quality

:~:ve./e;;:;::ai/~~~~CU~~$21.99
827-1724. 21/2X or 4X scopes-
CROSS OST and CROSS-
HAIR R All the quality fea-
tures 2 described above
pLus Ie . . . always ac-
curately cen ered. State choice 0/

;~~~~e·4:~~t.e•.c~~~c.e.•O!. $11.99
820-T694 WEAVER PIVOT MOUNT
-$9.88; ... TASCO TOP MOUNT
-$4.88. State make and model of
your rifle.

True zoom action
with finger-tip con·
trol. Zooms from 25

~rru~n~oim5a~er:.i~e;y
power. 60mm obJec
tive hard coated op
tics. Prismatic sys
tem. 15" overall.
Scope weighs 2 lbs.
Includes pan head
elevator tripod ad·
justable from 12" to
18". New model.

~;~g;8~~d $5995
Tripod .....

KENTUCKY PERCUSSION
LONG GUN

ZOOM SPOTTING SCOPE

;;===.-..._._.. .30 CAL.
, M-l CARBINE
1 MAGAZINE CLIPS.

U.S. ISSUE.
827-1703. lS·shot
magazine, used.,:~~~o ~~~~;. $2.50

< 827-1?OS. IS-shot
magazine, new.

:.,~~ .e~~~;. $3.50
820-59. Web Pouch
(holds two 15·shot
magazines) belt loop.
2 for ..•••••• $1.00

Sit back, smoke a "shiroot" While
looking at this replica hanging over
the fireplace. You can't help but con
jure up visions of the hardy pioneer
Who tamed a wllderness and formed
a country. Can be fired. Ench g'un
brand new and test fired. 31" octag
onal barrel, full len~th

~~1~er.heavy barrel. ,36 S2578
D23-1S86 •••••...•...

BAUSCH & LOMB lOX SCOPE
Lightweight! Only 9 ozs. Compact!
Just 10" long. Here's a revolutionary
r?ass ideal for Hunting, Target Spot-

j~~fetG~~e:ka~t.us§UP~:::I~a~t ~ig'b~~~
quality 6 element glass lens system.
full 10 times mag-niflcation. View a
Scene 150 ft. wide at 1000 yards.
Screw type focus is fast. simple
to adjust. Weather-sealed. $750Klein's low price.
847·301 •....••••••.•

__~@MAIL TODAY-IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

II • KLEIN'S-Dept. 538 =
• • • •• • 227 W. Washington St. _
II OUR 79TH YEAR!· Chicago, Illinois, 60606 =
• D CASH CUSTOMERS: Send check or money order in full. •
• Unless otherwise specified; Add $1.00 postage and handling •

• B~a~:~ ~~:d:~~:r ';nd ·A~~:Os:ip:ehdotf~:~e::', R~~:~es Collect. •
• 0 (Illinois Cftstomers add h % Sales Taz) •
• C.O.D. Customers-Enclose 100/0 C.O.D. Deposit. •

• 0 ESTABLISHED KLEIN'S CREDIT CUSTOMERS: No down payment •
• reqUired. Your order will be shipped at once. •

• 0 ~p~'::t c;,~~~I:rd~~,S"';~~E~~~/oN~rDc:n~~eP~~:~n~a~~~~~:d~n:~~~: •I: name and address of your Employer and names and <!-ddresses of 2 or =
• ~o~r: ~~:;:s o':~~~a';i~ri:n rr~~b~~V:f(oJe;:;~e~::,) ~~~ltp;ec::~ttjs';bA~S: •
• gan and present salary. Information will be kept confidential. •

• RUSH ITEM NOS. •

• ENCLOSED is $ 0 Check 0 Money Order •·~~ -
• ADDRESS •= CITY & STATE II_ I KLEIN'S Guarantees You 1000/0 •

_ ••••__•• Sa';s'acl;on or Y~ur Money Back! •••~•••_.

DELUXE MARLIN 336C
HIGH POWER CARBINE

WITH RECOIL PAD,
SWIVELS AND SLING

FLASH! Weaver Swingaway Mounts included at NO EXTRA CHARGE! --
Exclusive at KLEIN'S! Absolutely Brand New! Factory packed deluxe models with full
Marlin warranty, Famous Marlin fast ShOI·t throw lever action. Tubular magazine holds 7 shots.
Famous Marlin Micro-Grooved barrel. Hooded ramp front sight, adjustable open rear sight, receiver
drilled and tapped for all popular scope mounts. 20" barrel, 38112" overall, wt. 7 Ibs. Included
is a fine factory fitted recoil pad, sling swivels, and oiled leather sling with brass fittings.
Klein's scooped the market to otICI' this great buy! 30/30 caliber.

~~i~':~~th~f~~.~~~~,~~~~~r~i~.a~~c~~~.;~~~ ~~~~~r~~t~~~s..~~~~~!~~:s~~~:~ ~a~da.~~~8.;;!~~ $8888
::e~~yl t:~hOohl,a~i~ ~o~~t;:i;~co1(t~d,tocagi~:':tr~~ri:~JesJfvsecI~. S~?g~ gtt~~tgirLa:,1 S9888
CUT PRICE ....• · .

LEE LOADERS
For Rifle Cartridfles

You get everythlngI
Sizing die, deprimer,
primer, bullet seater,
powder measure, in
structions. State

~~~bceer.o~. S995
028-1720 ...
For Shotgun Shells

All gauges and shell
lengths. Wads, sizes
and crimps in one
continuous operation.
Load up to 100 an
hour. State choice of

'b"~I_\S7Ir.': $9.95

SAVE! RUGGED PORTABLE
INFLATABLE BOAT OUTFITS

Complete with heavy dut}' air pump,
aluminum oars and repair kit at no
extra chal'ge. Easily worth $10.00
cxtra. Tough rubberized yellow can
vas, reinforced at strain points. two
separate air compartments for safety.
Two seats, oar locks. Handy tow and
g'unnel rope. Finest import.
E45-327. 2·m~n boat $3479OUTFIT 8'x4'8". Wt. 25
lbs. . .

~:;-~';~'~5~5~~~V~~;~ ~~~: $41.18
E45-331. 6-man boat outfit (with 3

f~::S): .:~'.6:'~~:'..~~.. ~~ $51.18
~~~~:2~;0~~~.a~.~o.a: .,,":i~~ $41.98
~~~~:3::;0~~~.a~.~~a.t.,,":i.t~ $53.95
~~~~:3~·0~~~.a~.~~a: .~j:~ $64.95
Boats inflated lose approximately one
~;;re~~ ~~ii~~~. and Width. Shipped

.44 CAL.
PERCUSSION

GUN
6 SHOT

Centennial model rifle cap and ball
guns expertly made to old time specs.
.44 cal. ball. 77/';' barrel. 133~"

i::[aA\:e~t. tt~f(ty a~;od7 $5778
in Belgium. E20-1560 ..
C21-1562. Powder flask $9.95
C21-1563. Bullet mold $9.95
020-229. Black Leather Holster $9.95

MODEL 1851
COLT NAVY
REVOLVERS

6SHoT
rtly manufactured in Italy to

the highest ori~inal standHrds. Cal.
36 ball perCUSSion, 71/2" rifled octa
go~ barrel. 13" overall length,
welgh"t 38 oz. Walnut stock. Fixed
:~a~e.open sights. Brass $4778
E20·225 .

SMOOTHBORE
"TOWER"

fliNTLOCK
PISTOL

the 1700's before the
invention of the percussion cap and
hcre's your man-size hand~tm! Beau~
tifully brass mounted-.69 caliber
fine polished wood stock. 9" smooth
bore banel, 153,4" overall length.

~eh1;~ 20IV~hnc~Serry~Ood $2678
E21-1585 .....•..•...

·r

Crimp Start·
er. Required
for all'plas
tic uncrlmped
paper or old

i~el)lsc $;~8

Locking sliding glass
doors and ammu
nition drawer. Barrel

fr~~ ~Y~~h ~~~~~ l:A\~
Roomy! 62112" high,
31" wide, 10" deep.
Made of select hard
woods in solids and
veneers. State choice
of Walnut or Salem
Maple finish. Shipped
Express
Charges $5778Collcct.
E20-1588 .•.

Clip Coupon for
This Offer!

__________ '1

I
I
I

I FREE!

NEPTUNE "MIGHTY-MITE"
OUTBOARD MOTOR

Light weight! Weighs only 17 lbe.
But WOW! What power! It starts in.
stantly, runs Quiet and smooth at
trolling speeds, yet has plenty of
power at full throttle. 1.7 H.P.
motor, 2 port single cylinder. Mois-

~Y;h~~O'::fo;:ir~,et~J:~~~~~rga.:,ili~:~:
1 qt. gas tank. Shipped Expl'p.ss

~~~l:~ti5~~ 1h~;~0~r'S~~2~: $6994
E47-326 .

Ideal for inflatable boats. Save morel
,,:.:zt;r$'t7~~'4..ordered with attY boat.

I
I
I
I
I
I

While limited quantity I
lasts, KLEIN'S will in- I
elude a eopy of the $3.95 I
Value 17th Edition GUN I
DIGEST, the World's Great- I
est Gun Book; or the I
First Edition HAND-LOAD· I
ER'S DIGEST, $2.95 Value, I
with any order for $20.00 I
or more.
If your order amounts to I
$40.00 or more, we'll in- I
elude both above gun I
books! I
You must clip this coupon I
for this special offer- I
and send coupon with I
order. I

~---------~

SCOOP! 8-GUN CABINET!
ALL ASSEMBLED!

NEW FAMED FIREARMS INTERNATIONAL MATADOR!
12-16-20. OR 410 GAUGE MATADOR DOUBLE SHOTGUNS!

Check thes.e quality M.atador fea- Order # Ga. Chamber Barrel Choke Weight Lgth. Price

Single sel~ctive ~rii~~~f'A~~~~ct&eDe~1~md~~~1:j~<;;3~;: g~~:f~g~:~ f~ ~~::: ~g;: ~t~ 4:2lg:: iJ:; $~g~:~:
~~~~ne~ct;:;rd ~~~~ty;fOi~d~~fd~~jlyga~g~ht~;n$ri~~gr~i"nes~ g~~:f~g~:: ~8 ~~:; ~~;: ~:t~ g~~ :g:: :g:: ~g~:~:
che~k~red French Walnut stock; BeavertaIl forearm. C22-1707-7 20 23,4" 26" IC&M 61/2 lbs. 43" 107.78

FIRST QUALITY! ~~~l~a~t~;~O~:oJ~~tk~~·k~~otgsfu~~~~seBr:l~~f:c~~n~ata. g~~:f~g::~o ~tg ~;; ~g;; ~~~ g~ 1~~: ~~;: ~~:~~

Famed Firearms International MATADOR! 10 Gauge Magnum Double
Perfect for ducks, geese, fox, etc. Shoots either 27/8" or 31/2" magnum shells. 32" full choked barrels. Engraved rcceiver. $117 8
double safety undel"locks, chcckered French Walnut stoc~, beavel'tail fOl'earm, 10 gao only has double trigger. Auto ejectors. 7
49" ovcrall. 91/2 Ibs. C22-1709. Brand new. first quality. KLEIN'S PRICE SLASHED FOR '445 DAYS ONLY" to $117,78
E20-73. For BB, jf2 or :tt4 shot sheLLs. State choice. Box 0/ 25 ••••••••••••••••••••••..•.••.•••..••.•..•.. $7.2.5

M1917 .30/06 WITH NEW HI-POWER SCOPES INSTALLED
C24-1711.

U. S. MODEL 1917
30/06 CALIBER

Made by Remington
and Winchester!

The U. S. Model 1917 Enfield is a tremendous value in the most desired .30/06 military
caliber! Specifieatlons: 6-shot, top loading, 1 in 10" 5-groove 26" barrel with sharp clean rifling.
Overall 46.3". Peep rear sight adjustable from 200 to 1600 yards. blade front sight. Foolproof safety.

~~::rs~d ~?li~r~O~ur~~~~icXll'I;IN~it.At~~~dCg~g~'f6;.rdwith sling swivels. All milled $2995
C24-1710. Made by Remington or by Winchester. Pricc, without scope, cut to .

U.S. SPRINGFIELD! M1903-A3
Cal. 30/06. The most popular mili
tary rifle for sporting lise. This lot
are all Model 1903·A3's with 'high
number nickel steel receivers, milled
working parts. Made in Gov't arsenal
-not commercially assembled. 5-shot
magazine. Adjustable rear peep sight,
blade front sight, 431/4" $3978overall. 8.69 lbs.
C24-1789. NRA Excellent

The only U.S. Military small arms
made with the lines and weight of
a modern sporter. Weighs only 51/2
lbs,. 18" brl., 36" overall. Gas
operatcd. 15 shot semi-auto. Ad·
Wr~t;~I~e;rceiver sig-ht, S74'9
C24-1718 .
C24-1719. Nickel Plated .. $114.99
E20-1619 .30 Cal. Soft Point Ammo
50 rounds $6.75
E20-1192..30 cal. Military Ammo.
Per 100 Rds•••••••••..... $8. 75

3-BAND,
VISCOUNT
AM-SW-MB
PORTABLE

RADIO-AMAZING VALUE!
Milt Klein says: "This is the Best
AM-Short Wave Radio I've ever seen
under $60.001"
Receives Short Wave, Standard
Broadcast and Marine Bands for
world-wide listening, Plays over 300
hours on 4 standard flashlight bat
teries (induded). 3112" dynamic
speaker, tone control, fine tuner.
long range or local power switch.
Black & ehrome..Carrying $3679case, earphone Included.
890-9771. Price cut to ••

Famous World War II 30/06 cal
iber semi-auto rifle. 8 shot, 24" brl.
42" overall. Adjustable siJtht, Ex
actly as issued with oriJtinal click

iY60 ta:e[~oo ~~~~t \~~~~ti}:bJ~h f1g~
r~e~~xn~~~~d~~~C~~~~: $7799
C24-1715 , .
C24-1716. In "Like New" condi·
tion. Certified peT/ect ••••••• $86.99

U.S. M-l GARAND RIFLE

9 TRANSISTOR WALKIE-TALKIE
Scoop! Thousands Sold At $88.88 A

Pair! Now KLEIN'S cuts the price
to only $66.78 a Pair!

Perfect for hunters. fishermen, fann
ers, campers, police wOI'k, surveyors,
etc. Ranges up to 4 miles. Famous
Mayfair quality. Lightweight-only
21/4 lbs. Push-to-talk switch, volume
control, telescopin~ antenna, private
earphone. 7 penlight batteries in
cluded. Complcte with leather case,
straps, handle. 21h"xllJ2"x6". Plays
up to 1500 hours. No li.cense re
Quired. FCC Approved. $3678890-9770.
Klein's Low Price Each. . Each

Save mOTe; 2 tOT only $66.78

$1,000,000 OFFERI FOR "GUNS" READERSI S~:dS~~~~~~~~SB:::'~.
IKLEIN'SI GREATEST EVER I POSITIVELY ENDS JUNE 15th 1964 • • • CASH OR CREDIT!

MATADOR PRICES SLASHED!

U.S. Ml 3D-CAL. CARBINE
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GUNBHOP
BY JAMES :M:. TR.IG G oS

PIONEER AMERICAN
HANDGUNS:

D ESIGNED A D DEVELOPED by Elisha Root, shop superintendent of the Colt's
Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company, the Root sidehammer model pocket

revolver was patented in 1855. While many of these pocket revolvers were produced and
sold, the arm never achieved the widespread popularity of many of the other Colt
revolvers, due to the intricate and delicate mechanism which was frcquently subject
to breakage or malfunction.

Root model Colt revolvers are considered very desirable collector's pieces today and
many are found in excellent condition with presentation engraving and ivory grips.

This arm was manufactured in a variety of models in both .28 and .31 caliber. The
.28 caliber revolvers were madc with 3]12" and 4%" barrels; models with 4Y:!" round
barrels are found in .31 caliber only. Other models had round or octagonal barrels.
Cylinders were either plain round or full-fluted with several different cylinder arbor
retaining devices and arbors employed. The .31 caliber model with round barrel and
plain cylinder is shown. The relatively rare cylinder pin retaining screw (14) which
passed through the cylinder wall is shown.

Disassembly of the 1855 Root Colt should be undertaken carefully due to the delicacy
of its interior parts. Remove cylinder arbor retaining screw (14) (or depress cylinder
arbor latch on left side of frame in front of cylinder in models employing this type
of latch) and withdraw cylinder arbor (11) from rear of frame. Remove cylinder (11).
Remove grip screw (22) and grips (23). Remove mainspring tension screw (21) and
drift out mainspring pin (20). Remove mainspring (19). Remove trigger screw (25),
cylinder stop screw (18), and side plate screw (27) at left of frame. Tap frame to
loosen side plate.

Remove hammer screw (16) and pry hammer (IS) off square shank of sear (26).
Remaining lock mechanism parts may be removed from frame in the following order:
Sear (26); Trigger & trigger spring (24); Cylinder stop & spring (18); Hand &
spring (17)-(remove hand {rum recess in right side of frame under hammer}.

To disassemble loading lever and plunger assembly, unlatch and lower the lever (7).
Drift out plunger pin (8) through hole in lower forward part of frame and removc
lever and plunger (9).

5

I
4

I
3

I

Section

'X:s:::::~~~e==1~---~.21 CAL. MODeLS HAD INDIAN FIG/fT
14 SCENE ENGRAVED ON CYLINDER. j

\P'+~~~.'$I CAL. NOOEL WITH 3.5- ROUND BARREL IS SHOWN.

OTHER ROUNTJ BARREL MODELS MADE IN 4.5 - BARREL

Jt--~-+~-+-----1'-----++ LENGTH. OCTAGONAL BARRELS WE:RE ALL MADE IN

3.5" LENGTH. CYLINDERS WERE ROUND AND FLUTED.

SCALE IN INCHES

Long itudi no I

o 2

I I

STAGECOACH HOLDUP scm
1--+--+--+---'- ,(",+--+---.,----1 ENGRAVED ON CYUND£R-t--+-++_++----+--+-+_-l

I 1
4

1
PARTS LIST

1. Front sight
2. Barrel
3. Barrel stud
4. Frame
5. Loading lever latch & pin
6. Laading lever spring
7. Loading lever
B. Plunger pin
9. Plunger

10. Cylinder
11. Cylinder arbor
12. Cylinder arbor sleeve

(not shown)
13. Nipples
14. Cylinder pin retaining

screw (Retaining latch
contained in forward part
of frame on some models)

15. Hammer
16. Hammer screw
17. Hand & spring, with hand

pin (in right side of frame)
18. Cylinder stop screw and

spring
19. Mainspring
20. Mainspring pin
21. Mainspring tension screw
22. Grip screw
23. Grip
24. Trigger & spring
25. Trigger screw
26. Sear
27. Side plate & screw (not

shown-at left side
of fram"')

28. Stirrup and pin
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ROUND MUZZLE LOADING
BARREL BLANKS

Add $2.00 per barrel for threading for our
new breech plug and nipple advertised below.

(ri

SAVE ON
7YIlVCJ,f£ST£A STOCKS

Unused, with minor bumps,
scratches, etc. Model 12, 12-ga.
$~.95. (Pump Handle) $2.45.
Win. Model 94-(Also fits '92
Mode/s)-For flat butt plate
$5.75.

NOW YOU CAN BUY TAPERED .45 barrels
Either muz~le loadln~ or for 45/70. Our usual
barrel quahty-Tapered from 1 lis" at breech to
11/16" at muzzle-s.."lves hours of lathe time.
State bbl. wanted. $13.50 plus 85t pp.

~
BREECH PLUGS: Ma-

. chined from Ordnance
- - ;~\ Steel (not cheap cast-

l~ in~s) - uses standard
- S/sx18 thread. Oct. mod-

el 15/16'1 across, round
model 11ffl". Made specially for use with our fine
muzzle loading barrel but accept...'lble to any. (Add
$2.00 to barrel price for threading at factory for
~~cJ)lu6r'>IYP~l~9l~r round or octagonal (state

NOW IN
.36 Caliber
(1 turn in
40") or .45
caliber (1 turn
in 56"). 8 groove
rifting, handsome &
smooth inside and out.
15/16" across flats. 32"
long, either cal., only $15.85
plus 8Se post. 42" long', .45 ca).,
only $19.95 plus $1.50 shipping. 45/
70 caliber-l tum tn 22", 8 groove, 32"
long . . . $15.50 plus 9S¢.

FOR SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIFLES
~\E;~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii= __
• PERCUSSION BARREL DROPS INTO STOCK

REA DY TO SHOOT.
• FREE, INTERCHANGEABLE PERCUSSION HAM_

MER 5ENT WITH EACH BARREL.
• ~~~UJ'~IG1~A~R~c;,k~~~ BY SIMPLY REPLAC-
• .45 CAL., 8-GROOVE, (1 Turn in 56''). BLUED.
~ITH SIG,HT DOVETAILS, NIPPLE, ETC.

ThiS converSIOn barrel is the same match quality
as used In our H&A muzzle loaders-taper-turned
to fit 45/79 and 50/70 "trap door" SprlnRfi,elds,
complete With plug, tang, & nipple. Simply drop
out old barrel and receiver-install our new barrel
and chang"e ~ammers-gun is ready to shoot. Origl
t;lal U. S. SprIngfield percussion hammer included ...
It .replaces your cartridge hammer without fitting.
PrIce complete and ready to use-$26.50 plus SSt:
pp. (Bullet mold-.45 cal. for above-onJy $2.25.

.45 CALIBER PISTOL BARRELS

(')~;;~~_::<~
~;.t;ad l~~~v'an~~~~g~~n~;n~~l b~~s. 8~;rot~
rifhng, only $3.95 ea. or two for $6.50.

Q~C~;R~!!~~NELt fl?:"m!2.95
set. Streamlined front
ramp with si~ht. Rear
sight with both windage
& elevation built in. As Found on

~~thtiig(~~li~~A~fenSi:t Colt Sporting
screw. Front .560 i.d., Rifles
rear .7~5 i.d. Plenty of
wall thickness fot: reaming to all popular sizes.
~l~t~d, s~i.adY to mstall. ONLY $2.95 for com-

A FINE

*

For 22 Rifles with grooved receivers

• To save you high Express costs, we mail you
all components except powder & pTimeT. You
load by installing- small pi1;itol primer, add 5 grs.
Unique and push in supplied bullet. PI·imer fits
direclly into plustic case-no adapter. You get a
reg-ular .38 tround, monogrammed tround, ma
chine gun tround & a white case tround-all four
only $4.9S postpaid.

Last month you had to pay $9.00 or
more for top mounts with 1" rings
Now you can mount your 1" scope 1.2-3
with out inexpensive top mounts. For
all makes of .22 rifles with top receiver
grooves. ONLY $2.75 per set.

"Q~1~op MOUNT
~ SCOPE RINGS

MUZZLE LOADING_ll!su straight 8 groove rifled
lengtbs-l turn in 56"-super accurate ••• 32"
long $10.95 plus 9S¢. Above barrel. only full 48"
bench rest model ... $18.95 plus $150 (Add
$2.00 peT barrel faT breech plug threading.)
45/70 round blanks, 8 groove' rifled, 114" o.d••
1 turn in 22" •.. $10.60 plus 95¢:.

d1:. t~~~B~:r ~~"4n~~~gi:t~sM;J::u~,ng4:/18.''s~~
gToove rifled. fine steel ... $9.50 plus 80¢. 12"
length for pistol use-$5.95 plus 40¢ post .
.357 MAGNUM (.:18 Special & Hmm Luger) blanks,

I
. I 1 tum 16"'•.357 groove dla .• 26"' long•.940 o.d.

•

;-~~1ar~~::: ii::c~3~~n\f;;~~~S~~~e~f. V:i~c~~~~eJl' plus 85¢ post. 12" length for pistol use-$5.95

------= ~ ~~';R~Ott:~~ .22 barrel blanks. Full llA3" din.
-=--. 6 g"TOOve barrel suitable for center or rim fire

~~~on;ol~~si~ng, 1 turn 14" .•• Only $8.95

~ ~ '. I~:':'::"'----S

~ L~~~~~~

Mechanically Perfect •••
32" lang Range Full Choke Barrel

H & R Heavy Breech Action--approx. wt. 8% Ibs.

NEW Stocks and Forends!
REG. OR NEW 3 Y2" MAGNUM

••• ~GWArN. MumE

HOPKINS &. ALLEN 1D.l\~~~

Greatest bong around Duck and Goose gun ever. Each with
brand new proof-tested Long Range barrel, each mechanically
perfect with extra lorge, extra strong action. All AMERICAN
MADE. Condition as specified below refers to both wood and
receiver finish.
(Add $1.75 for post. & hondling or specify R.R. Express.
Send "Firearms Affidavit" stating you are over 21, not
under indictment or a fugitive, not a drug addict, etc.)

RARE "TROUND" AMMO
ONLY $4.95-*POSTPAID

@ -to -@=rl~
- FOR DARDICK GUNS-

***********************************
10 GAUGE MA:G:N:;U:;M;-==IIIIIIII'
SHOTGUNS

*

•
a~'!i n~l~v~~~~r~'~I~TcN~~fl~d~Hs~~r / / Ideal
barrels and fast igilitlOn under ham-

• •• : ~ . ~~~ a~~~n·e:~~p~~doP~:~~ ahno~:eIJen ~.. for Hunting,
• I , • ~~~~~u~~~nts;ght&.xt.. Plinking, Target &

Match Shooting . • .
all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

CHOICE OF 6 avN®Gf:3I!:,0
NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast, only 51}, lbs. Octagonal
cut rifled 21" barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• MOST POPULAR "Offhand" model, 32" full octagon cut rifled
barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber. About 7'10 lbs.

• MODEL .45 TARGET. 32" cut rifled round barrel, favorite of
match shooters. 10 lbs., .45 caliber only.

• 12 gao FOWLER, only 4 1}, lbs., 30" choked barrel.

-~()IfGWKWG-Enfields are fine actions BUT do cock on closing
stroke and have an extremely slow "muddy" fir
ing pin fall. You can bring your rifle up-to·date
equal to and often better than today's modern pro
duction-for just $5.95 and 2 minutes time.
Our unit reduces lock time (the great accuracy im·
prover up to 720/0, cocks rifle on the up turn of
the bolt just as in Winchester, Remington, Spring
field, Mauser and others. Simply insert in your
bolt. Regular safety works as usual. Normally a
$15 to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES AT THE
UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $5.95 PPD.
(For 1914 or 1917 Eddystone, Remington or 'Vin
chester Models only-state which-not for British
SMLE)

EACH READY-TO-SHOOT
You get-Flask, Powder, Caps, Patching, Lead, Bullet Mold. Powder Solvent, Measure, Instruction
Book. Saves much time and money since you start with correct bullet mold size, patching material,
powder loads.

ORDER YOUR H&A TODAY!
Order any H&A model now direct from this ad
Hnd we'll semd you F"REE-extra. valuable muz?le
loading premiums. Each order, with all the
shooting equipment, sent RR Exp. (not prepaid).
Include a statement you are over 21, not a
fugitive, drug addict or under indictment. Addi
tional interesting information on Hopkins &

~~:r_~~J~~::eXf.i~~I~~, sl~~t["enns¥~l~~jUst send

•
~ OLD TIME .

I * ~. ~~~~eE~n Ga~f~~e~,R~~e~~~:_
· - • ',j _. tique Standard dovetail. Extra in-

.,_! terchangeable sight aperture in-
cluded _m __ ~ m Only $2.25 ppd.

*

•' ..
::. I .:,

J "
\

U.S. CARSINE
MAGAZINES

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes
seconds to apply . . . beautifies &
protects. Deep blue permanent finish
actually penetrates the steel. Used
by gunsmiths and gun factories every
where. Guaranteed to be the best
cold blue you ever used-or your
money back.

3 GUN SIZE-SEND ......$2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
PINT-SEND $7.50 ppd.
SOLD THE WORLD OVER

SLING & OILER-$2.49

(Dealers and Gunsmiths Inquiries Invited)

~~s~~n~~~n1t~;~-~~:ilJg~ ~~~~, S&~rt~~;
instant cash-no haggling-no stalling-no
crazy trade offers-just money! Write us de
scribing what you have to get Immediate
action-or easier Yet, ship In & we airmail
check at highest market value immediately!

Magazines are NOT supplied with DCM
CARBINES-ORDER YOURS NOW

* All our magazines are guaranteed to have per
fect feed lips-none are part of the rejected lot
with faulty lips. All are government inspected
and passed! Each with Free waterproof. dust.
proof as issued rubber cap.

CHOICE OF 2 TYPES
1. 5 shot capacity - re

quired by law for hunt·
ing, fits flush with
guard-streamlines ap
pearance. Solid ma
chined bottom - not
•'ra,v' , appearing over·
sized fold over $3.45

2. 15 shot, in original
wrap, only $1.99 ea.
or 2 for $3.50, 5 for
$7.50!

ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CAS!:
15 SHOT MAGS-ONLY 85.

U.S. CARBINE
REAR SIGHTS
Here is your opportunity
to get a brand new rear
sig-ht adjustable for wind
8g-e and elevation. Fits all
U.S. Carbines. Slides into
receiver dovetall-2 min
utes to install. As issued,
$2.45 ppd.

""u,x-~~JI1e* Sc<»pe
JIIX <»-.:LJD.."t. lEI

(NotsuPPI~OCM Carbines) COiiiiiiiiiiiii

~,,_. -
Oiler is lower sling holder. Fits in cut in butt
stock.

SPARE
PARTS
KIT

U. S. CARBINE ORDNANCE TOOL
GAS PISTON NUT WREN~H
essential for removing gas . .
piston for cleaning your 7 £ ONLY
new DCM Carbine.· $1 .00

*

OUR 1936 THOMPSON
submachine gun catalog
Shows. de8('ribes & pl'ices
our full rommero;-ial line or
J:\lnS. InC'ludinJ:l: our 1 fl27
("'arhln€!. parts. etC'. Pro
fusely Illustrated. :)0 n;'l~es.

51.95 pod.
flVe are thf! sole 1IIfHtIl!ac·
tItTf"T.s of Thompson glUI.s and
er/ldpmMlt.)

Bas the uhanR'u and feel of the early duelers.
Ultra strong design allows extra heavY black
powder loads. In either .36 or .45 caliber-with
extras • • • checkered Tenite grips • • •

~
NOW-Long Range Rear Sight Only $26.50. (Add $3.00 for checkered Walnut

~ • • •• for all H&A's-adjustable for both grips.) *Send pistol permits from states re- S..M.L.E: 5-SHOT MAGAZINES For it4, and it5
~ windage & elevation, complete with 3 qulrlng. Also include signed statement you are ~~V:-%4.~s5.Slim, 'spoTter' appearance to rifle-

~ ~ii~iiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~~ii~~~iiii~ll size aperture disc. (All H&A receiv- over 21, not a fugitive, drug addict, drunk or t~iij~~~~~ij~iiiijiiiiij!iiiiiiiiiiii~i~ers now drilled & tapped for this
sight)-Only $3.95 under indictment, etc.

WE BUY DU
"S! I----=*=::S:-:A-::T.::-:/S:::F~A~C=TI=-=O:-:N-:---:A:-:L-:-:W.!;-A:-:Y::-:S:-::G:-:U:-:A:-:R~A:-:N":':T:-::E~E=D-*--- Visit NUMRICH ARMS' NEW
11 GIANT SPORTATORIUM

i~8I~~n?JTG}WSmfuO~~1WnS=.!
BRAND NEW STOltE

WE BUY • WE TRADE • WE SELL
~est Hurley is 90 minutes from N.Y. City,

r~~) Nf~llo~or~t.T~3u~~rlir'6~Hlei9tcFw;:t
:;:r!.:§·11iOt~ ~ePk?ailY-Mon~ay thru Satur-



REDFIELD GUN SIGHT CO.
1325 south Clarkson, Denver, Colorado 80210

This is the Redfield

I'REcord"

that is smaller. A 2.0" group is not bad at
all. This heavy bullet performs exremely
well for any game in the .270 class, that is on
the large side.

Some people will use the .284 and .270
for larger game than I think is desirable
and some will get away with it. For any:
thing larger than medium heavy game I
consider the new .300 Winchester Magnum
far superior. All of us are well aware of
what a "well placed hit" does on any animal
with almost any decent load. But there is a
whale of a difference in a clean, one-shot
kill and a mortally wounded fine game ani
mal that you have to trail a mile, or lose
completely. A bit "too much" power doesn't
hurt a thing. It can make the difference be
tween a successful trip you'll remember with
pride the rest of your life, and one that's a
total loss and disappointment.

Another fine load is a 130 gr. Speer backed
with 56.0 gr. 4350 and CCI 200 primers in
the .284 hull. It starts at 3043 fps for 2680
fp M.E. I think it's a better deer load and
expansion is faster. Like other Speer game
bullets, the core and jacket fuse together for
a classic mushroom, without separating, shat
tering or exploding. You get maximum shock
ing power for any normal range. I've seen
some bullets that penetrated game com
pletely without much expansion, or gave core
and jacket separation.

Good bullets are never 100 per cent "de
pendable." I've never seen any make or type
that performed exactly the same way every
time if enough shots were fired. I mean on
game. Firing into fine, moist sand gives fairly
uniform performance with a particular bullet.
It's a good yardstick to compare bullet per
formance with a factory load for control.

Several years ago a chap shot a deer with
a .30-06 factory load and thought he missed.
Another shot got the buck. Examination
showed the first bullet penetrated about 3"
in the chest without expanding. The next hit
in nearly the same place penetrated com
pletely, expanding well and making a nice
exit hole. There was no noticeable difference
in the reports. What happened? We checked
the recovered bullet. The core and jacket
compared favorably with others in the same
box. Ballistics of the remaining rounds were
normal. The shooter swears that brand of
ammo is no good, although it's excellent.
The severe bullet failure could have hap
pened with any other make, or possibly even
with a fine custom bullet, although I think
the factory bullets were a bit hard for best
expansion at .30-06 velocity. They would be
about right for a .300 H & H, that also has
bullets that are too hard for best expansion

By KENT BELLAH

The .284 Winchester
LAST YEAR Winchester introduced a

new .284 cartridge for their MI00 auto
and M88 lever action rifles. Both are fine
guns of their type. Many hunters are switch
ing to them for medium game. Others, pre
fer bolt action pieces, although I'm not sure
they have any advantage for medium game.
There is sometimes an advantage in faster
fire power if you use it sensibly. You should
place a higher value on the first well placed
shot than on the next 10 rounds.

A friend carried a single cartridge for his
rifle on a deer hunt. He also carried a .44
Magnum revolver for the coup de grace if
necessary. It wasn't necessary. I think he
wanted to spoof his companions who packed
autoloading rifles. With the understanding
that I don't think any sensible man will
spray the countryside with hot lead to bag
a buck, let's take it from there.

The .284 cartridge has quite similar ballis
tics to the fine .270 Winchester. The major
difference is a shorter case, a little trick
WoW learned about a long time ago. The
round is as modern as tomorrow. No doubt
it will also be popular in bolt actions. Con
trary to some opinions, it isn't difficult to
reload for lever actions and au tos if you use
proper dies. Dies are quite critical, and
good ones are highly recommended for any
cartridge.

We had a sample set of .284 RCBS "Pre
cisioneered" dies before a Winchester rifle
was available! RCBS works closely with
firearms labs, and generally have Preci
sioneered dies before guns are in production
in new calibers. We have used many RCBS
dies, have never found one with a defect. A
few were not correct for a particular gun,
but the fault was always in the gun chamber
or bullet, not the dies. RCBS dies are made
to closer specs than many guns.

The Speer people used a .284 Model 88 for
their tests, firing 934 rounds to work up data
for the new Speer Reloading Manual No.6.
This is by far the biggest and best up-to
date manual available, with much more dope
than the old No.5. Everyone should have it.
Speer b!\llistician Dave Andrews obtained
some 5 shot-groups of 1.5" at 100 yards with
the 160 grain Speer. pill ba~ked with 53.0
grains 4350 and CCI 200 primers. This is a
!Op load for auto or lever actions, but not
excessive, starting at 2703 fps for 2596 fp
(foot pounds) M.E.

I've quoted this load because it's real good.
We can't obtain quite that good accuracy,
as few rifles do that well right out of the
box. But groups won't average very much
larger, and you may occasionally get one

Suggested
retail

$850

Completely new,
lightweight, rugged
Micrometer Receiver
Sight is the result
of constant Redfield
development and
improvement programs. Staff detaches
quickly (for scope use) with quick-detach
rng screw. Point-blank screw returns sight
to same impact position. Precision-crafted
of 70/75 T6 Aluminum with tensile
strength greater than steel. Precision
fitted dovetail between base and staff.
Replaces 70 and 80 series Redfield Re
ceiver Sights.

This is the Redfield

I'TRophy"

Suggested
retail

Dollar ford'ollar,
the finest receiver
sight on the market!
Replaces No. 102
Series hunting re
ceiver sight. Same tough Redfield qual
Ity. Rugged, dependabl,e, light-weight 701
75 T6 Aluminum construction. Elevation
and windage adjustments plus point-blank
screw.

REDFIELD
PRECISION

MEANS

ACCURACY!
For over half a century, the Redfield
reputation for fine quality sighting equip
ment has been unexcelled. Redfield is
proud of its position of leadership, and
pledges to continue to manufacture the
very finest sights available anywhere.
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H&R Forty-Niner Model 949
Western style .22 caliber 9
shot revolver with one-piece
wa Inut grip.

H&R Model 929 Sidekick .22
caliber 9-shot revolver with
swing-out cylinder.

H&R Model 900 Snap-out
.22 caliber 9-shot revolver
with center push pin unit
for fast loading, unloading.

MODEL 402

MODEL 755

In the time it takes you to read this, you could have fired the
9·round load and ejected the brass from the .22 caliber Ultra Side
kick Model 939 by Harrington & Richardson. And you would
have had more fun doing it because the Ultra Sidekick is the
target weight revolver that's beautifully balanced and highly accu
rate to deliver more shooting pleasure. Very reasonably priced,
too. See it now at your sporting goods dealer.

MODEL 939

'.

Ask your dealer to show you the
complete line of H&R firearms in
cluding the Sahara Model 755 .22
caliber single shot rifle with auto
matic. extraction, ejection and cock·
ing; and th.e Topper line of single
barrel shotguns.

FREE CATALOG. Send 10 cents to cover handling and mailing costs. Write Dept. GM-2

~a:r:ring-ton & Richa:rdson, Inc.
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

at fairly long range on deer-size game. Win
chester loads their new .300 Magnum with
bullets that I think are about right.

Speer decided not to list their BL-C-2
loads in their new No.6 Manual. Their best
one is 47.0 gr. behind their 130 gr. pill for
2807 fps. You may want to settle on 1.0 grain
or so less powder for lever or auto actions,
where the overall cartridge length is 2.800"
to function in the magazines. We found that
44.0 gr. works well with the 140 gr. Sierra
bullet in the M88 for 2600 fps. The 160 gr.
Sierra B.T. behind 54.5 gr. H-4831 shoots
well. We didn't chronograph it, but velocity
is around 2450 fps.

Joyce I-Iornady, Box 906, Grand Island,
Nebraska, has .284 data for their bullets in
a custom M70 with a Douglas barrel. Send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope if you
want their data. The top loads are too heavy
for 1\1100 and M88 rifles. You can't get top
charges in the cases as bullets must be seat ed
deeper to function in the magazines. When
the .284 was introduced, I didn't think it
would be a very popular one for reloading.
At the rate Winchester is producing rifles I
think it will be popular, and I'm looking
for some custom and factory bolt action guns
to be chambered for it. It will probably re·
place the time-tested .270 sooner or later.

You need tighter than normal dies for
springy pump, auto, and lever actions. Fred
Huntington told me this was a major cause
of die returns. RCBS now has a much needed
"first" in supplying "Small Base" sizers for
these actions in .243 Win., .270 Win., .300
Savage, .30-06, and .308 Win. Specify "Small
Base." They can be used for bolt actions,
but the tighter a case fits a chamber, within
reason, the better accuracy you get. Their
.284 is correct, and' so are other calibers used
mostly in springy actions.

RCBS made so many "firsts" you'd think
they invented handloading. One is the quick
change up or down stroke toggle, on their
strong "0" frame "Jr." and A-2 presses.
Both have adequate strength for any opera
tion. I consider the A-2 the ulLimate for
heavy-duty bullet swaging, case forming and
reloading. They say it forms a .30-06 hull to
.250-3000 in one operation. That's an under
statement. I've amazed people by skinning
down a .30-06 case to .22-250 in one opera·
tion! This impraotical stunt merely proves
the press power. It takes a little practice
with a thin lot of commercial {not GIl brass.

RCBS seaters are original, considered by
many as superior for perfect bullet align
ment. The die throat fonvard of the case
mouth is reamed to normal bullet diameter.
Bullets don't depend on the seater stem
cavity for alignment. No other major die
maker uses this more expensive design.
RCBS dies are not the only fine ones, but
they are fine, and RCBS is justly proud of
them. Quality and design are excellent, di
mensions are close, and alignment is perfect.
They are a bargain at 13.50, much superior
to low quality dies.

RCBS originated their 3 die pistol set,
and later their 4 die set that seats bullets in
one operation and crimps in another. They
eliminate shaving lead or deforming bullets.
RCBS will cut seater stems to fit the soft
bullet noses exactly. RCBS Tungsten Car
bide dies are not original, but the critical
insert design is the equal of any ever made,

(Continued on page 44)
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FIREARMS ACT
APRO-GUN

MAY 1964GUNS

to the states themselves-backed up by repeated court
decisions that the states "may regulate, within the limits
of their constitutions, the possession and use of firearms."
Thirty-five states have provisions in their own constitutions
identical or similar to the Second Amendment; but no two
states are identical in their applications of firearms regu
lations. The federal government is specifically prohibited
from dictating to the states in this area of police powers,
and it would be illogical for us to present a law, based on
a Constitutional right, which ran counter to another Con
stitutional right. This is a knotty legal problem. We are
seeking a solution to this problem, are hopeful that one may
be found. But we must face the possibility that, even if we
can enact a federal law as a pattern, we may yet have to
fight the battle in each of the states to win uniformity of
firearms regulations.

It is easy to say, as some have said, "All right, quit
stalling! Write the Bill, get it presented, and let ns aU
write letters' urging its passage!" No legislator, worthy to
sponsor it, would present this Bill-or any Bill predestined
to such bitter controversy as this one will encounter- un
less we could be sure that the Bill was clean of at least the
obvious legal pitfalls. If he did, OuI cause would suffer. We
must be sure we're right before we go ahead.

Here, then, is a suggested platform (facing page) , a basic
framework of a Pro-Gun Law. It is brief, dealing in gener
alities; the finished law will have to cover a multitude of
details. Footnotes are added here to point out-and point
up-some of the specifics.

No ONE KNOWS better than we do that this basic
platform will fall far short of pleasing everyone. It

could not possibly in this space, even pretend to cover all
the facets of this fantastically complex problem. We present
it as a foundation.

A minority of letters received ,demand the unequivocal
right to carry firearms, loaded or not, concealed or openly,
without license. The words, "To keep and bear," do eer-

16

By E. B. MANN

BEF'ORE WE BEGI 1, let it be strictly understood that
this is not a finished pro-gun Bill, ready for submis
sion to the United States Congress. It is written in

layman's language, every word of which will have to be
studied and shaped to fit the legal necessities. But, it is the
most aggressive step ever taken by any publication; by any
organization; by Any group concerned with the rights of
the people to keep and bear arms. But the legal pitfalls are
many, and some of them will be covered in this article.

This proposal does not fulfill all of our own hopes, or all
of the hopes expressed in your letters, as to what an ideal
pro-gun law should be. It is merely a skeleton of basic aims,
published here as an invitation for your criticism and sug
gestions j and as a tool for your own use--in your own
state, county, or municipality.

In presenting this Bill, and in asking your support of it,
we are mindful of the fact that the eyes of the entire world
are focused on America. The suppressed people of the world
realize that ours is the only nation which permits its citizens
to keep and bear arms. Every anti-gun law that is passed
takes a small chip from this freedom. Conversely, any laws
that protect and perpetuate this freedom can only serve to
improve that image; can only affirm that we are, indeed,
a free people.

Your letters have been most helpful. Hundreds of them
have been received, responding to our beliefs that "The
Second AmendmeNt is Not Enough," and "Why Not A Pro
Gun Law Now?" Most of your letters offered specific sug
gestions as to what a pro-gun law should do. Everyone of
those suggestions has been carefully studied by' an ever
widening panel of men in the firearms industry, represent- .
atives of the shooting sports, legislators, and legal experts..

As one sample of the problems to be' faced, take the
almost unanimous demand that state laws regarding guns
be made uniform throughout the states. This is an essential
need, one that must be attained. But, from the standpoint
of a federal law, it runs head·on into the Constitutional
provision that all general police powers shall be reserved



A LAW TO REPEAL AND REPLACE THE FEDERAL FIREARMS ACTl

WHEREAS the Second Amendent of the Constitution
of the United States of America states that "A well
regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be inh'inged." And,

WHEREAS the histOl"Y of the Wl'iting of that Amend
ment, as well as its wording, clearly indicate the
intention of the writers, signers, and citizens who
voted for its passage, to be as hereinafter defined in this
Bill, and not as otherwise defined or interpreted by
any branch or agency of the government-

BE IT ENACTED therefore that the words, "A well
regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state," shall be accepted in the hue meaning
intended by their Wl'iters and supporters as an affirma
tion of (as President John F, Kennedy so aptly phrased
it) "our basic civilian-military relationships, in which
every citizen must be ready to participate in the defense
of his country;" and that "the right of the people to keep
and bear arms" means all of the people and not only
those who are members of state or national gual'ds or
other quasi-military groups; and that it shall be the
intent of all legislation relative to such matters, as it is
the intent of this Bill, to protect and preserve that right
and not to Iinlit or restrict it except in the just and fair
interest of public safety and welfal'e, and then only as
hereinafter provided.

BE IT ENACTED, in accordance with the meaning of
the second Amendent as above defined, that no federal
agency of law or law enforcement can or may prohibit,
resh'ict, require licensing of, or specifically tax the
purchase, ownership, or legitimate use of firearms or
other al'ms of such categories as those I'elated to sport,
hobby, or civilian self-defense by any law-abiding
citizen, and ilie terms "specifically tax," "legitimate use,"
"firearms ... i'elated to sport, hobby, or self-defense,"
and "law-abiding citizen," shall be understood and
interpreted as follows and that no other interpretation
may be placed on them:

1. "Specifically tax" shall mean, and be interpreted to
mean, the indiscriminate taxing of fu'earms, ammunition,
components, and any accessory to the use of firearms,
except where such revenue thus received shall be used
specifically for the expansion of a program of civilian
marksmanship, hunter safety h'aining, or any other use
to promote and encourage the shooting sports,

2. "Legitimate use" shall include use in sports, hobbies,
self-defense and practice for same; but the maintenance
of this right shall not prevent the application, through
due process of equable penalties for reckless use or use
in ways or places dangerous to the public safety as
stipulated by reasonable regulations.

Use of any fu'earm in the commission of a felony, or in
resistance of arrest after the commission of a crime,
shall be a federal offense punishable by not less than

IThe National Firearms Act is primarily a tax act,
placing a transfer tax ($200) on "gangster type" fire
arms: machine and sub-machine guns (full-automatics,
designed or altered to shoot a sequence of shots by a
single functioning of the trigger), sawed-off shotguns
or rifles, and certain other firearms, This act needs
re"ision, too, mainly for clarification, The "other
weapons" wording is troublesome and confusing, But it
is not and will not be the intention of the pro-gull law
to relieve full-automatic weapons or weapons ob
viously desigued or altered for criminal use, from .
either registration or taxation.

tainly stand foursquare and unmistakeable in the Second
Amendment. But to de};llalld is one thing; to get is. another.
Every responsible person with whom we have cQn,;ferxed,
advises strongly agaihst demanding. They insist unani-

five years imprisonment, or such additional penalty as a
proper court shall decide, in addition to any penalty in
flicted for ilie crime committed.

3. "Firearms, .. related to sport, hobby, or self-de
fense" shall include all rifles, shotguns, and handguns
(pistols and revolvers), excepting only those which are
designed for or have been altered for criminal use
(exceptions to be exactly defined later in iliis biII)2, and
shall further recognize that the hobby of gun collecting
which perprehlates the heritage of fu'earms, shall not be
resh'icted (except as concerned full-automatic and cer
tain other firearms defined later), but shall be encouraged.

4. "Law-abiding citizen" means, and shall be in
terpreted to mean, any citizen not previously convicted
of a felony, not a fugitive, not legally proven incompe
tent by reason of age or mental deficiency, and not
provably a drug addict.

WHEREAS the history of law enforcement proves that
neither the requirement of a license to purchase or a
license to possess firearms, nor the registration of fire
arms, by serial number or by ballistic characteristics,
have been or can be effective in the pl'evention or de
tection of crime; and

WHEREAS the requh'ement of license to purchase or
possess places undue discriminatory power into the
hands of the police or other licensing agency and
encourages the prohibitory use of such power in con
tradiction to the intention and h'ue meaning of the
Second Amendent; and

WHEREAS the licensing and regish'ation of fu'earms
are not only infTingements on the rights of the law
abiding citizen and without justification as aids to law
enforcement, but are dehimental to national defense-

BE IT ENACTED that no federal agency can or may
require the licensing or registration of fu'earms (with the
exceptions herein noted and defined), and that ilie
federal courts provide recourse and protection for law
abiding citizens asking immunity from such resh'ictions
if and when imposed by state or local agencies; and that
all federal agencies urge ilie several states to revise ilieir
firearms l'egulations to be (1) uniform in all states, and
(2) uniformly within the limits of regulation specified
in this enactlnent.

BE IT FURTHER ENACTED that the federal govern
ment does hereby, and shall in spirit and letter, not only
protect the citizen in his right to keep and bear arms
but shall encourage him to own arms and to attain
skill in their use, as a preparation for the part he may
be required to play in the defense of his country; and
iliat the federal government shall, by such legislative
and/or administrative steps required, expand (through
its existing Departlnent of Civilian Markmanship or
such other agencies as may be needed) its present pro
gram for the development of civilian marksmanship, and
that the necessal'y funds be provided (including the
provision, where necessary, of military or military
surplus arms for such training).

2We will not attempt to legalize sale or possession of
"pen guns," "belt-buckle guns," or other such odd-ball
weapons, except (for the protection of collectors) they
be (1) true antiques for which no fixed ammunitio,". is
available, or (2) unless they are effectively de-acti
vated, or (3) unless they are registered subject to tax
as provided in the (revised) National Firearms Act.
The term '''pen gun" as used here does not include
pen-shaped gas guns, which are already legal under
}'ederal law. (Fixed ammunition to be defined,)

mously that the inclusion of an unlicensed :r;ight to carry
would inevitably foredoom the entire program to failure.
They say, "If we ask this, we will get nothing ; and. this is
something we (the,.l:u;l:v;i§ors) do 110t (Cantin/ued on page 62)
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BULLET CASTING IS ECONOMICAL. BUT THE

The author uses either the bottom draw thermostat furnace or the Thermo-Utility
dip pot, both made by SAECO, depending on the type of mould he wishes to use.

I
,1

J

I
Above: A bullet cast in Hensley & Gibbs No. 51 mould (left) has
more efficient shape than factory .357 slugs. Left: These perfect
.30 caliber castings are shown before and after lubricating and sizing.

TRUE PLEASURE COMES FROM MAKING A~CURATE BULLETS

THAT WILL INCREASE YOUR SCORES

By KENT BELLAH

Hensley & Gibbs four-cavity
mould has fast, back-hinge.
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The Potter Lead Tester, which indicates the relative hardness of
an alloy with some accuracy, does not indicate the quality.
nor the presence. of impurities-as copper, iron, or arsenic.

Bullet at right, pulled with inertia
bullet puller, shows deformation due
to excessive crimping of case mouth.

RIGHT FOR ACCURACY

B ULLET CASTING is an art that
was old when our nation was

young. From the first Pilgrims up to
the advent of the metallic cartridge,
untold millions of lead balls were cast
over campfires, kitchen stoves, or roar
ing fireplaces-yet more cast bullets
are being shot today than in muzzle
loading days.

Many riflemen flinch at the thought
of firing cast bullets in their pet
shoulder gun. Granted, you need a
slicker bore than for jacketed pills,
but cast slugs won't harm a bore-if
it's de-leaded before shooting jacketed
bullets. Cast slugs make good reduced
plinking loads, however. Casting slugs
for rifles is a story in itself, and since
most cast bullets are shot in handguns,
let's concern ourselves mainly with
the casting of these.

No gun or ammunition is better
than the bullet used. For that reason,
don't try to make your castings too
cheap or too fast. The secret of good,
accurate cast bullets is precision and
uniformity-in alloy, weight, and in
the critical dimension.

Some casters start with minimum
cost equipment. I have found that it's
better to start with the best, or the best
that you can afford. An investment of

$100 at the start will assure you of
years of fun and satisfaction. Let's see
why better equipment gives you better,
more accurate castings.

A bottom draw, thermostat electric
furnace, such as the SAECO or Lyman,
maintains uniform temperature. The
heavier head of metal over the spout
reduces internal bullet defects, such as
dross, air pockets, and folds. Here's
the proper way to use one of these
furnaces. Start with about six p·ounds
of alloy, and keep the pot about half
full all during your casting. Wait until
the alloy reaches -full temperature be
fore casting, then stir, flux, and stir
some more. This will prevent lead-rich
casts when the lighter metals, used for
alloying, float to the top.

Beeswax can be used for flux, but
I prefer a good bullet lube. I use
Mirror-Lube for both fluxing and lu
bricatirig.. It isn't messy, cuts clean in
a sizer, reduces leading,·- and doesn't
melt out oil at 'high temperatures. I
'cut the sticks into 112 inch slices, using
a knife blade that's warm, drop a slice
into the pot, and stir well. Igniting the
fumes with a kitchen match will re
duce the smoke. It is best to work near
a window or door, in a draft that will
carry smoke outside, or use an electric

fan to solve this problem.
Screw the furnace to a 12" x 14"

board, to prevent any possibility of
tipping. Then place it on a piece of
Sheetrock to protect the table finish.
Plug the furnace into a separate, un
loaded circuit. An incandescent lamp
wired into the circuit makes a good
visual indicator. When it dims, the
pot is heating; when it brightens,
the operating temperature of the fur
nace has been reached.

Use a tablespoon to return poor
casts and sprue cuttings to the pot
before too many accumulate. Add pigs
with kitchen tongs, or steel photo
tongs, to prevent splashing the alloy.
Since a fast, steady casting speed is
desirable, a helper is handy to add
pigs (ingots), sprue, flux and stir, and
take casts off the drop pad. Rivet a
6" wood handle to a table spoon to
stir the mix at the bottom of the pot.

A clogged spout can be due to an
overload of alloy, adding too much
metal, or a low temperature setting.
If the spout leaks, or drops of metal
form on it, the valve is crusted over,
and you'll get folds or wrinkles in the
casts. Empty the furnace, remove the
valve and polish with fine steel wool.
Clean the crud from inside the pot,
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Left to right: A perfect casting; cast
with wrinkles (cold alloy): fins (by
sprung blocks); hole in base (sprue
not solidified); out of line sizer.

Left: A bullet pulled from reload shows bad fold in nose and deformed
groove due to excessive crimp of non-uniform case wall. Right: Cast
shank in bullet base or hollow point nose, used to lap rusted mould.
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any that are damaged by a fall on the
floor or bench should be returned to
the pot. With flat base bullets, a per
fect sharp edge all around is vital to
accuracy. A nicked, or otherwise im·
perfect base causes the bullet to tip
when leaving the bore. Other base
defects, caused by cutting a non·solid
sprue, or by an air pocket, cause bul·
lets to have an erratic flight. To pro·
tect your castings, drop them from
the mould onto a folded bath towel.
A handy system is set up by placing
a box (padded with the bath towel) on
a chair. Put one end of another towel
into the box and tack the other end
to your bench. Castings roll gently
down this slide, and land in the box
without a scratch.

SAECO·Cramer three·holers are su
perb moulds having individual sprue
holes. Like Lyman's one or two cavity
moulds, they are held tight against a
furnace or dipper spout. If they leak
in contact, touch bullet lube to the
warm spout. All of these moulds, and
H & G's four cavity, are scissor hinged
behind the blocks. Lyman's four holers,
and larger H & G's are hinged forward
of the blocks, making them just a bit
slower to operate.

Castings, especially flat base bullets,
should be sizing diameter to .001"
larger. Oversize casts, which are com
mon, may deform in sizing. Diameter
isn't as critical with swaged hollow
base handgun bullets. Diameter varies
with the alloy, and with some you can
use .002" oversize. Specify the alloy
and the sizing diameter you'll use
when ordering moulds. Flat base bul
lets should be close to groove diam·
eter, or no more than .001" over.

Close the moulds gently without
slamming, and use uniform pressure
every time for more uniform bullets.
If the blocks, cavities, sprue cutter,
and guide pins are not perfectly true
in a new mould ask your dealer for a
replacement; but not if the fault is due
to use or abuse.

Lyman's popular moulds are good
low priced ones, and have been im
proved over the past few years; they
are available for many rifle and hand
gun bullet styles. The handles can be
used for any blocks with the same
number of cavities. You can also use
double cavity handles for single cavity
blocks by shaving wood from inside
the handles, permitting the blocks to
close fully. 'To use one-hole handles
with two hole blocks, file the back
inside of the (Continued on page 41)

holes. When using these moulds with
a bottom draw furnace, keep them
close to the spout, preferably resting
on some support.

After the bullets are cast, wait two or
three seconds for the sprue to harden,
and then strike the cutter sharply with
a mallet. H&G makes a dandy one, or
you can use a lead or plastic faced
hammer. An eight ounce ball peen
hammer with a plastic furniture tip
on the face makes a good mallet for
occasional use.

For production, I prefer to use two
of the four cavity moulds rather than
one with six, eight, or ten holes. I fill
both moulds, empty the first, and refill
it before emptying the second one.

Hot castings are easily nicked, and

and touch bullet lube to the warm
valve to insure perfect seating.

Adjust the metal flow screw to your
needs. A fast or wide open flow often
causes a cavity to fill before air bleeds
off through the vents, giving you in
ternal air pockets. Current moulds
have proper vents that should not be
enlarged, but some of the old ones may
need venting with a needle file.

A perfect mould is vital to the cast
ing of precision bullets, and I have
found Hensley & Gibbs moulds tops.
The cavities are beautifully cut, the
sprue cutter is heavy and flat for clean
cuts, and the cavities and guide pins
are in perfect alignment. H&G moulds
are made in four.cavity and larger
models, and have connected sprue



By LT. COL. FRANK F. RATHBUN, AUS RET.

firing line at Camp
for civilian participants.

FOR MILITARY MARKSMEN, the National Match
rifle for all leg and trophy matches in 1964 will be the

M14. Civilian competitors will have the choice of continu
ing to use the M1 or firing a borrowed M14 in the 1964
National Matches at Camp Perry.

The ational Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice
(NBPRP), whose job it is to prescribe which rifle is to be
used in National Trophy and National Board leg matches
throughout the country, has designated 1964 as the year
in which the M14 would be used in all matches in which
the service rifle is prescribed.

In 1961, when NBPRP first made this decision, it was
felt the stock of M14's would be big enough by this time
to equip all military units, issue them to civilian teams,
and sell them to individual civilians who wanted to buy one.

But in a surprise move last spring, Secretary of Defense
. Mc amara said the Army had on hand or on order all

the M14's it needed and didn't plan to buy any more.
As a result, there won't be as big a supply of the weapon

on hand as anticipated. But if civilian marksmen still want
to try their hand with the new piece, they may draw one at
the National matches and become at least partially familiar
with it by attending a short course to be conducted for
their benefit by the Small Arms Firing School, a group of
instructors from the Army Marksmanship Training Unit.,

The match-grade M14 being issued to active Army,
Reserve, and ational Guard Marksmenship units has been
slightly modified to improve its target shooting qualities.

As prescribed by NBPRP, the modified rifle will meet
the specifications listed in the next column.

Around 6,000 of these match-grade M14's have already
been issued. Army officials hope to have about 7,800 of

"U.S. Rifle, Caliber 7.62 mm, M14 as issued by the U.s.
Army, having not less than a 4Y2 pound trigger pull,
with standard type stock and standard type leather or
web sling. Sling cuffs and sling pads are not permitted.
The rifle must be so adjusted as to be incapable of auto
matic fire without removing the stock and changing
parts. In all courses and in all positions the 20-round
box magazine will be attached. The hinged butt plate
will be used only in the folded position. The gas system
must be fully operational. External alterations to the
stock will not be allowed. The application of non-metallic
coatings to the interior of the stock to improve bedding
is authorjzed provided the coating does not interfere with
the functions or operation of safety features. The front
and rear sights must be of U.S. Army Materiel Command
design, but may vary in dimensions of rear sight aperture
and front sight blade. The internal parts of the rifle may
be especially fitted and include alternations which will
improve the functioning and accuracy of the arm, pro
vided such alterations in no way interfere with the proper
functioning of the safety devices as manufactured. It is
the competitor's responsibility to have his weapon checked
prior to the firing of a match."

them in the hands of marksmen by spring.
The M14 will fire the same course as the one prescribed

for the Ml. Even for rapid fire, the same rules will apply,
except that the shooter with the M14 will begin a string
with five rounds in magazine, fire and then insert a new
magazine with five rounds. The man with the M1 goes
through a similar drill, beginning his string with two
rounds in a clip and inserting a new full
clip of eight rounds to complete the firing. c;
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Bill Doolin,K~
Bill Dalton,

!'lenry Starr
King of Bank Robbo.-ra.

Al Jen .

Courtesy University of Oklahoma

By GEORGE VIRGINES

"N0 BRAVER MAN ever handled a gun or. arrested an outlaw ... of all frontier marshals, none holds
a higher place than he." -

This might sound like a well-known immortalization of. Wyatt Earp, B~t Masterson, or another motion
picture or television idol, but it is not. This tribute was made about a man who, though practically untouched
by the sensationalism of modern TV writ~rs, had dedicated his life to the enforcement of law and order 'in
the western frontier-Marshal Bill Tilghman.

Bill Tilghman was all of the things that are claimed of those western heroes who do battle on movie and
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A SKETCH OF A MAN WHO

DEDICATED HIS LIFE

TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF LAW

AND ORDER ON THE

FRONTIERS OF THE WEST

television sCl'eens-and more. Few will deny his fame as an Indian fighter, buffalo hunter, sheriff, and U.S.
Marshal. He even produced and acted in his own movie "western."

Tilghman's knowledge and love of guns began in 1862, when his father enlisted in the Union Army. Bill
had to furnish food for a family of five, and he always liked to recall how he killed four 10 pound geese with
an old, heavy musket.

Much the same as youngsters today, Bill Tilghman had his boyhood idol-"Wild Bill" Hickock, and he
imitated this famous western hero by practicing with a pair of cap and ball revolvers-shooting from the hip.

At the age of twelve, he could shoot off the head of a snake at 30 paces, and at 16, was establishing his
reputation for fearlessness in southwest Kansas, which was then the frontier. It was here that he got his start
as Indian fighter, and buffalo hunter. In one battle, during which Tilghman was protecting his buffalo hides,
he killed four out of seven Indians. During a campaign in 1878, when the Indians were on an uprising, Bill
Tilghman distinguished himself as Indian fighter and government scout.

During the great buffalo extermination of the 1870's, Bill Tilghman's name stands out, although the press
at the time had written up several "Champions." His lifetime total of buffalo that went down under his gun
was 11,000, and more than half were taken with a Sharps carbine. His widow, Mrs. Zoe Tilghman, still has
the gun. Bill Tilghman thought enough of this carbine to have it rebored to extend its (Continued on page 50)

Below: Colonel Ransom Payne. with the gun,
horse, and other equipment owned and used
by Bill Tilghman as a lawman. Right: The
badge and six-shooter - symbolic of more
than 45 years of Bill Tilghman's life.
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EDITOR'S NOTE
The editors of GUNS Magazine
are pleased to add the distin
guished name of Bradford
Angier to OU1' list ofcontrib~t

tors. Renowned as one of
America's outstanding out
door writers, Mr. Angier's
a1'ticle marks a departure
tf:om our usual format. We
'. be.inte1'ested t .rn if
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THE. COMPu,it'VE HONKING OF WILD GEESE LEADS StRAIGHT TO

A SPRING.FAT BEAR IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

By BRADFORD ANGIER

THE MURMqaOF geese winging northward1

free as air. sI!~llmy station wagon toward the'
'Mexican horder; TIle excitement ()£ migrating h'
pressed rousin . t the predawn stil

trip's start,
coil
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lights of Charlie Lake cut a hole in the Aurora Borealis.
Not far now. The frosty tunnel of my headlights picked out
a familiar packladen bulk. Together, Garry Vince and I
jounced westward beside the hard white ribbon of the
Peace River.

"Geese here yet?"
"If they were, they'd need skates." The dude wrangler

glanced at the creaking load behind us. "Looks as if you've
brought enough of an outfit to wait them out, though. You
must have finally finished that work that had you corraled
down south."

"Finally."
I guess I let more feeling into that one word than I'd

intended, for after awhile my neighbor grunted, "Yeah.
All summer and fall I listen to dudes enthusing, 'Oh,
Heaven.' But every time I see their cities again, all I can
think is, 'Oh, hell.' Here's where I start looking for my
horses tomorrow. Thanks. Glad you're back."

Another hour then, up the frozen trail into otherwise
uninhabited Rocky Mountain Canyon to the cabin I'd
rented, and I was all the way back: to where I knew steaks
and roasts to be free for the shooting, rugs for the skinning,
trout for the landing, and fuel for the satisfaction of
splitting.

Seasoned spruce logs exhuded their fragrant greeting.
When I got the coal oil lamp lit, resin·yellowed walls
smiled back its radiance. Dry poplar was soon chuckling
inside the stove. The few chores done, I unwired my sus
pended bedroll, squished atmosphere into the air mattress,
and listened to the cheerful snapping and crackling in
my dreams.

Blue distances were slowly turning yellow the next morn
ing when I left with lunch and rifle. Can anything match
that first spring day of grizzly hunting, especially in wilder
ness coming alive after the hard Sub Arctic winter? I
didn't want to waste any of it.

Two mallard scrambled from a gap of open river at the
thud of the cabin door, leaving a raft of foam to drift
beneath the ice. I was looking for geese.

The swiftly sinking swish of old snow preceded me when
the upriver trail curved inland. Does it give you an odd
feeling, too, to witness apparently solid crust rippling and
settling ahead of you? The storm through which I'd
driven hadn't touched here yet. Sounds of late northern
spring were all about. Faint warblings lifted over wood
lands and juniper-patched hillsides, from tanager and gold
finch, as if the last flakes of winter were tinkling as they
fell.

Sign was everywhere. So was game. A cross-fox, golden
red and platinum-tipped black, followed his nose out of
sight. Only then did a snowshoe hare materialize and
streak into a thicket of highbush cranberries.

Freezing sweetens the peculiar sourness of this fruit. A
clump was melting against my tongue like sherbert when a
sharp little kitten face peered from a spruce. An orange
spot on the richly brown throat shone as the marten darted
back; popped out as unexpectedly from the other side of
the trunk, then vanished.

I was crossing an old burn when an eerie soughing
made my nape hairs stir. Ever hear the incredibly coyote
like yipping with which alerted cow elk warn their mates?
This call was deeper. It was more like the muffled howl of a
wolf when I realized what it r~ally was: a cow moose
cautioning a bull that peril threatened.

The answering ooo-waughhhh(Continued on page 52)

The Time of the Grizzly

A blurring charge-the shot-and the author's 220
grain, .30-06 slug downed the big grizzly not more
than 25 snow-filled yards from the rifle's muzzle.

sleep. There, for the second time this year, I'd watch
Spring awakening the land. The iron drag of the long
months of being cramped in crowded places started to fall
away, as I accelerated after the geese toward that second
spring.

April heat paced my open-windowed progress through
California. The warmth gave way to balminess in Orego1?-,
surrendered to sleet in Washington, was finally buried in a' .
British Columbia blizzard. But by then <I was no longer
hurrying. I'd come upon the humped darkness of my first
moose in Pine Pass, and each moment had become one to
be relished. Unlike bear, mooswa is not legal this time of
year.

Later that day, my fifth north of Mexico, I swung left
from the Alaska Highway beyond where the clear wintry
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By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

The pristine condition of this pair of
.30 caliber Merwin and Bray side-swing,
single-shot pistols is most remarkable.

THIS PAIR of fancy Merwin & Bray pistols have been in the same
family since they were new. They were orginally purchased by a

man named Andrew Suydam, who was born in 1825, in New York.
He went to California during the gold rush of 1849 and a few years
later returned to New York.

The pistols, a product of the 1860's, were undoubtedly bought by
Mr. Suydam after his return from California.

The pistols are consecutively numbered, 216 and 217, and the bronze
frames are engraved and gold plated. The engraved barrels are blued,
the grips are mother of pearl.

Merwin & Bray were not manufacturers of firearms. The company
acted as distributors of arms made by other people, and in some in
stances they financed the manufacture of firearms. Although these side
swing-single-shot pistols are fairly common, the actual manufacturer is
unknown. Since the pistols are found in variation, it may be that more

"than one company was-involved in the manufacture of these guns.
The·pistols can be found both in .30 and .32 caliber rim-fire; those

pictured are reported to be in the smaller caliber.
It is rare that old arms are found today in such perfect original

condition. It is also quite unusual that this pair has not been separated
over the years.

Andrew Suydam was the great-great uncle of Andrew Suydam
Southard Jr., of Salinas, California, who is the owner of this ~

beautiful pair of pistols. ~
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John Buhmiller, shown with a good Sable antelope,
has developed a number of fine elephant calibers.

Bill Jenvey's .465 Jeffery double rifle, almost 40 years
old and still in perfect condition, downed this Eland.

BIG GUNS FOR BIG GAME
A 500 grain solid bullet, from a
.458 Magnum, penetrated the head
of this big elephant completely.
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By COL. CHARLES ASKINS

Now THAT SAFARIS have become financially feasible for
many hunters, the matter of a heavy rifle for old tembo

or the Cape buff assumes a good deal of importance. The
standard practice these days is for the African outfitter to pro
vide-for a rental price-the heavy ordnance. This is fine, saves
the hunter money, and works out very well for the average
safari. Ordinarily the American sportsman requests and is sup
plied with the .458 Winchester Magnum bolt action rifle.

.The bolt action .458 is a shooting iron with which most
hunters are completely familiar. Give him one of the English
double rifles and he flounders. It is muzzle heavy, weighs more
than the American .458, and he thinks the open iron sights are
hopelessly crude. Even some of the professional white hunters
of Kenya and Tanganyika are swinging to .458. This is great
concession because the average Kenya guide usually swears
by everything that is British, condemning all things that are
foreign.

Since safari shooting began in East Africa, about the turn
of the century, the country has seen rifles from Germany,
Belgium, Spain, and Austria, but the professional hunters have
largely disdained them. They preferred to stick to their superb
Pm"dey's, Westley Richard's, and Jeffery's. I have handled
countless numbers of these double express rifles-some of them
with a history of 30 years of almost constant safari-and
never fail to be impressed by the superb quality of workmanship.

The .458 bolt action rifle has an interesting background. It
was designed not to surpass the most popular African cartridge,
the .470 3~" Nitro Express, but to equal it. The .470 pushes
a 500 gr. bullet at 2125 fps and delivers 5,030 ft. Ibs. of
energy. The .458 Winchester Magnum does the same.

The Kynoch company, a subsidiary of the mammoth Imperi
al Chemicals Ltd., does not always have the same success with
their so-called solids-that is full metal patch,-as we do. I
have seen more than one 500 gr. bullet from the .470, the .475,
and the .476 bent into something resembling a wishbone after
striking the heavy shoulder bones of elephant and buffalo. The
.458 solid, as manufactured by Remington, Winchester, and
Hornady will not do this. While the ballistics of the American
and British loads look exactly alike on paper, the superior per
formance of the bullet spells quite a bit of difference in favor
of the four-five-eight.

There is an even more potent American rifle for Africa. This
is the Weatherby .460 Magnum, made up on the superb Mark
V action. The .460 utilizes a necked up .378 Magnum case and
the .458 Magnum bullet-the combination is a real humdinger!

. The 500 gr. bullet hits 2,700 fps and accounts for 8,100 ft. Ibs.
of muzzle oomph. Only the British Nitro Express, firing a 900
gr. slug can come even reasonably close to this giant! The .600
indicates 7,600 ft. Ibs of energy.

I use and like the .460 Weatherby Magnum very much. How
ever you have to get used to it. The recoil of 100 pounds isn't
for everybody and the first-time hunter wants to purchase his
.460 early in the game and get a taste of that niid91ing hefty
recoil before he tries to bring down old tembo! Recoil of the
.458 is about 70 Ibs. from a 10:l/2 lb. rifle, while an 8 lb. 30-06
will recoil 20 pounds.

I have shot only 7 elephants and am not much of an authority
on what it takes to lay the giant pachyderms low, but I have
shot a good many buffalo. On my last African swing I resolved
to kill the Cape buff with one shot from the big Weatherby.
On the first try, Mike Hissey and I got (Continued on page 39)
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British hunter is shown with the buffalo that
charged John Buhmiller. Shot at range of only
two yards. it dropped across Buhmiller's legs.

Folding leaf express siglits, common on double
and bolt action German rifles, are seldom seen
on British-made doubles used by white hunters.
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Collectors
Discover
Spur
Triggers
By C. ELDON SHOMBER

AT LONG LAST, the spur trigger pistols are beginning
to come into their own. Often ridiculed and maligned,

they used to be shunted from person to person like a sick
pup, and ownership of more than one of these little pistols
made you the butt of snide remarks and bad jokes. Spur
trigger pistols are also known as sheath, Mexican, or stud
trigger guns and can be spotted easily by their more or

.less straight trigger guard and the absence of the large
circular guard that became fashionable in later pistols.

It wasn't too long ago that a collector of modest means
could acquire as many of these guns as he desired with a
minimum outlay of the long green stuff, but that time has
passed. The beginning collector, at a loss to determine what
he wants to collect, finds the spur trigger pistols generally
available. With a mimimum of effort and time, he can lo
cate these guns at any gun show or in almost any pawn ..
shop in the country. But as with other guns, it is sometimes
necessary to separate the wheat from the 'chaff and go to
some length to ferret the better specimens out of their hid
ing places. As with every commodity, the law of supply and
demand reigns, and prices are commensurate with demand,
though not always representing the true value of the piece.

Often a great deal of history is connected with spur trig-
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gel' pistols. They were in evidence in just about every part
of the country before and immediately after the Civil War,
and many officers and men of both sides carried a spur
trigger gun as a hideout weapon. Many of these revolvers
were later recovered from the battlefields, and Rutherford
B. Hayes, one of our Presidents, is known to have carried
a Smith and Wesson No.2 Army model in .32 caliber dur
ing a portion of the Civil War. Wild Bill Hickok is reputed
to have been carrying a pair of Smith and Wesson No.2
Army models in .32 caliber when he was killed in Dead
wood, South Dakota. General George A. Custer was pre
sented with a No. 2 Army in .32 caliber in 1869, and
Mexico's Emperor Maximilian owned a .32 caliber pistol
with his coat of arms carved on the ornate grips. The most
popular hideout gun carried by frontier gamblers, saloon
keepers, ladies of the night, and all those who felt the need
for a close-range gun was the famous Remington Double
Derringer in .41 caliber. It would be impossible to estimate
the number of men whose premature hasty demise was
attributed to this little gun, but the total would no doubt
be considerable. A Hammond Bulldog pistol with spur trig
ger has been labeled as the pistol that did in Big ose Kate,
Can Can Saloon hostess in Bisbee, Arizona. A Colt House
Pistol was used on Jim Fisk of Erie Railroad fame, hence
the gun bears the nickname "Jim Fisk Pistol." It has been
bandied about that a spur trigger pistol in the hands of
one of the members of the weaker sex was used to dispatch
the "dirty little coward" Bob Ford, but this has not been
substantiated.

The evolution of the spur trigger pistol dates back to the
Civil War. Immediately after the assassination of Abraham
Lincoln, there arose in the South a 'considerable demand for
small-caliber, pocket-sized pistols which could be carried
unobtrusively. Northern gunmakers were hard put to satisfy
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the demand and many enterprising individuals formed new
companies which sprang up almost overnight. These com
panies made their smaller spur trigger pistols as much like
the Deringer pistol as they could, and it was not long before
any small pistol was dubbed a "Deringer." These imitations
showed the name Deringer with two "R"'s to placate Henry
Deringer of Philadelphia. Although he did manufacture at
least one model with a spur trigger, he was largely unsuc
cessful in his attempt to curb the indiscriminate use of his
name.

The majority of gunmakers responding to the demand
for the small guns, manufactured their products as cheaply
as possible. By using low-cost materials and employing
crude workmanship, they were able to sell tons of their
products. There were of course companies that maintained
the highest standards of workmanship, producing quality
pieces as they had in the past. Notable among these was
Forehand and Wadsworth, Smith and Wesson, J. M. Marlin,
and Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co. Companies which did
not maintain the high standards set by their counterpalts
were the Plant Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn., Mohawk Arms
Co., Mohawk, New York, Ryan Pistol Mfg. Co., New York,
and Hood Firearms Co., Norwich, Conn. Some firms evi
dently did not want to advertise the products they made as
their own since many spur trigger specimens are found
without any markings whatsoever. In order to determine
their makers, one must either examine patent information
for clues to the maker or consult what scanty material has
been published about these pistols.

Sometimes the only marking is a name such as Alexis,

6
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Bulldozer, Southerner, Red Jacket, Blue Jacket, or Whis
tler. The crude workmanship and cheap appearance of some
of these revolvers has earned them the name "Suicide
Specials." The "Bulldog," manufactured by Forehand and
Wadsworth, is a solid, well-built weapon in .38 rim·fire
caliber. The barrel has six-groove rifling, grips are the
standard birdhead design and the original finish was
nickel with blued hammer and trigger. Barrel length is
29/16" and the overall length is 6 7/16". The Topstrap
is marked "BULLDOG" and the left side of the octagonal
barrel is marked "FOREHA D & WADSWORTH, WOR·
CESTER, 1ASS, U.S. PAT. OCT 22, '61-J E 27,
'7l-APR. 20, '75."

Another well-made pistol by an (Continued on page 49)

I. Tip-up revolver by Connecticut Arms.. 2. A
Bull's Eye, in .22 RF. 3. The Ranger No. 2 by
Hopkins & Allen. 4. Seven shot Imperial No. I
revolver. 5. Red Jacket ,No. 3 made by the Lee
Arms Co. 6. A Bulldog by Forehand & Wadsworth.
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PROPER SELECTION AND CARE OF A BLACK POWDER

SCATTERGUN WILL MEAN MORE FUN AND IMPROVED SHOOTING

SPECTATORS WHO watch a shooter using an old muz
zle-loading scattergun, usually get one of two reactions.

They either look askance at anyone who would even think
of doing this, and walk away shaking their head; or their
interest may be aroused enough so that they begin to
wonder where they might get, and how to care for such a
gun for their own pleasure.

If you're in the latter group, and if you have been
thinking of getting yourself a black powder shotgun, here
are some pointers, based on over seven years of pleasurable
shooting, for a safer, more enj oyable sport. .

First, you must have the gun. And, if you don't already
own one, the ideal thing is to find one that is in practically
new condition. Shotguns like this are fairly expensive,
usually worthy of preservation in their pristine state, and
not too easy to find. Consequently, most of us must settle
for a gun that falls short of being in mint condition.

How much should you pay for the privilege of doing
your reloading on the firing line? Not too much. Prices

have stiffened, but you should be able to pick up a satis
factory specimen for $30 to $40.

And what is "satisfactory?" Obviously, the gun must
be complete. The barrels should have no apparent bulges,
nor should they show severe rusting and lack of care.
Avoid any gun with these defects-even though you may
be able to clean off the rust, it is difficult to detect any in
ternal damage it may have caused.

Locks and hammers should be complete and operable. To
find or make lost or broken parts can be costly and time
consuwing. Remove the locks and look at the wood inside.
Doubles require a lot of inletting, so hard use, insects, and
the ravages of time may have damaged or seriously weak
ened the wood.

Trying to tell the exact gauge by eyeing the tubes is
difficult-check the underside of the barrels where the
gauge is stamped. Most guns avaihible are 10, n, 12, 13,
or 14 gauge; the bigger gauges being more numerous.

My preference is for an n, 13 or 14 gauge, where you
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Component parts of a typical black powder shotgun are
shown above. Arrows point out nipples, which must be
replaced when badly worn, and in letting around lock,
which should be inspected for damage. Right: fore-end
wedge and breech plug lugs hold the barrels in place.

Below: author test-fires muzzleloader with the aid of
a long cord arid heavy timbers. For best results, the
gun should be patterned at hunting ranges, and loads
established that give best patterns in both barrels.

V

can usually use modern wads made for 10's, 12's and brass
12's, in that order. Ready-made wads are convenient, in
expensive, and uniform, and well worth their small cost.
True, almost anything can be used for wadding, but re
sults are so erratic that it is hard to learn the gun's
patterning characteristics. Sometimes, wear has enlarged
the tubes so that the wad specified is too loose; in such
cases, the next larger size wad will do the trick.

Most barrels run 28 to 32 inches. You may see guns
with tubes as short as 26" or as long as 34". I prefer the
handling qualities of those around 28 or 29 inches.

Stock fit is largely a matter of personal choice. The only
thing that may disturb you is that many of the old doubles
pitch down much more than modern shotguns. Some of
the old timers get the effect of a semi-pistol grip by carrying
the trigger guard back and down.

Assuming that you have a choice, the important factors
in gun selection are: condition, fit, gauge, and barrel
length. You may want to compromise on some of the things
mentioned-if you have the ability, the time, and the
desire to correct the trouble. The one thing you don't want
is a pair of unsafe tubes.

Now let's get down to specific~. Tight, solid breech plugs
are important. Have a gunsmith unscrew the plugs to find
out if they, and the barrels, are (Continued on page 42)
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ONLY

ONLY

No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!

U. S. ARMY MODEL 19171~ Cal••30-06

~Y8::'~r~o:a~(E~eCI~rf:fsh4E~~I~~~
used in front line service as late as

Korea-many stUI in use. Strictly a NEW lot. all care
fully inspected and cleaned priOr to shipment-not the

Iy. All In good orO~tt~~r~o~~~~nc~~~e~ Ji:~Vt~R~ "bvo~V)b~nf;e$~.oso
more. Prong Bayonets only $1.00 when ordered with rifte. The very finest.

NEW MAUSER
LEATHER

SLINGS $1.95!

ONLY

New leather
slings $1.95.

ONLY

$2495!

ONLY

$2695!

"ARCTIC" MAUSERS!

WAR II GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSERS!

Qrig-inal German production genuine M9B Mausers-manu·
facturcd during the gn~at weapon cl'n. ALL from famous
an:;cnals and AI.L with ALL milled parts. Only $24.95
less than the price of a superb M98 Action alone! Top
grade Military Ammunition ONLY $4,00 per 100 rounds.

BACK AGAIN! .. The model that
broke ALL sales records in 1960! SPE

CIAL l\198K Mausers (World War II type)
designed {or "Arctic" use. Special over-sized

trigger-guard for "Cumbie proof" speed with (or without)
your favorite mittens. Standard 8MM caliber, 24 inch barrel,
modern turned down bolt handle-all for only $26.95 in NRA
GOOD condition. 8MM Me ammunition only $4.00 per 100.

World War II type, with 24" barrel. Those
wIth milled type Trigger Guards ONLY $3.00

more. ALL carefully stored and guaranteed in NRA
GOOD condition. Be sure and take advantage of our top-

only $4.00 per 186a~';un8d~P:YFoWt{r°cruRtRi~tEUW:T~X~:MU~I~io~~

@tID WORLD WAR I GERMAN MODEL 98 MAUSERS!
- Cal.8MM

ONLY

NOW ONLY

$3495!
M 1938 RUSSIAN CARBINES!

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVSl

CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTER!

SUII another excitin~ Western
purchase of E<\stern exotia-the
one and onlv :\119~8 Hu~sl... n

Carbine. One of the very last models of the stAll wart
Mosin bolt action series. A true Carbine With 20"

barrel. Worth douhle on the collector market in any condition.
but yours complete and in good shooUng condition All in
GOOD condlUon with beres very good! A unique oPpQrtunity!

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

$3495!
Original bayonets

only $1.95!

$3495!
NEW LEATHER
SLINGS $1.95!

MODEL 43 (M98) MAUSERS!

The superb Swiss Model 1911-$witzerland's finest
-not to be confused with the old Model 1889 ad
vertised elsewhere. Insist only on a genuine 1911
Swiss - the rifle that insured SWiss neutrality.
(Original bayonets only $1.951) I'.TEW 7.5 SWiss
Soft Point "immunition only $5.00 per nyenty.

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES I

Cal. 8MM

&ID PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAUSER CARBINESI
_ Cal.8MM

WW II M98K type. ManufacLured In Spain
AFTER WW II-some as late as the mid 50·s. ALL

with. ALL milled parts. ALL with 24" barrel. ALL arsenal
reconditioned, reblued and refinished, ALL complete with

original cleaning rod and muzi'l.e cover, ALL guaranteed NRA VERY
GOOD to much better. 8 MM Ammunition only $4.00 per 100 rounds!

The great M98/29 Brno Mauser Car
bine! Every desirable Mauser feature

down holt handle :f:h ~:t'kn~Tedth~nd~~~~~ ~Fs~ :~~n~:
otic saddle ring. All in good or better condition at onl,. .34.95. Bayonets
with scabbards only $1.95. Avoid bitter disappointment. Order yours now!

Cal. 7.5 Swiss

A M M UNIT I 0 N SP ECIA LS ' , , Mi~imum order (except Soft Point> 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
• • • Po lOt> per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

FINE ISSUE PISTOL. CARTRIDGES 7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 SOFT POINT SPORTING CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (!.'istol) (M.C.) $~.OO 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.) _ ..__ $ 4.95 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) $3.50
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) $ .00 7.62MM RUSSIan (M.C.) __ $ 6.00 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) _ $6.00
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) $4.00 7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) _ $ 6.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.50
9MM Luger (M.C.) (Boxer-Non-Cor.) 54.00 .30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) - $ 6.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.50
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) ·$4.oo .30-06 Blanks .. ._..__ $ 4.00 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) $5.00
9 MM Browning Long (M.C.).................... $6.00 .30-40 Krag (M.C.) --- $ 5.00 7.62 Russian Soft Point (30 rds.) $4.50
Jr~t~tiW·~·kiTA·Ry·ji"iFiifcARTRID~~: .~~~ ~~ti~SS~ BMila'lnksitary (M.C.) ::::.-_-..::::=J ::~~ 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) - $3.50

5 D t h (M C) ( 'th one free clip) $600' --- - .30-40 Krag soft pomt (20 rdf) $3.50
6. u c. ., WI ···· · $6·00 8MM German Mauser Issue $ 4.00 .308 Win. Soft Point (20 rds.) .$3.50
65 Mannhcher (M.C) ----·........ • . $ 400 303 B 't' h S ft P . t (30 d )7MM Mauser (M.C.) _ _ ..$6.00 8x56 R Ma~nllcher . rl IS 0 om r s $4.50
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) $5.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) :.: $ 9:95 8MM Mauser Soft Point (40 rds.) _ $6.00

New production KYNOCH 9 X 57 MAUSER Soft Point ammo (245 Gr.) ONLY $3.5p p~r 20 Rds. (Almost halt·proce) 8x50R Mannlicher (20 rds.) $4.50

SPECIAL!

@
IN STOCK! The new INTERARMCO·NEW F.N. produced
soli poinl ammunition at a low $3.90 per 20 rounds.
The hunling ammunition price barrier broken at lasl!

.NEW production-t50 grain expanding bullet
_ non·corrosive, non·mercuric boxer primed
- exira strength case shoulder annealing.

Special KATANGA KOPPER for EXTRA long use.

Cal. .30·06 150 Gr•.. $3.90-box ot 20
Cal• .303 British •. 150 Gr•.. $3.90-bOX ot 20

The Old Hunter uses only unretouched photos so you can see how they really look.

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATiON - PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY: AU In.UlS and ammo shipped
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shlppln2'
Charges Collect) from Alexandria, Va. Send. check
or Money order. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry DO

~~~;t~; Rsea~eto~~~arre~~:n to.~'J»~t .!~~;~~~

Worth or Money Back" Guarantee When coods
are returned prepaid witbiD CWo daTs after I"'I!'
eeipl. Ye Old Bunter w111 not answer acrimonious
letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales limited to
continental United Statest Special sale prices.
above, are good for month of publlcatlon ont,.t

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write (tn your official
bustness letterhead for new sensational discount
lIsts. Visit BUNTERS LODGE during weekdays
for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also maD7
choice unadvertised items at special low price.!
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ALL HAND GUN PURCHASES MUST CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL FIREARMS ACT. STATEMENT WILL BE FORWARDED FOR SIGNA
TURE PRIOR TO SHIPMENT ON SALES TO OTHER THAN LICENSED DEALE RS. WE REQUIRE YOUR CITY OR STATE PERMIT WHEREVER APPLICABLE.

P-38
Cal. 9MM Para bellum

PERHAPS THE GREATEST OFFERING OF ALL
TIME-NRA GOOD PLUS CONDITION WALTHER
1'-38 PISTOLS AT AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW
834.95-TODAY. THE OFFICIAL SIDE ARM OF
GER)'IA.~ NATO FORCES. Adopted by the Ger·
man Army In 1938 to replace the German Pistole
Model '08. The farst production run completed in
1939.- Fires single and double action. Noted for
its automatic internal safety which blocks BOTH
the hammer and the firing pin. Also has special
protruding signal pin Which indicates when
cartridge Is in chamber. Current new productiOl1
commercial .models Iisled at over TWO AND
ONE·HALF times this bargain price. Some NRA
"cry Good only 55 more! 9MM Parabellum.
boxer primed. non-corrosive ammunition at a
bargain $4 per hundred rounds. Each pistol
attractively boxed. Orl~inal Black Nazi last·
issue "quick draw type" leather holsters only
S:3.95 extra! Soml:' BRAND NEW only 86.95!
Extra original magaZines only $4.95! A top bUy!

PISTOLS'

ONLY

53495!

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

THE "WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOL!" THE
ONE PISTOL IN THE WORLD THAT NEEDS
NO INTRODUCTION. The famous creation of
the world renowned Georg Luger. Officially
designated by the manufacturer as "Pistole
Parabellum Model 'OS"-the year it was orig-i.
nally adopted by the German Army. Guaran
teed completely serviceable in NRA GOOD
condition but showing prolonged holster wear
only $39.95. Plenty of superb non·corrosive.
boxer primed 9MM Parabellum Ammunition In
stock only $4.00 per 100 rounds! Some cus·
tom commercially reblued With "like new"
grips and NRA GOOD barrels only $49.95.

Each pistol attractively boxed.

RARE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!
BI'own LEATHER Deluxe Holsters w /extra
M3J!llzine Pocket $4.9S!

ONLY

53995!
STAR MODEL B! (BRAND NEW!) COMMANDO REVOLVERS!

Guaranteed NRA EXCELLENT, but actual1y
"like new" genuine COLT .as Special
COMMANDO Revolvers, all in the popular
four Inch barrel length. Available at a
fraction of the ol'iginal price. Guaranteed
ori~inal-no.reworkings. Fixed 1/10 inch
front sight with square notch rear. Square
butt. The perfect all·around revolver for
defense, target or Plinking. Large supply
so order yours While the supply lasts.

Cal. .38 Special

THIS MONTH'S
REVOLVER SPECIAL!

ONLY

Cal.
9MM

54495!NEW LEATHER HOLSTER
WITH MAGAZINE pOCKET!
NEW EXTRA MAGAZINE!
NEW CLEANING ROD!FREE! ;

Complete with NEW leather holster and NEW extra
magazine and cleaning rod. One of the latest com
mercial STAR desIgns in the popular, readily avail
able. 9 MM ParalJellum (Luger) caliber. (Ammo in
stock-only $4.00 per 100 rounds.) Time-tested
Bro.....nlng desi~n. easy operation, elKht-shot mag·
azlne. commercial blue finish. case hardened hammer.
genuine checkered walnut grips and individually
packed. A buy NEVER to repeat-so order yours
while this hUKe supply stili htsts. Special for you who
Insist on somethln,R' NE\V at a surplus price. Remem
ber. they're BRAND NEW. Order before the rush!

NEWl NEWl NEWl
BRAND NEWl

RARE MODEL 1940 LAHTI!
Cal. 9MM
arabellum

Original Model 40 LAHTI Pistols
:lesigned by the famous Finnish
\'eapon designer Amio Lahti and

r~~f;~~~~.bAJ~QJA'~JA~w~~~~
:ram of the beaullful SwedIsh emblem
>edde<l In grip. ALL l"o.'RA VERY GOOD and
!\J.L accessories listed below included FREE.
;iome ~'RA EXCELLENT only $10.00 more.
~~rM Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100.

fREE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!
Extra Magazine - Takedown
Tool - Cleaning Rod - Official
Swedish Army Holster.

ASTRA MODEL 3000!
BRAND NEW!
Cal. .380
Almost too good to be true-but here
the}' are-)lodel 3000 ASTRA pistols in
the extra popular .380 caliber and
BRAND NEW. An absolute give-away
for you who demand something BRAND
NE\V at a "surplus" price-priced so
fantastlcally low only because of huge
Spanish shipment. Features the thumb
AND grip safety, plus internal hammer.
The pistol that EVERYONE would LIKE
to own but only the first several thou
sand orders accepted-so dash yours off
today. Remember, these are Brand Newl

II FREE: EXTRA MAGAZINE II

M.A.B. MODEL GZ AUTOMATIC!
BRAND NEW!
Cal. .22 L.R.

Superb NEW Io'rench
production M.A.B.
.22 Caliber Automatic
pistol. Latest, modern
design combined With
tested dependability makes
this the most attractive dollar
for dollar pocket pistol on the
market today. Light.weight.
fast-handling and accurate. An
outstanding- quality pistoJ at a
reasonable price and BRAND
NEW! Strictly factory new.
compJete with cleaning rod and
official French registration cer
tificate Included. A fine buy.

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC! BROWNING .32 AUTO! FRENCH M.A.B. MODEL D!

Cal..38 S&W

ENFIELD
COMMANDO REVOLVERS!

A premium pistol of
truly modern style
and design. Clean post-
war lines With proven con
struction at a price un believe
ably low-only a meager $22.95
and in N RA Very Good condi
tion. The dollar for dollar bar
gain of the day that will never
again be matched. Features
both handy thumb safety and
extra safe grip safety. Fun
nine round magazine capacity.
A pistol you need not be
ashamed of in ANY company
a perfect utility side-arm to
compliment your collection, Be
among the first. Order now!

Cal..32 ACP

The handgun bargain of all
time. GenUine, ordnance-built,
time-tested, Enfield Commando
Revolvers. Carried in World
War II by the illustrious battle
worn Commandos. Hinged
frame type action. F'ixcd sights.

~e= ~:reen"s~~~I~e~g~n~nA~i
in NRA GOOD condition. Some
hand selected in NRA VERY
GOOD or better condition only
$3.00 more. Chambered for the
popular. standard .3S S&W car.

RUBY .32 AUTOMATIC

Cal. .32 ACP

Cal. 32 ACP

The superb, unequalled Browning .32
Automatic in the latest (M22) model
-mfg. by Fabrique National d'Armes
de Guerre. Liege, Belgium, BROWN·
lNG-the greatest name In automatic
plstols-design and production excel.
lence at Its best! All In the popular
.~2 Auto caliber and in very good con
dition at only $26.95. Some excellent
$3.00 additional. Has the improved
extra capacity 9 round magazine. the
greatest magaZine capacity of any .32
ACP pistol! Insist only on the finest
-make yours a BROWNING! (Extra
magazines $2.95. cleaning rods $.50.)

~~~deF~~n~~sSfa~"o~~reT~:eS::r~;
Ruby design has a ~lasting reputa
tion as being one of the best auto
matic pistols ever produced on the
Iberian peninsula. All have a posi
tive thumb lever safety and long
grip which houses the extra large
capacity nine shot magazine. Of.
fere4 in NRA good condition at only
$17.95, extra magazines only
$1.95. An unbelievably low prIce
for a genuine. original automatic
plsto1. A bargain If there was one!

Cal. .32 ACP

A favorite of the grand old
man of France-this rugged
French model UNIQUE also
became a favorite of the
Germans in World War II-so mUch
that they pushw large scale pro
duction. Featuring a large nine
shot magazine this potent little
pistol was made to exacting stand
ards for use by the Germans and
for commercial consumption. A
le\'er tYpe safety is placed con
venient to the thumb.
Complete with high impact
plastic grips, this pistol Is
offered In NRA gOOd or
better condition for only
$19.95. Extra magazines
onl}' $2.25 ea. Order now!

UNIQUE .32 AUTOMATIC!
Cal. .32 ACP

The very latest, im
~roved genuine ~IAU
SER .32 ACP Automatic.
Manufactured as late as
World War II by the gt'eat
Mauser WorksatOberndorf. The
most modern of the enUre Mauser
series with single and double action
operation and ultra modern design.
All guaranteed with Excellent bar
rels and fine rust proof finish.
Perhaps your very last chance for
the buy of your time. All pistols
1\RA GOOD or Better. .32 ACP
lmmo only 86.00 per 100 rounds.
E:xtra magazines only 3.95 each!
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Suitable elk cartridges include, left to right; 7 x 61
Sharpe & Hart, .30-06, .358 Win., .300 H&H Magnum,
.308 Norma, .300 Weatherby, .338 Win., and the .375
H&H Magnum. Below, Harry Meyers and elk-wise guide
Charlie Wilson talk over mistakes made by my elk.
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DESPITE THEIR BULK. BULL ELK CAN BE CRAFTY CRITTERS

WHO WILL LEAD YOU A MERRY CHASE UP AND DOWN HILL ALL DAY LONG

T HE ELK IS fast becoming one of America's top trophy
big game animals. While the number of elk cannot

increase, due to the limited capacities of the winter ranges,
the number of hunters is mushrooming. Today, bagging
an elk is more than setting forth into a herd, sorting out
a majestic head. It entails going places and doing things
that hunters of a by-gone day never dreamed of. And
some of the tricks which our man-conditioned elk know
and use to outwit the hunter, can drive a man to despera
tion. What happened on a recent Wyoming hunt is fairly
typical, and highly illuminating.

The first morning out of Glidden McNeel's camp on
upper Elk Creek, Harry Meyer, druggist from California,
and Dane Conger, one of South Dakota's' Fish and Game
Commissioners, hunted with guide Charlie Wilson, heading
eastwards towards a region called Smoky Hollow.

Four miles out of camp, the guide tooted on his artificial
bugle, and got a bull's answer. Now, Charlie knows every
rock, tree, and bush in that area by its first name, so he
sized up the hunting potential. "Three of us stink more
than two, so Dane, you cross this draw, go a half-mile up
that ridge, and set down somewhere till we come. I'll take
Harry." Charlie and Harry circled, hoping to come above
the bull a half-mile up the opposite slope, and for once
things looked suspiciously easy.

After forty slow, pussy-footing minutes, Harry came
upon the bull bedded down for the day. However, he

couldn't spot antlers in the heavy shade, and he didn't
shoot at the big heavy animal. It took just five seconds
for Harry to point, and for Charlie to put the glasses on
him, and see that it wore head-gear. The bull had bugled,
made love, and snorted around all night in that one spot.
He'd lain down for maybe fifteen minutes. But he chose
that particular five seconds to spring to his feet and run
down the side-hill.

Meanwhile, Dane heard banging through the timber,
headed his way. It sounded like several Sherman tanks on
the warpath, and getting closer. But Charlie had said sit
down, so Dane stayed set, close enough to spit on the faint
ly visible game-trail.

Suddenly, things "blossomed" in his face. A whole band
of cows came loping right up that trail through the thick
timber. At exactly twelve feet, as he paced it off later, one
cow stopped short and looked him in the eye. At fifteen
feet, another cow stopped, panting and looking back. But
Wyoming said "bulls only" for the non-resident. Finally
a big herd bull came along the trail, stopping behind the
cows. He was also behind a big blow-down. Dane could see
antlers above, hoofs below, and chin sticking out from the
blow-down's end, but nothing he could shoot at.

Now, here was a hunter who'd waited a year to hunt
elk. He was equipped with a fine .30-06, loaded and cocked.
The sovereign state of Wyoming had granted him, for the
$100 fee, a right to take a crack (Continued on page 58)

Two Winchester .338 Model 70's flank a custom .30-06
Springfield, both good elk calibers with proper loads.
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The welf-organized Glidden McNeel camp on Elk Creek,
in the middle of Wyoming's finest big game country.
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THIS COLUMN HAS consistently ad
vocated that shooting in the clay target

games be made easy for the beginner. This
philosophy applies equally to the shooter
who has had a taste of the games, a round or
two of skeet or trap, or a few weeks, even
months of cracking or shooting at targets.

Shooting must be made easy for the un
counted numbers on the sideline who have
not been given a taste of the fun, who are on
the verge of trying, but are hanging back
simply because they are not quite sure of
etiquette, protocol, custom, or what have you.
Trap and skeet shooters are for the most part
a gregarious lot, and will almost without ex
ception rush to help a new shooter, or a
would-be shooter.

Long experience, and more than a few
admissions from shooters after some experi
ence on the line, indicates that the number
of untapped shooters is greater than we
might think. Let's make it easy for them to
become shooters.

Because Spring is approaching, this month
we include a primer. on gun club etiquette.

There are five shooters on a standard trap
squad. The shooter assigned to post number
one shoot first. That shooter should always
make sure that his four squad members are
ready to shoot, before firing the first shot. He
will usually inquire if the squad is ready,
hefore calling for a target, or for a practice
target. He {or she} is the shooter who re
quests that a sample target be thrown, and
it is only common courtesy that this shooter
makes sure that all of the rest of the squad
has a chance to see the sample target, if he
has called for one. When each shooter has
fired five shots from the first position or post,
as the shooting positions are called, the
shooter on post one moves to post two, and
so on down the line. The shooter on post five
moves to post one.

Here is a maneuver that looks complicated
to the uninitiated, and causes some em
barrassment to the new shooter. First, the
shooter on post five should walk in BACK
of the squad, while moving from post five to
post one.

The shooter now on post two should make
sure that the shooter moving from post five
to his new position on post one has reached
the post, and is ready to shoot, before he
calls for his target. Scrambling from post
five to post one can be an unsettling experi
ence, especially if the shooter who has moved
from post one to post two has already called
for his shot.

When the lead-off man {shooter who began
on post one} reaches post five, he will
complete his five shots on that post, leaving
the squad members on posts one through four
to shoot one more shot to complete their
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full complement of shots. A beginner will
sometimes walk off post five, thinking that
because he is finished, the rest of the squad
is finished. His walking away can distract
and annoy the rest of the squad. Courtesy
indicates that the shooter finishing on post
five shall remain there, as motionless as
possible, until all squad members have
finished, especially the shooter on post four.

This observation holds true on all posts.
Do not move to the next post until all
shooters move. You should always be ready
to shoot in turn, as far as possible. Rhythm
and timing of a squad is important to good
scores, and it can become distracting when
one shooter takes an abnormally long time to
get off a shot. By this we mean that one should
avoid fiddling with glasscs, false starts with
the gun, gazing at the crowd, referee, or
scorekeeper, when your turn arrives. This
does not mean that the squad will not grant
time for necessary adjustments, and you are
not expected to shoot at a faster pace than
you find convenient or possible.

For an opposite mannerism or reaction, we
occasionally find the eager beaver who will
load his gun and point it over the trap before
the shooter on the next post has fired. This
action can be expected to raise your neigh.
bor's blood pressure, since he can't be sure
whether you are going to fire out of turn, or
whether you are just over-eager.

Occasionally it becomes necessary to ques
tion the referee andlor scorekeeper concern·
ing the scoring of a shot. This should be
done with dignity and courtesy, and is not
an occasion for oratory or acrimony. Long
and loud arguments with officials do not
improve scores.

Two cardinal rules of all the shooting
sports, that have made possible the amazing
and enviable safety record of all organized
shooting involve gun muzzle and actions.
When you walk to your shooting station,
make very sure that your gun muzzle is
pointed down range, away from your squad,
and from the crowd. If the squad is stopped
for any reason, don't swing your gun muz
zle toward the referee, scorekeeper, or gallery.

When you walk away from your shooting
station, break your gun or open the action,
so that it is apparent to everyone that the
gun is riot )oaded. No one likes to be put
in the position of wondering'whether a gun
is loaded or not.. You may be forgiven
,breaking some of the rules of shooting
courtesy outlined here, but you will not, and
should not, be forgiven breaking either of
the last two rules. Keep the muzzle pointed
down range, away from people, and keep
the action open until ready to shoot.

Because of squad positions skeet etiquette
differs slightly from trap courtesy. Skeet

squads move from post to post, and are not
in as close a proximity as in trap. The
admonition regarding eager beavers does
apply to skeet and trap. There are few
skeet shooters who are truly comfortable and
unperturbed while they are taking their turn
on one post while the rest of the squad has
lined up on the next post. In the same vein,
the shooter who is finishing his last string
on post seven cannot be expected to steel
himself to the spectacle of the rest of the
squad strolling toward the club house. Squad
members should stay in the area until all
shooters of the squad complete the round.

Don't be in too big a hurry to assume the
post about to be vacated by the squad mem
her ahead of you. The hot breath of a shoot
ing buddy (?) behind you is hardly cal
culated to improve scores.

The iron-clad rule of not loading your
gun until you are on the post and ready to
shoot applies doubly to skeet. If it is dis
concerting to the trapshooter to have some
?ne on e~ther side of him loading a gun, it
IS downright frightening to have a shooter
behind you loading a gun. This faux pas
is not only discourteous, it can be fatal.
Fortunately, this rule is so ingrained into
shooters and would-be shooters that it's
violation has never produced a fatality. We
would like to keep the record that way.

The admonition against promiscuous muz
zle waving also applies to skeet. As in trap,
walk to your post, and away from it with
action obviously open or broken. All of these
rules have a common base in courtesy and
safety. After all, how would you feel if you
were standing on a shooting post, and you
observed another person approaching with a
closed gun. You can reason that the odds
are millions to one that the gun is not
loaded, but if the action is visibly open, and
you can see from a distance that the gun is
not capable of firing, you don't even have
to calculate the odds.

None of these rules are complicated or
difficult to remember. Many of them are so
obvious that you will instinctively not break
them. But, it's more fun if you know the
rules, and it helps your peace of mind.

Veteran trap and skeet shooters will no
doubt observe at this point that we have said
nothing about conversation on the field. I am
aware, having been both a trap and skeet
shooter, that many trap gunners look upon
all skeet shooters as a curious breed who
combine shooting with a debating society.

I am also aware that some skeet fanciers
regard all trap addicts to be crusty codgers
whose ire is instantly aroused by even one
spoken word while on the field. Prudence
and self-preservation dictate that I not at
tempt to referee this divergence of philos
ophy.

We shall simply conclude by saying that
the arrangement of shooting posts on the
trap field, and the pace at which shooting
is done, is not especially conducive to
conversation.

On the other hand, the skeet field lay-out,
and movement of squad from post to post
does afford an opportunity for more con
versation. However, this does not imply that
good skeet scores and brilliant conversation
during a tourn,ament go hand in hand, and
conversation need not be loud enough to dis.
tract the squad member who is ~

shooting. 'Nuff said. ~
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BIG GUNS FOR BIG GAME
(Continued from page 29)
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chest. The bullet knocked that 2,000 lb.
critter end over end-but only for an instant.
He got up and hightailed it. But not for far,
after 50 yards he folded up and c·ame down
with a f:rash. It was the only bull I downed
with one shot.

These experiences did not make me think
any less of the .460, but simply convinced me
that the Cape buff is really a tough critter.

In Indo-China I used a .450 double express
on buffalo. The rifle belonged to Ngo Van
Chi, perhaps the greatest shikari in Asia
today. This .450 used the 314" case and with
a 480 grain bullet at 2,150 fps churns up
4,950 ft. Ibs. of muzzle energy. It is, at
least from the standpoint of the ballistics,
quite on a par with the .458 Winchester
Magnum. However, my experiences with this
gun were not happy ones. My ammo, Cordite
loaded and acquired by my Tonkinese friend
years before, was pretty ordinary. We shot a
buffalo in Vietnam which outmeasures and
outweighs his African cousin by somewhere
around a half-ton. This is the gaur and a
right salty customer he can be! I was not
overly impressed by the performance of the
.45Q-a French double express without eject
ors, and on at least one occasion I regretted
not having along my more potent .458 Mag
num rifle. I am a portsider and I had whip
ped over to Indo-China too quickly to have
the bolt handle swung over from the right
side to the more convenient left. As a result,

no closer than 125 yards from three old bulls.
They were spooky, and despite the high
grass we could not stalk any closer without
alarming the trio. I decided to take the
larger of the three from this distance.

On the first shot, a shoulder try which I
later found went too high to hit the heart
and too low to crack the spine, my buff went
down like he had been the victim of nuclear
reaction. But he no sooner hit the deck than
he bounced up, full of fight and looking for
trouble. I whacked him with a second slug,
and followed it with a third before he was
anchored. I attributed my failure to make a
one shot kill on the distance. No great shakes
a~ a rifleman, I figured I must have placed
the bullets poorly.

On the next buff, Mike and I crawled
within 40 yards of the buff and this time I
swung the big Weatherby over a sturdy tree
limb, with all the time in the world, I waited
until I had the old buff lined up. I shot him
through the heart. He dropped like a head
shot rabbit. Dropped and came up swinging.
I laced another round into him, and followed
it with the last round I had in the gun.
Hissey put one last bullet into the great
beast as he lay on the ground dying.

A third buffalo I shot at 50 yards. This
buff was looking right down my throat. He
was suspicious of me as I crawled on my
belly through the all too short grass. I drove
the 500 grain steel-shrouded bullet into his
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HERTER'S .22 CAL. WESTERN
SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
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hunter's battery. The rifle has been regulated
at the factory to shoot both barrels on the
same point of impact at 100 yards, and the
sights are adjusted for the same zero. Until
you get to know the big doubles, you will
swear this sights combo is hopelessly over
simplified. After you shoot the double for
a while and watch it perform in the hands
of one of these professionals, you'll come
around to the opinion that here is a real
gee-whiz of a design!

Caliber for caliber, the double express
kicks less. This is due to the extreme shallow
ness of the action, the barrels do not stand as
high above the shoulder as does the tube on
a bolt action. There are disadvantages lao!
For instance, the front trigger fires the
right barrel. This pivots the gun to the right.
swinging it off the mark before the left
barrel can be triggered. As a result, most
experienced users fire the rear trigger first,
permitting the gun to kick back through the
hands, thus readying the forward trigger. The
piece does not kick off to the right, and the
second shot is fired faster.

It has been contended that with the bolt
action rifle there is always the danger, under
the stress of hurry, that after the first shot
the gunner in his haste will not draw the
bolt completely to the rear. This would fail
to eject the empty and chamber it again.
leaving the shooter with an empty gun. Since
this has happened to experienced hunters as
well as not-sa-experienced men, any com
parison between the bolt action and the
double rifle, favors the latter pretty heavily.

There are other considerations that score
for the double gun. For example, the closed
action of the express is virtually impervious
to dirt, sticks, rain, and mud. After the first
two rapid shots, the action can be broken
almost soundlessly. This counts for a sur
prising lot when you have downed a bull in
the midst of a herd of tuskers. The double
sound of thc two shots may have awakened
them from a sound midday siesta, and
awakened, the great beasts are not sure
where the danger lies. Let the clatter of a
bolt action come to the outspread ears, and
an old cow is apt to come investigating.
And she'll be walking lightly and bent on
lethal mischief! The double opens and closes
noiselessly.

The overall dimension of the express, when
working into deepest cover-a locale much
sought after by the wounded buff when he
likes to play for keeps-is infinitely bel tel'
than the bolt rifle. The double is no longer
through its action than a shotgun and with
many of these guns now appearing with 24
inch tubes, the double is short and handy.

Despite the obvious advantages of the
double rifle, the average American sportsman
won't take to the side-by-side elephant gun.
He is unfamiliar with the gun and it feels
decidedly awkward to him. His best bet is tlle
.458 Winchester Magnum or the .460 Weather
by Magnum bolt action rifle preferred by his
Nairobi outfitter. He is more familiar with
it and will not go out and bash in 50
marauding elephants or decimate entire herds
of Cape buff caught in that terrible plague,
the rinderpest. He is going to clobber only
one old bull tusker and from one to three
buffalo. In tidying up these chores, he has
along a tough professional hunter who stands
ready to slam in his brace of .475 ~
rounds any time the going gets sticky.~

I was at a disadvantage with the double. Chi
had offered his rusty .450 double and I had
decided it was the answer to my southpaw
prayers.

The .450 had not looked like much on both
gaur and elephant. In Uganda, hunting with
myoId compadre Earl Jones of Abilene, I
had watched him and Lars Figenschou have
a hell of a time trying to deck an old Cape
buff, Earl with a .375 Magnum and his white
hunter with a .450. Thcy laced 10 shots into
this bovine before he rolled over, 6 from the
.375 and 4 from the .450, and at ranges from
90 yards on down-mostly down.

These are somewhat sketchy experiences
from which to judge any cartridge and it
certainly is neither fair nor accurate to speak
disparagingly of the .450 on such trifling
background as this. The .450 has been one
of the mosf popular cartridges in Africa
for the last 60 years and today is second
only to the .470 and the .475 calibers, not
only in numbers of guns used but also in
general esteem.

I am not a double rifle fan. I swear by
the bolt action, but I am not going to knock
the doubles. I have seen too many old Afri
can hands use these side-by-sides, and use
them with devastating lethality, not to accept
the fact that here is the well-nigh perfect
design for dangerous game at off-the-muzzle
distances.

What are the advantages of the double
rifle? I believe that the doubles decided ad
vantage is in its ability to deliver two shots
within the shortest possible time. There is
no bolt to lift, no lever to throw, no slide to
function. The marksman simply shifts his
trigger finger a fraction of an inch and
loosens the second shot. A good man can get
off that follower so rapidly that the two shots
blend into one slightly ragged roar. He raps
that charging tusker with 10,000 pounds of
smash from those two barrels so fast it
practically comes in a single dosage.

It takes a lot of shoulder-mhbing famil
iarity with the big doubles to attain speed
and accuracy in the field. The user must
accustom himself to the muzzle heaviness
which is peculiar to guns above .400 caliber.
The best marksman I have known with
the big double is Bill Jenvey, an Aussie, with
whom I made a long and pleasant safari in
Kenya. Bill was lightning fast and deadly
with his .476 Holland.

The double rifle does not have the good
balance of the shotgun but it points like
one. When a Purdey, Westley Richards, a
Jeffery, or an H&H comes to shoulder, it
points dead on! There is no getting your face
and eye into position. When your cheek
touches the comb, the sights will be in
alignment and they'll be pointing very near
the target. The doublcs I have seen are
without any stock frills. There is no Monte
Carlo comb, no eheckpiece, no extras. Just
a plain, simple shot-gun type butt with a
comfortable pistol grip. Yet toss that rifle to
your shoulder and you will find it fits per·
fectly.

< The sights, by our standards are crude.
The rear is a flat· topped, V-shaped notch.
The front is a medium to fine iron bead. The
rear sight is usually fixed. It is located by
the factory and moving it would require a
hammer and a big drift; the shooter-owner
never touches it. The scries of folding ex
press rear sights are absent on the white
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CAST 'EM RIGHT FOR ACCURACY
(Continued from page 20)

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, BUllets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
• S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR
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cavity. Chuck this shank in a hand drill, and
coat the cast lap with 600 grit compound.
Spin the lap in the cavity (don't squeeze
the handles until it turns freely) until it is
perfect, but not enlarged.

What about alloys? A good commercial
mix has an advantage over mixing virgin
metals. Division Lead Co. (DIVCO) spent
a good deal of time and money to develop
the fine Illinois Bullet Alloy (IBA) No.7,
for both rifles and handguns, and No. 4
strictly for handguns. They run uniform
from batch to batch, while even the most
carefully measured home mixes may not.

H you insist on making your own alloy,
I recommend only a virgin lead-tin mix.
Melt the lead and add the tin, both carefully
weighed, flux, and stir well. A 10:1 lead-tin
mix is good for velocities up to 1500 fps. For
softer revolver bullets add 50 per cent virgin
lead. Alloys with three components are diffi
cult to mix, and more difficult to duplicate.
In good commercial mixes they often shoot
better than lead-tin. Tin melts at 450 degrees
F., lead at 621, and antimony at 1167, higher
than furnace capacity.

Used or recast mctals change in quality
and composition; lead becomes brittle and
tin burns out. Lead testers may indicate a
difference in hardness, but not in alloy
quality or uniformity. Scrap metals are just
that-scrap; they may contain copper, ar
seriic, iron, or other contamination. The old
"thumbnail test" for lead purity merely indi
cates you have a good thumbnail-use virgin
metals for precision.

No bullet sizer can true-up bullets if its
are out-of-round or out of alignment. Use a
sturdy sizer, perfectly true, with highly
polished dies that are in perfect alignment.
Die tool marks cause bore leading and fric
tion. The SAECO Lubri-Sizer is sturdy, in
perfect alignment, with mirror finished dies.
It, and the sturdy Star, let you lube 30 to
50 casts before turning down the grease
screw. Lyman's popular lubri-sizer is a good
one, and easy on the budget.

Precision·cast handgun bullets have 50
yard ten ring accuracy, or close to it; non
uniform casts group up to four times. this
size. As one policeman said, "Our depart
ment bullets are cast as fast and cheap as
possible. They are not much better than
throwing rocks." Such bullets are not worth
the powder to drive them out the bore.
Serious practice deserves accurate bullets,
yet about 9 out of 10 competitive shooters
handicap themselves by using non-uniform
practice pills. H you won't spend the time
and money necessary to make precision cast
bullets it's better to purchase good bullets.
The real fun in casting is not in the money
you may save; it's in making
good bullets! •

jaws to permit blocks to close.
When lead splatters on the inside faces

of the mould blocks, you get out-of·round
casts with fins, or stickers at vents. These
should be cut off, not scraped, with a razor
bladc. Discard bullets with fins, stickers, base
holes, pimples, laps, folds, or round edges.
Fully·formed bullets should be weighed, and
the light ones discarded. It's slow work, but
important to accuracy. I've found thc mag
netic damper on a Lyman-Ohaus 505 scale
makes the job of weighing bullets, or powder,
much faster.

Defects found in cast bullets are squeezed
out of bullets swaged at high pressure. Cast
.38 wadcutters, with the conical hollow base

of Speer's swaged bullets, are not as accurate.
Compressed to higher density, the swaged
bullets are not as sensitive to variations, and
the bevel base insures perfect, easy seating,
without deformation or shaving lead. They
are true "match grade."

Phil Sharpe, yesteryear's greatest experi
menter, said that cast, conical base bullets
were "useless." Before Phil's untimely death,
I disagreed with him on this one subject, but
respected his ability. No doubt he used im
perfect castings. Smitli & Wesson called the
original WRA .357 S & W Magnum bullet a
"Sharpe type," after the H&G No. 51 Sharpe
mould-still the best in this caliber. When
it was modified, with a cupped base, in fac·
tory loads, Phil protested WRA's "perver·
sion." Our careful tests indicate any ac
curacy loss was due to rough handling by
the factory rather than by the perversion.

Ed McGivern, the greatest practical hand
gunner of all time, proved the accuracy of
his 1916 conical base design made by Ideal
(now Lyman's 358395). It was copied, and
is still swaged and loaded, by Winchester
and Remington in their .38 Special mid·
range loads-unequalled by any flat base
bullet.

Federal's first .38 Mid.Range ammo used
an inaccurate flat base wadcutter. When they
switched to McGivern's design, this ammo
became the pride of the Federal line, and is
honestly labeled "Match." Speer's swagcd
.38's with the improved McGivern design are
the finest we have ever tested, the easiest and
least tempermental to reload. The price is
hardly more than casting your own, and I
recommend them for competition shooting.

Most moulds are ruined by abuse and
neglect. Degrease the blocks before casting
by swishing in carbon tet, outdoors; gaso
line can also be used. Be sure the sprue
cutter· swings freely. After casting, let tbe
mould cool an hour, then apply a good gun
oil freely to the cavities and blocks. Store in
an open wooden box or drawer, and check
and reoil occasionally when not in use.

To remove rust from neglected moulds,
make a lap, by casting a cut·off nail in the
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EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Bak.r'. Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for year around bargain maUiftlS
RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS (0.

Dept G, 6844 Gorsle. SI. Philadelphia", Pa.

stubborn cases, a bit of heat may also have
to be applied.

Nipples are easy to replace, but many
times they can be rehabilitated with a file. If
they are too badly pounded to respond to file
reshaping, or the flash hole has been worn too
large, replace them. In either case, apply a
little light grease or vaseline to the threads
before installing.

Locks should work freely, and independ
ently of each other. If they don't you may have
a single-trigger job firing both barrels simul·
taneously. This could be very dangerous and,
at best, you'd get belted from the recoil.

As the wood in the stock dries and shrinks
from age, the trip levers may come together,
setting up the possibility of doubling. Fill out
the inside of the stock behind the lock plates
with plastic wood, or file off the butt of each
trip lever until they clear.

You may find that a lock binds or does not
work freely. This could be caused by gummy
old oil, incorrect reassembly, or a weak
spring. Using turpentine, alcohol, or a similar
solvent and an old toothbrush, scrub the lock
mechanism. Put a drop of the penetrating oil
on each screw and let it soak in. Then care
fully disassemble the lock, keeping in mind
where each part and screw goes. Wrong place
ment of a screw, or one that is too tight, can
cause an otherwise satisfactory look to bind.
Clean and poEsh parts with a fine stone or
crocus cloth, clean, oil lightly, and reassem
ble. Now is the time to replace weak or broken
springs.

Hammers, which take a pretty good beating,
are often loose on their tumbler pivot pins.
This is not serious, but'don't pound the ham·
mer screws in an effort to correct it. Peening
the corners of the hammer slot will work, but
it is better to put a hit of paper or metal foil
over the pin, push the hammer back on, and
the looseness will disappear.

Stocks should always have several coats of
linseed oil worked into both outside and in
side surfaces to recondition the dried-out
wood. If time and worms have destroyed some
wood, you must repair this with plastic wood
before you re-oil. Put on two or three layers,
rather than one heavy coat, and make it a
little higher than needed, sanding it smooth
and to its proper level.

With these things done, take your gun to a
range to see if it will perform without risk to
you. Use No.9 shot, even though you may be
planning field rather than skeet shooting.
They set up more resistance than an equiv
alent load of 6's or 71h's, and this is a test to
determine safety. If your gun is a 14 gauge or
larger, start off with 1VB ounces of shot and its
equivalent measure of powder- in this case,
2% drams of Fg black. Some shooters like
FFg better; don't use anything finer.

Before loading, snap a cap on each barrel
to clear the nipples. Caps should fit easily but
snugly. Most shotguns use size 11 or 12.

Tie 30 feet of twine to the trigger of the
barrel you're going to load. Putting a wad

<Continued from page 33)

MUZZLELOADING SHOTGUNS-DOUBLE DILEMMA

EASY SHOTS

really sound. Unless yOIl have the equipment
and know what you're doing, don't try this
yourself; you're likely to pull the rib loose in
the process. Damascus or twist barrels are
subject to inherent defects and preferably
should be x·rayed to detect hidden flaws, and
range-tested with the gun held firmly by
sandbags, timbers or whatever you have
handy.

Cleaning the barrels is ordinarily the first
step after a gun is acquired, but before you
do thjs, it's wise to make sure that neither
tube has an ancient charge in it. See if the
ramrod will go full depth in each barrel; if
it doesn't, there's a reason-and might be a
long forgotten load. Muzzleloader ramrods
almost always have a worm or screw on the
small end, often reversed inside a brass tip.
Screw on the worm and clear the barrels be
fore you try to clean.

Vigorous use of a brass brush will be bene
ficial to the tubes; particularly if the gun has
been long out of service. A bore light, which
can be dropped into the barrels is helpful in
checking for bad mid-barrel pits. If you find
such a spot, better hang up the gun. After
brushing, run through several oily patches to
pick up any debris.

Don't be discouraged if the cones or nip
ples look beat; they often are. Before trying to
remove them, get a proper-fitting T-wrench
and use plenty of penetrating oil. Give the
oil at least three or four hours to work. In

W'A"'~C'OP~
There's no magic in making the long

shots • •• with a 84 on your .22. Aim
ing's fast and easy, shooting's more accu

rate because you see a bright, magnified
target. You'll get more fun and better results

with a 84. Precision-ground lenses, guaranteed
accurate adjustments, and sturdy construction

assure dependable performance. With Weaver
Tip-Off Mount, you can mount your 84 in seconds on

any factory-grooved rifle. See the 84 at your dealer's.
Cl964 w. R. WeoYfII' Compony---------_...._--------------

It's EASY! With
Gunberth* Plans b Kits

All details on Plans, Kits and
Hardware are listed' in big,
fully illustrated. •• "

uHandbookU -Catalo9,
which also contains tips on
design and construction.
Send NOW! Only $1.00 ppd.
(Refunded first $10.00 order)

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G-54 Hazleton, Po.

MAKE TOUGH SHOTS •••

W. R. WEAVER CO. DEPT. 43 I EL PASO, TEXAS 79915
FREEl Namet _

1964 Addresi5.S _

catalog City Statet _

MADE BETTER BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN

4·power Model B4,
complete with N or

Tip-Off Mount, $9.75

Hornady varmint bullets are potent medicine
for varmints, and chuck experts like Bill Oyler
of Arendtsville, Pa., have been proving it for
years. His record: 2,000 chucks in 6 years. His
prescription: Hornady 50 gr. SX bullets, 20.7
grs. 4198 powder, 222 Remington M-722, 6·
power scope. Hornady makes 21 deadly varmint
specials. Try them in your rifle.

Bullets for handloading-send for list

ox-::n.ad.y
BVLLETS

HORNADY MFG. CO.• DEPT. G• GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.
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Only Herrett's
stocks are made to
your hand pattern!
Every shooter's hand
is different. That's
why Herrell's made-to·
measure stocks help
your shooting . . .
they're made for you!
Write direct to me

for free litera·
ture.

NEWI Smoothline Jordan holsters and belts.

STOP FLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

RELIABILITY

ACCURACY

_.Maste m:__ Expert Sharpshoote _ Marksman .__m_. Unclassified
Which one of the above are you? Check one. Write Dept. G-4

Largest Primer Selection fo.. Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH- Velocity

22 Long Rifle Ammo

Cascade Cartridge, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho

eCI TRADEMARKS NOW

AVAILABLE IN .22 LON

RIFLE HIGH VELOCITY. '"

. ASK YOUR DEALER!

binations may be outstanding in one barrel,
poor in the other. However, to try to carry two
different shot sizes, let alone two wad com
binations, is a confusing nuisance, so stick to
the load that works well in both. Keep in
mind which barrel does the best and, when
you go into the field, save this tube for the
longer, more difficult, shots.

If you plan to use your gun for hunting,
test it with 6's and 7%'s, patterned at 30 or 35
yards. Keep the loads as light as possible.
Don't get "magnumitis" with these old guns.
Even with 10 gauge arms, don't exceed 3
drams and P,4 ounces. Hold the 14 gauge
down to 20/.1 drams and 1 ounce.

After shooting, promptly clean your gun
in the garage or yard, not the kitchen. Dis
mount, remove the nipples, put barrels in
a bucket, and swab. Change patches and
water until clcan, using vcry hot water for
final dousing to help barrels dry better. Dry
thoroughly and oil lightly_ Use last bucket
to clean cones: dry thoronghly. A pipe cleaner
can be run through them, or warm gently on
stove. Grease lightly and replace. Wipe all
metal parts and stock with damp rag to reo
move fouling.

This maybe sounds like a lot of work, but
even the cleaning adds to your knowledge and
understanding of vintage shotgunning. And
if there are a few light pits in the bores,
they're probably there because the original
owner didn't believe cleaning was important.
It is, and in case you're wondering, that's
what makes percussion shotguns something
of a "double dilemma" .. first to find a good
one, and then keep it that way. There's ~
another generation coming, you know. ~

cdgewise in the barrel not being loaded, pre·
vents placing two charges in one barrel, some
thing that is surprisingly easy to do.

Using a flask, powder measure, or scoop,
charge one barrel. Seat the over-powder wad,
pounding it firmly against the powder. The
wad must be a snug-even tight-fit. When
both barrels are used, a tight fit prevents the
second charge from moving under recoil when
the first is fired. My over-powder wad is a %
inch pre·lubed type used for fillers in regular
shells. To pcrmit trapped air to cscape while
ramming, nick the edges with your tceth. With
the same scoop setting, pour in the shots. A
thin .over-shot wad follows, and should just
make contact; don't do any pounding here.

Position the gun securely with timbers or
sandbags. Cap and cock both barrels. lVIove
back, carefully letting out the cord as you go.
Lie down before touching off the charge-it's
unlikely that anything will happen, but don't
take any chances. If the gun is going to blow,
YOII'lI be out of harms way.

Assuming that the gun remains in one piece,
check to see if the hammer on thc empty
barrel is still cocked. If not, you're going to
need some lock work.

Now make the same test with the second
barrel, again having both hammers cocked.
Increase the charge to 3 or 3118 drams of Fg,
depending on gauge, and increase the amount
of shot an extra lfs or 1,4 ounce. Repeat tests
as before with the sandbags and cord. Remem
ber, these are old guns, and you can't be too
careful! A thorough check of barrels and plugs
must be made after each test shot. Look for
barrel bulges or loosened plugs. If you find
any, hang the gun on the wall and try another.

The next stcp is the pattern board. Pace off
25 yards and place an aiming mark in the
center of the paper. Use the maximum skeet
charge of 1% ounces of 9's backed by 2~

drams of Fg, if your gun is 10 to 13 gauge.
I-ToTd 14 gauge Toads to 1 ounce and 2%
drams. Be sure to wear safety glasses for all
shou lder shooting!

After firing, mark the target with barreT
fired and load, and shoot twice with same
harrel and load to get an average. A ]lis ounce
load of 9's contains about 658 pcllets. You
should find about 330 within a 30-inch circle
with no bad gaps or holes which would allow
the targct to slide through. Averages above
390 would indicate that your gun had at lcast
some degree of choke.

If you find a badly blown pattern with big
gaps, it does not necessarily mean that the
gun is entirely to blame. For example, with
my l3-bore, I tricd using the hard lfs inch
over-powder wads as over-shot wads. One bar
rel fired satisfactorily while the other shot
patterns with an elliptical hole in them.
Shifting to the correct, thin over-shot wad
eliminated the trouble.

If the trouble persists, try varying the
powder charge % dram in either direction. If
this doesn't help, go up to size 8 shot. You may
fiud an improvement in both percentage of
hits and in evenness of pattern. Various com
binations of wadding may be needed. You may
find it best to use a 1,4 or a % inch pre
lubricated filler with a hard lfs inch over·
powder wad beneath. Experiment to find out
what combinations of powder charge, shot,
and wads do best in your gun. It takes a little
time, but you may be pleasantly surprised by
the improvement.

As you test, you may find that certain com·
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Ernie if they shoot in your area. You'll see
a great show and get practical tips.

Ernie hunts 'chucks with his friend Stan
Sprague. Stan is editor of the "D. S. Hand
gunner," official journal of the D. S. Revolver
Association, 59 Alvin St., Springfield, Mass.
We are old friends, as I've been c{)ntributing
editor, life member, and a director of the
association for many years. Stan and Ernie
use hot handguns for close shots, and rifles
for longer ones, as I do.

Stan keeps me informed of his 'chuck
kills at long, long range, and his misses. A
recent letter said, "I got in the Hall of
Fame by nailing one at 532 paces after miss
ing 3 at over 450. The bullet didn't open up

but it did the business. I used a .243 Win
chester Varminter, loading the 75 gr. Sierra
H.P. with 42.0 gr. BL·C." (Note this is not
BL-C-2! ). The load is safe in Stan's .243,
but it's flat out, and over what Hodgdon calls
"strong maximum." Some guns won't take
this charge, so work up carefully. Stan's two
fine boys, Al and Lew, grew up with guns
and handloading, and had a most happy
home life.

The best commercial bullet lubes are so
good and cheap that it isn't very practical
to mix your own, even if you load in large
volume. Formulas for poor lubes are plenti
ful, so I'll quote a couple of pretty good
ones, just in case you ever need one. Many
custom loaders, police agencies and indi
viduals have switched to Mirror-Lube for
more satisfactory results at less cost. It's a
really fine lube, made by The Bullet Pouch,
Box 4285G, Long Beach 4, Cal.

Dennis L. Smith, Inman, Kansas, uses a
3-3-3 mix of beeswax, paraffin and Texaco
water pump grease in his .45 Target. Frank
Clark, Lubbock, Texas, a dedicated shooter,
uses a 4-3-2 mix. Frank melts 4 parts (by
weight) of beeswax with 3 parts paraffin,
then adds 2 parts Cosden Para Fine water
pump grease, for his home-tuned .45 ACP.
Stir well and pour in your Lubri-Sizer. You

HANDLOADING BENCH

and far better than most. The first run didn't
have quite the best double angle on the
mouth, whioh is critical, but current ones
are perfect, at least for most cases. These
outwear several dozen ordinary dies, require
no lube. and work easier. Dies or cases can't
be scratched, even with gritty, unlubed cases.
Brass and nickel is beautifully burnished.

Another RCBS original is their Removable
Shell Holder Head and Snap-Action Spring.
Shell holder dimensions are as critical as
dies. Some complaints on RCBS dies have
been due to inferior shell holders. RCBS
makes them accurately, with lips exactly
0.125 deep. Cases with normal rims won't
pull out and won't wear the lips.

RCBS refuses to make a lower priced press
than their nice "Jr." Many lads want to start
with a cheaper one, but Fred feels that your
basic tool is well worth a slightly higher
price for a better one. The heavy-duty "Jr."
is poorly named. Fred and I discussed it
with Editor John T. Amber of "Gun Digest"
and "Handloader's Digest" fame. I agreed
with John that it deserved a better name.
John mentioned Bonanza, perhaps because
Fred's plane is a Bonanza.

Even the famous A-2 press has an un
imaginative name. Fred spends more time
thinking up design improvements than names.
But as some guy said, "A rose by any other
name...." One thing we can say, RCBS stuff
is truly Precisioneered. Fred has been a
dedicated shooter and handloader since he
wore knee pants. He hunts everything from
varmints to elephant, from California to
Alaska to Africa. A designer of some of the
best wildcats, he certainly knows how to
use tools.

"The Shooting Linds," Dot and Ernie,
gave an exhibition to open the new Win
chester Gun Club, Hurlwood, Texas, near
Lubbock, with a BANG! Or more correctly,
about a thousand bangs. Two of my best
shooting friends, D. L. Cooper, the Texas
exhibition shooter, and Kenneth Shackelford,
Ag teacher and Sunday School Superin.
tendent, made the 624 mile round trip with
me. It was time and money well spent. Dot
and Ernie used WoW ammo in Winchester
shotguns and rifles and S & W handguns.
The Linds learned fast and fancy gun han
dling under the late Ad Topperwein, and are.
now internationally famous. You can learn
most of their stunts with practice. Some
require lots of practice, but handloaders can
afford plenty. Don't miss seeing Dot and

(Continued from page 15)

$ 7.50

10.00
10.00
10.00
17.50
8.00
5.00

10.00
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15.00
8.00

17.50
8.00

10.00
12.50 •
17.50
17.50
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75c

YOUR OWN PRIVATE HUNTING OR FISHING
LODGE on wheels ... ready to take you to a favorite
retreat no matter how remote. Lightweight, raw-
hide tough. the DREAMER pickup coach ignores "No
Vacancy" signs. It's at home anywhere, everywhere!

•

. (Actually, the Dreamer thinks it's a motel.)
~ Write for free colorful information.

TRAVEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
_"~T.""'Tlll Dept. 215 • OSWEGO, KANSAS 67356

REMARKABLE INTERIOR BALLISTIC LUBRICANT
Positive lubrication for all types, styles of ammunie

~~:i~l:~~~t:sba~~if~~~~driWe~~s~~ot~ri:,O;~:to)~:
Extremely economical. Easily applied, merely add ace-

ttn'tta~ffi~~~t,$[~tiSa~A~EMA?nC.is U~~6~~litio~:1~~
guaranteed results with any type ammunition.
2 oz. concentrate makes 1/2 pt. - 53.40 postpaid.
4 oz. concentrate makes 1 pt. _ 56.70 Postpaid.
8 oz. concentrate makes 1 qt. - $8.75 Postpaid.

Cali!. residents add 4% sales tax.
G&H RESEARCH CO., Box 804-G, NORTHRIDGE, CAL.

Dealers: Fully mixed SWAGEMAGIC is available.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
iAMMUNITION ~
: NEW LOWER PRICES :
• •
• MILITARY
: .30·06 CARTRIDGES per 100
• 303 BritiSh Military
: 762 =~~st:nO M(li°tary .
• 735 ~:~i~.?°MilitarY" .
• 7x57P~~uls~~ Factoiy' Loaci••...•••••••
: 9 MMP~~:~Opistoi CartriOdges' .
• 338 ':?~c~~~ter'Magnu';" Ririe' Car'tridges •
• 458 :T~c~::i:rOwf:::~:~· illie' Car'trldges •
: .351 :ri~C~I~~t~? s~~¥-':.~~dirig r..ietal·patch·
• 250.:3o01~~;-~~U:01tl;o~~t··········
• 8MM P':~uls~~ MilHary'C~rt: •••• "" " • "" "
: .35 ::~I ~nOg~on .Soft'"oint· .
• .25_2creRe:~a~irig iiifte ·Cartrldcie•••••••
• 30.40P::~a~°c:.ilirik· Cartridges' •••••• " " "
: 32

e
40 -;~t \.c:,Ynt: ............•..•••.

• 270 ~'~lh~~ter·Soit" pof~t: ""
• 30e4:~r:o~iive·r·Tip:·····"··"··"""·
• Per 1'1>0 ••••.••••••••.•••••••
• 32 Remington Soft Point.

• Ear ~~~n1d~~s'M5A"or ·t"; 'Sh'oOter: ·Brand
• New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid ..

: Bore Scopes .50 Cal. Govt. Surplus: Ppd.

•• Send lOc covering Postage, Printing of
: new low-price list of ammo.

•

Mrs. Walter Craig, 413 Lauderdale, Selma, Alabama

ADD THIS DECORATOR CiUN TO YOUR COLLECTIONI

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

FREE CATALOG

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.
P. O. BOX 9776

EL PASO, TEXAS ZIP CODE 79988

$6 FOB
Selma, Ala.

Dealers only $100
per case of 25
Ala. res. add

sales tax

Fair to good condition models make wonderful wall decorations (not
safe to shoot) for your den, office or bedroom. A truly amazing
value that you as a collector can't afford to pass up. Order today.

MODEL J9 J6 French Lebels BMM
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$29.50
3.50
2.50
3.00
5.95

11.50
$55.95
$49.95
$16.00)

All Spar-T Accessories and Dies Interchangeable
with Lyman Spartan

~Itktiman¥ for the finest
In Canada it's Lyman-Prenco, Ltd.

r------------------------------~
I Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
: Middlefield, Conn., Dept. GM4·5
• Send me your big new catalog covering the full line otI Lyman reloading tools and equipment.
• Name ---, _
I Address' _

• City State' _L J

45

NEW LYMAN SPAR·T
6-Station

turret §.Reed
with C-press

streng1b
only $29.50

200 or more
match-perfect

reloads per hour.
No unscrewing and
readjusting of dies.

look at
these features

• Massive high silicone iron steel
frame and turret.

• Verti·Lock Turret with audible
click, precision-aligned action.

• Husky re·enforcing flange and
heavy-duty, % inch stud to lock
turret for bullet swaging.

• Up-or·down stroke operation with
25 to 1 leverage.

• Alignment ramp to position shell
holder at top of stroke.
With its .advancea design and

brawny construction, the Spar-T is
built for a lifetime of service and.
at its special bargain kit price, it's
the buy of a lifetime.

Save $6 with
the Spar-T set

Here's what you get:
Spar·T Press
Ram
Shell Holder Head
Priming Arm
Automatic Primer Feed
AII·American dies

Value
Special Spar·T Set Price

(Optional #55 Powder Measure as shown:

Spartan kit: Including press,
ram, shell holder head,
primer arm, complete set of
AII·American Ya x 14 dies. (a
recognized $32.50 value)
$29.50

LYMAN SPARTAN C·PRESS,
pound for pound and feature
for feature, the finest reload·
ing tool in its class - and
the outstanding value. Re·
loads all rifle and handgun
cases accurately and easily.
25 to 1 toggle-link leverage
takes hard work out of full·
length resiiing and case·
forming. Even swage~ bullets.
S~rtan: Press only: $12.00

improved • more effective
money back guarantee • send $1.

Just one easy-fast application of MINUTE
MAN GUN BLUE will restore steel or iron
surfaces! Not a paint or lacquer-no heat
ing! Patented chemical! Complete kit with
each purchase!

MAY 1964

NEW METHOD MFG. CO., Bradford, pa.1

--------1I Address I
~~~~~_~ 2~~ __ ~

GUN METAL~~"'"
NOW MADE NEW!

-blueing gives new beauty,
natural protection!

can cast into sticks if desired. Form tubes
with 3 wraps of aluminum foil around a 1"
dowel. Seal the lap with tape. Set the tubes
in a rack and fill slowly. If your sizer uses
hollow sticks, store lube in a covered can,
and melt with a blowtorch to pour in a
sizer. This is a bit messy and inconvenient,
and not satisfactory in all guns, especially
at Hi-V.

Speer's new No.6 Manual contains more
new dope than any book available. Far more
important, each and every load has been
very carefully tested and chronographed in
the Speer lab. Top loads have been checked
for pressure. You can trust their information
by following their simple instructions. We
recommend this brand new edition very high
ly. It includes a "Glossary of Terms for
Handloaders", with some terms that have
never before defined, to my knowledge.

Mr. John Appelt tells me the excel
lent Forster·Appelt Handgun Sling, patent
#2,985,980, that sells for $2.95, is not his
invention. Most of the Forster-Appelt prod
ucts for handloaders are the result of joint
efforts in designing. Best known for their
most versatile case trimmer, Case Length &
Headspace Gauges, and neck reamers, all
their products are extremely well designed
and beautifully made. The Handgun Sling
is unique, and worthwhile for precision ac
curacy at long range.

The sling is much like a scope. One who
has looked through iron sights for 10 years
may look through a scope for 10 minutes and
decide glass sights are not very practical.
When you buy the Handgun Sling follow the
simple directions on the box. Then give it
a fair trial with dry-fire, followed by test
groups after you are intimately familiar with
it. The major cause pf complaints about
rifles, handguns, shotguns, powder measures,
scopes, scales, and a variety of other equip
ment is due to not being intimately familiar
with the item. That's why you probably can't
use chop sticks well, and people who do
probably can't use a fork as well as you do.
When you become familiar with the sling,
you'll greatly improve your long range two
hand accuracy work, with or without a
handgun scope.

When you need extra torque for a screw
driver try pressing a bicycle·type hand grip
on the handle. Your dealer has various sizes
of rubber or plastic grips for loading tools,
core cutters, sizers, and other equipment. The
best penetrating fluid we've found for rusted
or frozen screws or bolts is Liquid Wrench.
Soak extremely tight screws overnight. Then
tap the handle of a driver that fits the screw
perfectly before you turn it out. This is JII'!!
handy stuff around the home or car. UiII
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By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS
like some tips on sporterizing it. How do I
get the front and rear sights off? What kind
of sporter stock? Where can I have the bolt
bent? How will I remove the piece that
holds the top part of the fore-end on to the
barrel at the rear?

Mike Wallace
Griffin, Georgia

The nearest gunsmith school is the Penn
sylvania Gunsmith School at 257 W. River·
view, Bellevue, Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

The front and rear sights of your Mauser
are sweated in place. They can be remo-ved
with a blow torch and a mallet. In most
models, the handguard retaining ring will
come off with the rear sight.

Any number of good semi-inletted or com
pletely finished stocks are available. Watch
the ads and take your pick.

Almost any competent gunsmith can alter
your bolt. The method used should be the
cut, bend, and weld system.

If that Mauser were mine, I'd consider
carefully the investment angle. To convert
an 1898 Mauser is one thing-maybe the
1895 model' is not worth it.--G.B.

Evans Rifle
I would appreciate all the information you

can give me on a company called EVANS,
believed to have operated in Mechanic Falls,
Maine, around the 1870's. Particularly the
years of operation of the company, the ap
proximate number of rifles manufactured,
and their significance in the history of arms
making.

I have one sample piece to describe. It is
a lever action repeater with a very unique
magazine in the buttstock. It would appear
to hold about 20 or more cartridges of a
caliber .44 size. The only markings on the
rifle are on top of the barrel, "EVANS
SPORTING RIFLE"-on the inside of the
receiver, the number "697"-on the lever
hammer mechanism the number "447"-butt
stock is numbered "199"-forestock has a red
crayon number 51-on the underside of the
barrel is what I decipher as "ST." The barrel
is fair to good inside and out, except for
about two inches of deep pitting at the
muzzle; the rest of the metal is deeply pitted;
however the inside is mechanically very good.

I would like to have your opinion as to the
value of this piece and any further informa
tion you may supply about the company.

George A. Fortner
Big Spring, Texas

The Evans Repeating Rifle Co. operated
from 1871 until 1880. The plant was operated
by the gun firm of Merwin & Halbert, known
for its manufacture of cartridge revolvers.

There were two .44 Evans cartridges. They
were both center fire. The Evans .44 "old
model" cartridge had a case length of about

(Continued on page 48)

Chilian Mauser
Could you please send me a list of gun

smithing schools in surrounding states or in
Georgia?

I have a '95 Chilian Mauser and would

Whitneyville-Kennedy
I would appreciate any information you

can give me on my Whitneyville-Kennedy .44
caliber lever action rifle. It has the serial
number 76 throughout the gun, so I would
say that it is an early model.

I would like to know if these arms are in
demand among lever action collectors and
the approximate going price of this gun. It
is in NRA very good to fine condition.

Richard P. Lintner
Stevens Point, Wise.

There are several variations of the Whit
neyville-Kennedy rifle-some being harder
to find than others. From what I have been
told, the model with a 28 inch barrel is less
common. Such rifles marked .44 are for the
Winchester .44-40 cartridge..

Yes, they are in demand, but fewer col
lectors are seeking them than Winchesters.
I would say that a very good to fine Whit
neyville·Kennedy is worth about $80 or better.

The Whitneyville-Kennedy rifle that I
have is far more accurate with the .44-40
cartridge than any comparable Winchester
I have used. Possibly this is due to the
weight of the rifle. The Kennedy is rather
heavy.--G.B.

Stocked Auto Pistol
Can you inform me where I can purchase

a 7.63 mm Mauser pistol that uses a com
bination holster and stock? Are any guns
of similar design available, and in what
calibers? The idea o,f a combination holster
and stock is a good one and makes sense.

Charles M. Young
Slidell, Louisiana

The idea of a pistol-carbine situation that
uses a demountable holster-buttstock-is a
good one. Unfortunately, I cannot advise
you, as such Mauser pistols are covered un
der federal firearms regulations. When you
attach a buttstock to a pistol-that makes it
a rifle or carbine, and if the barrel does
not have legal 'length, the piece' must be
registered under ~xisting .laws.

Most collectors' who covet such items
simply do not have the attachment mecha
nism.--G.B.

Questions submitted must carry a Shooters
Club of America number or must be ac·
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
either number or dollar will be returned.
If you want a personal answer, enclose a
stamped, self·addressed envelope.

SPECIAL GUEST WRITERS AND
SHOOTING AOTHORITIES:

Dean Grennell of GUNsport writes
on Rifle reloading - Kent Bellah,
Guns Magazine, Handgun reloading
-Francis Sell, Shotshell reloading
-Bob Steindler, Guns Magazine, De-
veloping a loading system-George
Nonte, Shooting Times, Forming
special cartridge cases-New step
by step reloading procedure by mem
bers of the Speer Ballistics Staff.

PLUS SPECIAL COMMENTS ON
TIMELY SUBJECTS BY

WARREN PAGE, Field & Stream
"Better Reloads for Game and Fun"

JACK O'CONNOR, Outdoor Life
"Pressures and the Handloader"

PETE BROWN, Sports Afield
"Practical Ballistics for Shooters"

PLUS THESE NEW, EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES:

Computer processed data for opti
mum rifling twist. Chronographed
velocities of commercial ammuni
tion. New glossary of reloading terms
• . • Easy end-tab index.
The New Speer Manual #6 is posi
tively the latest, most comprehensive
and authoritative reloading reference
book available. Over 300 pages-all
new photos and illustrations-load
ing data on newest available car
tridges. Still just $2.95 .•. at your
dealer or send cash, check or M.O. to

NE""
SPEER

RELOADING MANUAL
-Rewwri••en -
-Enlargecl-
Very La.e••

DATA

SIPIEIE1F(
INCORPORATED

P. O. BOX 244, LEWISTON, IDAHO

CANADA, 1310 WEST 6TH AVE., VANCOUVER, B. C.
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NEW'! 1964 HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
2nd Annual Edition ••• All New for '64 and Better Than Ever!
25 Major Features ••• 224 Giant Pages ••• Edited by John T. Amber.

Loaded With Information for Reloaders!

USE PRIMER CAPS IN SHOTSHELLS
by Dr. Jerry Adams

You may find yourself putting in a bit more time
at your loading bench, but you'll save folding
money by using rifle primers in your shotshells.

SHORT CASES IN THE 38 SPECIAL
by Jim Horton

No need to throwaway your handgun cases pre·
maturely. They can be trimmed back a surpris·
ing amount and still make excellent reloads.

NOTES FROM A
HANDLOADER'S
BENCH

by Dean A. Grennell
There are lots of use·
ful devices and tech
niques in loading car
tridges that come only
through experience.
The author describes
several such time and
temper savers.

RELOADING SHOT.
SHELLS

by Bob Tremaine
More and more smooth
bore gunners today
want to assemble their
own shotshells, for rea
sons of economy if
nothing else. Here's the
way to go about it,
what to guard against.
tips, hints, etc.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
Brand new or revised and updated to give you
the very latest data, charts, tables and informa·
tion: Case Dimension Chart with case lengths.
cartridge lengths, groove diameters, twist, vital
information for eve'ry hand loader .,. Bullet Energy
Table. New, easier to use, more complete table
for determining bullet energy; any bullet weight
at any velocity ... Die and Shell Holder Chart
listing dies and shell holders for over 100 popu
lar rifle and pistol calibers from every major
manufacturer ... Maximum Load Tables, a valu
able guide covering all of the popular rifle and
pistol calibers ... plus a selection of important
formulae, conversion tables, lead hardness tao
bles, reloading benches, etc.

COMPLETE CATALOG SECTION
Components, Books and Manuals, Chronographs.
With latest prices and information on all loading
tools, dies, accessories for loading metallic car
tridges and paper shotshells for bullet casting.
for bullet swaging, and much, much more!

GASCHECK DOUBLECHECK
by E /lis Christian Lenz

For pleasant, easy·on·the·shoulder, low·cost
shooting, there's nothing like the gilding metal
gascheck. Here's an excellent account of how
to use it and what it will do.

WEIGHING POWDERS by Edward M. Yard
A TESTFIRE evaluation of all the popular powder
scales - plus one or two not so well known!
A fully detailed and critical report, complete with
comparative tables, by one of the best qualified
researchers in the country. Complete with photos
and tables.

BULLET SWAGING by Ted Smith
Making jacketed bullets can be a tremendous
time consumer - if you're bent on bench rest
accuracy. Such bullets can also be made rapidly
and reasonably well if good hunting performance
will do you. The author, who knows both areas,
strikes a happy medium.

by Jim Horton
useful form - on
Clark has recently

RE:LOADING ABC'S
FOR RIFLE AND
HANDGUN

by Robert Thompson
The complete story on
how to begin loading
ammunition, this full
length feature is a
comprehensive. step
by·step analysis of
every phase of making
your own cartridges.

ALCAN PRIMERS
Full information - in highly
the new primers that Homer
introduced.

ALL BRASS SHELLS AND HOW TO LOAD
EM - A TESTFIRE REPORT

by Sam Kirkwood
The complete story on the loading of brass shot·
shells, the big savings possible, and how to
make the few tools you'll need.

HOLLYWOOD SENIOR TURRET TOOL 
A TESTFIRE REPORT by Jim Horton
Few loading presses match the superb quality
of the tools that Lyle Corcoran makes. More to
the point, perhaps, they produce excellent ammo
or bullets, too. The author looks upon this fine
equipment as the ultimate - and rightly so.

FOLLOW THE STAR TO PROGRESSIVE
LOADING - A TESTFIRE REPORT

by Kent Bellah
No loading press of its type can begin to ap·
proach the Star Progressive in sturdiness, dur
ability, general satisfaction and stability of de·
sign. It has no peers in it.s field. The author, a
long·time owner of two or more Star tools, offers
detailed good dope on optimum operation.

CAST BULLETS, •• KEY TO "NO-SWEAT"
HANDLOADING by John Wootters
There's a trend back to plain cast·bullet shooting,
it seems, and here is a treatise in depth on how
to do it for the smallest possible outlay of cash
and time. No sizing die or tool need be bought
or used, either!

HOW TO START HANDLOADING - SOME
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

by Dave Harding
A brief but informative introducion to loading
ammunition, with clear answers to many fre
quently asked queries.

HANDLOADING TIPS by B. F. Samuels
The loading manuals,can't cover all of the short·
cuts and gimmicks helpful to the ammo maker.
Here are a number of things you'll want to try
out,

SOFT·SPEAKING HAND LOADS
by A, J, E. Shay and H. M. Stebbins

Despite the undeniable trend to faster, louder
and more costly loads, there are those who put
cartridges together for pennies, not nickels or
dimes - and who e'!joy happier neighbors.

PRESSURE IS NOT ALWAYS BAD
by Ken Waters

Of course it isn't, and the author explains, in
simple language, that without "pressure" we
couldn't reload cartridges. As in all things, it's
the excess that hurts!

20 CASES - A TESTFIRE REPORT
by Walter E. Hill, Jr.

The long·life story of a single batch of cases 
and how to go about getting equal longevity
from your brass.

PROGRESSIVE AND AUTOMATIC SHOT·
SHELL LOADERS - A TESTFIRE
FEATURE by Larry S. Sterett
An exhaustive and critical survey of the various
automated shotshell loaders on the American
market. The author spent months testing these
machines and shooting the end products from
them - thousands of shotshells. A truly defini·
tive account.

GUN DIGEST ASSOCIATION
4540 W. Madison St., Dept. 531, Chicago, III. 60624
(Canada: Peterborough Guns Ltd., Peterborough, Ont.)

Free Examination Coupon
RUSH me book(s) checked below. , will pay postman the price
indicated plus postage. If I am not thoroughly pleased. I can
return the book(s) within 10 days for all of my money back.

o 1964 2nd Annual Handloader's Digest, $2.95 ea.
o 1964 18th Annual Gun Digest, $3.95 ea.
o 14 Old Gun Catalogs, $3.95 ea.
o 10 Old Gun Catalogs, $3.95 ea.
o 1964 5th Anniversary Fishermen's Digest,

$3.95 ea.
o First Edition Gun Digest, $2.95 ea.

Rare First Edition

GUN DIGEST
The 1944 First Annual Gun Digest SOld.
out and became a collectors' item almost.
before the ink was dry. Now this fascina
ting shooters' anthology lives again. 164 •
.big pages with every word, every $295 I
picture exactly the same!

Republished by Popu/o"Demand! '.

NEW! 1964 FISHE~MEN'S DIGEST:
5th Anniversary Edition!

All new and better than ever. 44 majOr.
features ... 320 giant pages! Edited by I NAML , _
Tom McNally. Contains the best experi·
ences and secrets of the world's greatest I ADDRESS_
fishing experts. Fully illustrated. Plus STATE ZiP CODE__
huge catalog section of the top rods and 1 CITY_________ - -
reels for 1964. Plus a veritable encyclo,. 0 SAVEl Enclose payment and we pay postage
ped,a of onformaloon of fishing Informa· . 0
tion, Associations, fishing records and and handling charges. Same 100 Yo •Mo!'ey
more. The next best thing to a $3951 Back Guarantee and 10-Day Free Examonatlon.
fishing trip! . .J

480 pages -covers the rise and fall of the
Sharps rifle. Includes many old gun cata·
logs of 1859 to 1902. Liberally illustrated.
Originally $7.50. This fine new $395
edition only

10 OLD GUN CATALOGS
416 pages-Catalogs of long antiquated
companies that recreate in fascinating
words and pictures the exciting guns of
the middle and late 1800's. Originally
$7.50. This fine new edition only $395

NEW! 1964 GUN DIGEST
18th Annual Edition

All new and better than ever. Superbly
edited by John 1. Amber with 62 Major
Features in 384 Giant Pages! Plus a com·
prehensive encyclopedia of Gun and
Shooting Infor.mation! Plus Big Double
Bonus: 12 page report on "Military Hand
guns for Sporting Use" by Frank C.
Barnes; Rare 1908 Sears, Roebuck Gun
Catalog-first time ever available since
-1908! Bound right into your 1964 $395
'Gun Digest.



etc., of a shotgun I have. It is a double
barrel 12 gauge with side hammers. On the
barrels is stamped: "Parker Bros. Makers,
Meriden, Conn. Damascus Steel." It also has
serial number 9303 and "Pat'd Mar. 28,
187 (?)" stamped on it.

Larry Andrews
Hawthorn, Calif.

The Parker organization started in 1832
when Charles Parker formed a company to
manufacture coffee mills. In the 1840's the
firm made hardware items. In 1860 the com
pany was reorganized as the Parker, Snow,
Brooks & Co.

During the Civil War, the organization
made rifled muskets under government con·
tract. From 1865 to 1868 the company was
the Meriden Manufacturing Co. (Meriden,
Mass. was always the location of the firm.)

In 1868, the "Parker Brothers" company
was formed. The three brothers were Wilbur,
Charles, and Dexter. They manufactured
shotguns until the firm was absorbed by
Remington Arms in 1934.

Shotguns, in general, are not heavily col
lected today. If in excellent condition your
arm may be worth $50. The usually en·
countered specimen is worth about half that
much. Such old shotguns with Damascus
barrels should not be fired, even with low
powered shells.--G.B.

Mauser Conversion
I am thinking about having my 8X57

Mauser rechambered to 8 mm-06 (standard).
I've heard this conversion cussed and dis·
cussed, and would appreciate answers to tlle
following:

1. What is the velocity of factory Reming
ton 8 mm, 170 grain ammo at the muz
zle and at 200 yards?

2. Is it generally difficult to stabilize the
lighter (110·125 grain) bullets in the
tight (l.in·8¥:! or 1-in-9 twist) Mauser
barrels?

3. How much improvement is there in the
trajectory of the 8 mm-06 over the 8X57
with the heavier (170·175 grain) bul·
lets loaded near maximum?

Cliff Lindblom
Kearney, Nebraska

The muzzle velocity of the 8X57 mm as
made by Remington with a 170 grain bullet
is 2,570 fps. At 200 yards it has dropped off
tG 1,790.

This American loading is less powerful
than the cartridge normally has in other
countries, since there may be 8 mm rifles
around of dnbious qnality and condition. I
have found that the slightly reduced loading
is just fine for American thin-skinned game
and is very accurate.

The lighter bullets can be stabilized in the
8 mm barrels with proper handloading. My
advice would be to not have your Mauser
rechambered to the 8 mm--06, but rather to
load the standard 8X57 case. With experi·
mentation, you can achieve excellent ~
results without rechambering--G.B. ~

I~p___--=:: FLOORPLATE
~-- ~--~.?---!?" - RELEASE BUTTONS

~~ for Springfield 03, Enfield 14
_: & 17, Mauser 93, 94. 95, 96.
~ 98 & 09-alloW5 rapid, safe
~ unloading without racking. In·

S rt ,. Id d E fi Id stalls easily - No drilling or

I
p ng Ie an nIe tapping. Serrated. hardened &

Right or Left Hand bl ued. Plea8e specify rille.
$1.50 Postpaid Dealers write.

COUGAR & HUNTER ~?:'~;~~~'lXI::';;f;"nn

P. O. DRAWER 1712
BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

WHITCO

Parker Shotgun
I would appreciate any information you

could give me concerning the history, value,

(Continued from page 46)
one inch (Winchester manufacture), and the
.44 Evans "new model" cartridge had a case
about Hi inches long (also by Winchester).

Although the spiral magazine of the Evans
functioned well, it was a poor design. When
loading the arm, one had to work the lever
each time a round was inserted.

An Evans sporting rifle in "as new" con·
dition is probably worth about 200, and
specimens with no original finish, but in
sound condition are worth about $50. It's
hard for me to say where your rifle fits into
the picture.--G.B.

1127-SWORD-CANE. RIDING·CROP
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather
ridin~ crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside.
Practical collector's item: attractive for den or
patio. $5.00 PP.

Send JO¢ for descriptive literature

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

~~

'NOW'
fiRST TIME IN THE U. S. A.
Margolin automatic target pistol.

Model MTS in .22 L.R.uuu mmu.mm$150.00

Imported and distributed by:

SARMCO Box 640-G Moscow, Idaho

"RAP ROUND"
HOLSTER

THE HIDE-A.WAY HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but availa
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2% oz.
top grain soft
COWhide, rivet-

. ed nickel clip .
.J .....$2.95 PP.

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

FAST ACTION is yours with
Whitco's. "Rap Round" Hol
ster. For 45-38-32 Colt Auto

matics; in black or natural genuine
leather; smallest holster for biggest auto
matic in the world; free and easy draw;
guaranteed for life of pistol; copy of $40
custom made holster; light weight; less
sweat; less rust; lined for extra wear.
$2.98 PP.
SPECIAL: HIDE·AWAY PIPE HOLDER: hand
made; fine quality leather; send outline
of pipe when ordering; $1.00 PP., while
they last.

postpaid with hand-tooled cowhide sheath. Hand forged and individually engraved
heavy steel blade. Hand-made EAGLE grIp with genuine hom inserts.
These knives are imported by us and are made one at a time far in the

~i~~i~fai~~~~~.l~~~~.O~:~~l~·r~~~~cfro;er~N~ue~o~D?p~~s~~5aJfr~~i~a~~i~~ts~~d ~~e s~~%c.colleCtiOn out

MERCHANTEERS INC., DEPT. G5B, 1200 N. Soro, L.A. 33, Calif.

-.- POWLEY <j.~~~~EfD{~S
For any centerfire rifle. $3.50 at your dealer.
Write for description of Large Rifle PMAX
pressure gauge. MARIAN POWLEY, 17623
Winslow Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44120
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(Continued from page 31)

COLLECTORS DISCOVER SPUR TRIGGERS

~-------------------------

U.S. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job a. shown

for Most guns $30

PACIFIC
WAD COLUMN
INDICATOR
Simple, fast, accurate
No more guesswork or con
stant chart reference to de
termine proper wad column
in new or fired cases. Just
insert indicator atop powder
charge. Reading at case
mouth gives exact wad col
umn for any recommended
load - regardless of base
wad condition. Also has shot
level indicator for determin
ing proper crimp depth.
Available in 12 gauge only
- other gauges soon.

$2.50 PACIFIC
...ea.Clllllh. GON51GHT

COMPANY
Box 4495, Dept. G·5
lincoln, Nebr.

THE

pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined Into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no J·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~~P~;,.~t.~~~',7.

little is known about this manufacturer and
they were in business only a short time.

Another example of the smaller, cheaper
guns is the "Imperial No.1,". It has a 2"
round barrel, is nickel finished with case
hardened hammer and trigger, plain walnut
birdhead grips. It is five groove, seven shot,
.22 caliber rim-fire gun of unknown manufac
ture.

The "Ranger No.2," manufactured by the
Hopkins and Allen Arms Co., of Norwich,
Conn., is a five shot, .32 caliber rim·fire reo
volver. The barrel length may be 2 or 3
inches, the finish is nickel with blued ham
mer and trigger, though these may be case
hardened on some specimens. The grips are
birdhead style and may be anything from
plain walnut to ivory. The barrel may be
round or octagonal, and markings vary.

Spur trigger pistols are perhaps the "last
front.ier" of gun collecting open to anyone
with a few dollars. At the present, it is pos
sible to obtain practically any specimen for
a relatively small sum, but it is quite
probable that these guns will one day be as
sought·after and costly to collect as others
are today. With the increased interest that
is being shown in these previously ignored
guns, it is logical to assume that prices and
values will soon soar. If you want to start
collecting them, study them and start col·
lecting while the field is open and the op
portunities relatively limitless. It won't~
always be that way. ~

unknown manufacturer is the "BULL'S
EYE," a small, seven shot revolver in .22
rim-fire caliber. The barrel is 2%" long
and overall length is 5% inches. The origi
nal finish was nickel with case hardened
hammer and trigger, and the plain walnnt
grips are of the birdhead type. The only
marking is "BULL'S EYE" atop the round
barrel.

A pistol seldom encountered is the Conn
ecticut Arms Co., Norfolk, Conn. Pocket
Model, or as it is sometimes called, Woods
Pocket Revolver. Manufactured from Wood's
patent of March 1, 1864, it fired a .28 cali
ber hollow base cartridge. The unusual
feature of this gun is that it loads from the
front of the cylinder. It has a brass frame
with plain metal barrel and cylinder. Barrel
length is 4 inches, overall length is 10
inches, and it has an octagonal barrel, which
is marked "CONNECTICUT ARMS. CO.
NORFOLK, CONN." The tip·up action em·
ployed was later made famous by Smith and
Wesson and by Marlin.

An example of a small, cheaply·made spur
trigger pistol is the Red Jacket No.3, man·
ufactured by the Lee Arms Co. of Wilkes
Barre, Pa. It is a five shot .32 caliber rim·
fire revolver with birdhead grips and a
214" round barrel. The barrel is marked
"RED JACKET No.3," and some examples
have Lee Arms Co., Wilkes·Barre, Pa.
marked on the topstrap. The gun has a
nickel finish and is fully engraved. Very

YOU
HOW'MANY OF THESE ISSUES HAVE

~-\

MISSED?
~tdifionA.,bt GUNS QUARTERLY
... 'YlowlJfJ.ll.h.A- aL JJnJL.-.Iu:t.It b.ff- CLIP COUPON AN D MAIL TODAY!

CITY ZONE.--STATE _

Back Issues, GUNS QUARTERLY, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Illinois

NAME _

I enclose $ for the issues I have checked below@50cpercopy.

G-5c:

o Volume 5

o Volume4

o Volume 3

ADDRESS _

o Volume 2

o Volume 1

j----------------------------------------------_.These five volumes of GUNS QUARTERLY
are fast becoming "collector's" copies.
Here's your chance to get these luxury edi
tions while limited supplies last. Every issue
is a goldmine of priceless reading matter in
all fields of gun interest-superlative color
lithography, including special gatefold mas
terpiece of historical gun art. Regular'price
for GUNS QUARTERLY is $1.00 each, but
you pay only half-50c per copy. Hurry,
stocks of some issues are very low and will
be exhausted soon, so send your order
in todayl Mail handy coupon.
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WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

TIME PRODUCTS COMPANY

Division of Professional Tape Co., Inc.
385B Burlington Rd., Riverside, III. 60546

The NEW Way to Patch Targets
No licking-no muss or fuss
Just pop out and stick on!

Colt "Buntline Specials" presented by Ned
Buntline in Dodge City. Ned Buntline (or
Edward Z. C. Judson, which was his real
name), one of the first pulp writers of wild
west stories, is best known for his promotion
of "Buffalo Bill" Cody. It was his purpose to
present these long barrel guns to five west
ern lawmen for whom he had great admir
ation; Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, Charlie
Bassett, Neal Brown and Bill Tilghman. The
guns were Colt single actions, caliber .45,
with a twelve inch barrel, The name "Ned"
was said to have been carved in the walnut
stocks, and the guns were presumably fitted
with demountable carbine stocks and hand
tooled holsters. Bill Tilghman cut off the bar
rel of his Buntline to make it of standard
length.

Another item attesting to Tilghman's inge
nuity is contained in an article appearing in
the "Wichita Morning Eagle," February 25,
1902:

"Sheriff Tilghman has invented a key for
the jail to prevent prisoners from makin g
a rush on the jailer when he unlocks the
outer door of the cellroom. He has a key
fastened on the end of the barrel of a Colt's
.41 revolver. The key enters the lock leaving
the end of the barrel raised about to the
level of a man's abdomen and could be fired
through the grating of the door. In case a
rush should be made, after the door is un
locked, the jailer will have the revolver in
his hand ready for immediate use. It is a
formidable looking combination."

Bill Tilghman had and used many types
of weapons. His favorite handgun was the
faithful Colt single action revolver. He had
several, but prized highly a silver plated,
.45 caliber with ivory grips. It was with this
gun that he captured Bill Doolin in January,
1896. When Tilghman got word that Doolin
was at a hotel in Eureka Springs, Arkansas,
he rushed there, and captured Doolin with·
out firing a shot. Bill Doolin later told a
newspaper reporter, "If it had been anyone
else I would have pulled my gun."

While waiting for a promised U.S. Marshal
appointment which got lost in factional
politics, Bill turned to making a movie,
based largely on facts of his law enforcement
career. The film titled "Passing of the Okla
homa Outlaws," was a six-reel thriller that
was exhibited all over the country. The story
told of the early days in the southwest, when
the country was terrorized by outlaws. Three

(Continued from page 23)

SIXGUNS TO CELLULOID

usefulness. According to Mrs. Tilghman this
carbine started out as a .40 caliber gun. After
Bill wore the barrel smooth, he sent it to the
factory to be rebored to .50 caliber-and
then wore it out again. During a hunting
expedition in 1874, the stock of the carbine
was broken. Using his frontier ingenuity, he
cut a strip of green rawhide from a freshly
killed buffalo and made a field repair. At
testing to his excellent workmanship, the
stock is as rigid and sound today as when it
left the factory. This famous Sharps carbine,
serial number #53558, with a 24 inch octagon
barrel, is a true, authenticated piece that
would make any gun collector drool. Another
rifle Mrs. Tilghman possesses, that was used
by her famous husband, is an early Marlin
lever action, serial number #92089. The
Winchester .30-30 was another favorite of
Tilghman. At the age of twenty Tilghman
turned to law enforcement. Unlike some no
torious lawmen, Bill did not build his rep
utation on being a fast gun and killer. He
measured his success by the number of men
he brought in alive, yet no man knew more
about handling a gun. It is said that he never
shot a man unless it was absoJutely necessary.
He served as lawman in Dodge City, known
as "the wildest town in the United States."
His cohorts were all men who could be listed
in a "Who's Who" of Western history; Wyatt
Earp, Charlie Bassett, Bat Masterson, Doc
Holliday, and many others. Chris Madsen,
Heck Thomas, and Tilghman became known
as "The Three Guardsmen," a title given them
because of their work in ridding the Terri
tories of desperados. These three were also
instrumental in apprehending most of the
Doolin gang, bank robbers of Arkansas and
Oklahoma.

Bill Tilghman served as an under-sheriff
and city marshal of Dodge City, and later
became a deputy U.S. Marshal in Okla·
homa. He also served as deputy marshal and
sheriff of Lincoln County, Oklahoma. From
1911 to 1913, he was the chief of police of
Oklahoma City. He spent one year as special
officer for Governor M.E. Trapp of Oklahoma,
in 1923, and his last ill-fated positio~ was
as city marshal of Cromwell, Oklahoma.
Bill Tilghman's career as lawman totals up
to an impressive 46V2 years of service, a
record unequalled by any other lawman of
the old West.

One of the little-known events of Bill's life
was that he was a recipient of one of the
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of the old time deputy marshals, who took part
in the actual capture of the outlaws, acted
their own parts in the movie. They were Bill
Tilghman. Chris Madsen, Bud Ledbetter.
Also appearing in the film was one member
of the famous Doolin gang who had reformed,
Tom Jones, alias "Arkansas Tom." Other
lawmen who appeared in the film are E. D.
Nix and John Hale. The movie depicted the
killing or capture of Bill Doolin, Bill Dalton,
Henry Starr, Al Jennings, and many others.
Bill Tilghman believed that the young boys
and men should be shown "Westerns" that
did not idolize the outlaw, a tenet that could
be applied to the youth of today.

Bill toured the country with his movie,
lecturing on the evils of crime. He also ex
hibited his collection of historic firearms
and other accoutrements. This rather unique
collection was reported on by E.E. Harriman,
a writer who interviewed Bill at Los Angeles,
in 1920. According to Harriman, Bill person
ally showed him the array of firearms he had
stored in a low, flattopped trunk. There were
at least fifteen revolvers, with a variety of
barrels lengths. Some were silver and gold
plated with pearl, ivory, and assorted fancy
wood grips. There were guns that were said
to have once belonged to such outlaws as Bill
Doolin, Henry Starr, and Frank James. It
was a very impressive gun collection to say
the least. Unfortunately, these guns were
stolen, according to Bill's widow. Another
gun that is supposed to have belonged to
Tilghman is in the famous Davis Collection,
at the Mason Hotel, Claremore, Oklahoma.
The gun a Colt Single Action Army revolver,
caliber.38-40, was given to Tilghman by Jolm
Wesley Hardin. In later years, Bill also
carried a Colt .45 automatic. From musket
to automatic, Bill's lifetime covered a long
range of experience in the use of firearms.

Bill Tilghman, as much as any man, had
earned the right to retire from law enforce
ment work. But, at the age of 70, he accepted
an appointment as City Marshal of Cromwell,
Oklahoma. Patrolling the streets on the
night of November I, 1924, he came upon a
man firing a gun. After the man was dis
armed, he suddenly pulled another gun from
his coat and fired. ending an illustrious
career. The killer, Wylie Lynn, a probation
officer, escaped conviction for the murder.
But his luck ran out in a fight with another
law officer who shot and killed.

Bill Tilghman was accorded an honor
given to few men in the State of Oklahoma.
As his body laid in state in the capitol build
ing, th(: flag above it was flown at half-mast.
A fitting tribute to a man who was a ~
lawman-first, last, and always. ~

~1~h'
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trail. Wind, now sharply laced with snow,
continued to blow into my face. Suppose the
grizzly, jaws watering at the thought of that
final charge at a moose calf or some other
meal, hadn't even caught my instinctiv~ly

alarming human scent?

Ever notice how, at such a time, the trigger
guard of your rifle becomes a reassuring
solidity against which your forefinger can
stay ready? Looking everywhere twice, I kept
as much as possible to the more open parts
of the northern bog. The grizzly, whatever its
reason, didn't get very far ahead. Traveling
one side or the other of those paw marks
began to put aches into my muscles, which
were not eased by crossing the trail periodi
cally to check it.

Snowfall and shadows began to thicken.
Ahead, in the direction the bear had been
moving, a series of shallow beaver ponds
gleamed. Then before reaching them, the
grizzly circled back west into even denser
concealment. The tracks showed he had
quickened his pace to a lope.

Well, there was always tomorrow. After
the initial letdown, I felt more alive than I
had for weeks, as I recrossed the river and
swung homeward into the sifting storm.

Something a lot of us learn early is that
the really enduring pleasure of hunting lies
not so much in any actual shooting as in the
hunt itself-the satisfaction of reading sign,
of figuring where game may be and trying
to outguess it, of sensing the presence of wild
life, and of getting close. This is the kind of
hunting you can enjoy any time, with gun
or without, in any wild place.

The ohallenge isn't in just getting meat.
What really counts is getting to taste the
peace, the contentment, the warm realization
of adequacy revealed only to those who suc
cessfully come to grips with themselves in
the farther places.

The cabin was a welcome shape in the
snow-heaving twilight. Wind, cold from the
North Pole, pressed the sweet oily blackness
of birch smoke back down the stove pipe.
Then I reinforced the sputtering bark with
kindling and clanged on the lids. Fire built
its friendly roar.

Snow still rustled against logs and win
dows the next morning. No use hunting to-
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THE TIME OF THE GRIZZLY
(Continued from page 26)

was less a grunt than a growl. Two moose,
dark as charred stumps, crashed into sight
only yards away. They confronted me with
bristling unease. Long coarse hair was still
rising atop their necks when they finally
swerved away. Forefeet, sharp enough to rip
open a man, lifted black against the snow.

When next I thought to examine the never
ending story at my feet, there was the answer

. in the tremendous tracks of a bear. Grizzly!
Black bear grow big, too. But their claws

are more hooked and considerably shorter.
Springtimes particularly, after ursus horri
hilis has been doing more dreaming than
digging, his toenails really reach out. Some
old-timers will assure you that because of
them, Old Eph can't follow you up a tree.
Better not bet your health on it. I checked
the full magazine of my Model 70, and eased
a cartridge into the chamber.

The fresh prints were heading toward
cliffs, below which winter-killed goat are
occasionally found. Then they veered into
the south wind, to the frozen Peace River
and up through the snow of the op·posite
shore. Moose yarded over there where a few
range horses, mine included, kept fat on
peavine and vetch. It was low thick country,
however. Grizzly, with their ropy tendons and
built-in spikes, ordinarily forage upward after
hibernation, even when tbis means bucking
slides and drifts.

The snap of brush sent me scrambling at
a steeper slant up the south bank. The shale
was so icy, though, that I lost hope for a
shot before the bear could disappear into the
muskeg. Then I was staring at a hummock
that, screened by willow, had overlooked my
approach. It was newly and heavily trodden.

Will the big bear attack? Very rarely ex
cept in a defensive sense. Yet in Sub Arctic
wilderness so remote that most of its crea
tures live and die without ever seeing a
human, who can tell how any animal will
react? And grizzly, short tempered at best,
are notoriously hair-triggered upon awaken·
ing, parched and sluggish, from the long
sleep.

When the honk of the wild goose is loud
enough to lure you five days northward,
though, you can't deafen yourself to its prom
ise easily. I took off cautiously along the
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woodpile, I could hear the rush of wings.
I came in, shut the door, and spent my sixth
night in the woods.

With the westerly still whipping down
river the next morning, the best start toward
getting a rug for that cold spot seemed to be
to cross the Peace just above the cabin. A
bank beaver arched itself beneath the open
water. The cr-rack of that flat tail made me
jump even though I was expecting it. Grizzly
hunting strings the nerves taut, doesn't it?
I suppose it's because the tribe includes some
of the biggest flesh-eating animals on this
globe. Being flesh yourself, that's something
you never quite forget.

Leaves were snapping open like popcorn,
as I followed a poplar slope toward the
muskeg I'd last hunted. My second spring
was really here. Yellowjackets buzzed pussy
willows. Grouse drummed. Ever noticed how
their mating call sounds like a one-cylinder
motor catching hold, being fed too much
gas, and flooding out? The first scouts of the
cliff swallows added to the fever. Tiny blue
moths brushed me. Once a massive shadow
made me duck, and a soaring eagle eeeeeeeed.

Where snow was already sparse or gone
entirely, brown grass rustled. I angled to
ward the silence of a brook. The stream had
frozen in a series of levels. It was like climb·
ing an icy stairway. My progress was so
quiet that, around a bend, I came upon the
long legged, grey leanness of a lynx. I'd
frozen before it turned and tried to make me
out. Its stub of a tail switched angrily. Then
I moved, and it padded away.

A few more steps, and there were the
fresh grizzly tracks. They wandered some.
Then they lined out generally west, into
breezes earthy with spring.

The grizzly had investigated several winter
beds that were now thawing and loosening
patches of moose and other hair. One place
Old Eph had rushed full tilt at where a
black bear had been filling up on kinnikinic
berries. Looking at how the large enough
black had fled, I found myself sliding the
bolt of the .30-06 far enough open to make
sure a live cartridge was in place.

The tracks began to lose their directness
in the soggy density of a peat bog in the
making. Here the increasingly frequent criss·
crossings of older spoor struck an additional
warning. The remains of what looked to be
an ancient stream bank extended into' the
muskeg. I worked along it, careful of crum
bling sandstone. Even it soon dwindled away
among drifts, frozen morass, and occasional
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day. Game wouldn't be moving. My feet hit
the cold floor early, nevertheless. I agree
with many of my sourdough friends that
morning is the most memorable season of the
day. Besides, a dozen things are always wait
ing to be done around a cabin.

Milton Vince, Garry's brother, stopped in
long enough at noon to boil the kettle with
me and to leave a string of beaver tails. It
was this backwoods delicacy, half a century
ago, that impelled Horace Kephart to write
regretfully, "This tidbit of old-time trappers
will be tasted by few of our generation,
more's the pity."

Ever seen any? Detached and strung on a
cord for carrying, beaver tails look like scaly
black fish whose heads have been removed.
Putting them in a hot oven causes the dark
skin to puff and lift aWllY. This exposes a

white meat. Resembling salt pork, it goes
particularly well with such a north woods
standby as baked beans.

I cheated some by first bringing the water
to a boil for a couple of minutes, then let
ting the beans stay in and soak for one hour
instead of over night. At that, they took most
of the afternoon to cook. Time didn't drag,
meanwhile. A snowy day is a fine one for
cleaning guns. I finished by waxing the
stocks and softening the slings with neats·
foot oil. Then, remembering the date, I went
over my fishing tackle. It wouldn't be long
before Arctic grayling would be within cast
ing distance of the doorstep.

The beaver tails and the storm lasted the
next day and most of the day following.
Then a west wind started trumpeting a warm
blue note. That evening the clamor of Canada
geese, flying low up the platinum river, peo
pled the dripping forest. Standing by the

TEAR GAS DEVICE
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patches of dry land.
The glimpse of a shape beneath a stunted

spruce flooded cold, then heat, along my
backbone. Then I realized that the object
was dead. Something had been half buried
in the snow, then rudely but powerfully
covered with debris. It was what was left of
a sorrel horse. •

I heard the grizzly before I saw him. Then
came the unnerving interval of following his
still invisible progress by the quivering of
willow tops. When a bulky shadow finally
materialized, it was behind the close-growing
undersides of spruce branches too thick to
shoot through.

The bear kept throwing up his snout and
sucking air into his nostrils. His investiga·
tion took him out of sight again. Then I
saw him rearing above some low dense coni
fers, concave face still high and nose ex
tended. Trying to move so gradually that I
wouldn't be noticed, I started to bring the
crosshairs midway between his ear and eye.
The next instant he was back out of sight
on all fours. For what seemed a long while,
there was only the sound of that nose still
raking the atmosphere.

What deciding smell he finally managed
to isolate, I don't know. None, maybe. All it
may have taken to make up his mind was
the ever festering fear that his property
rights were being violated. Grizzly are singu
larly sensitive about these, especially in the
hungry spring. With a coughing roar, the
bear came forward with hurtling bounds.

Here it was, nightmarishly on the line.
Even though I was as ready as I ever would
be, there was nothing to see for the first few
yards but a hairy blur in the thick brush.
It takes something like this to make you
realize what it means for a grizzly to be able
to cover short distances nearly twice as fast
as an Olympic sprinter. And there weren't
any more than 50 yards between us. These
were already half gone.

Then suddenly there was just snow, grass,
and bear. The handloaded 220 grain hollow
point caught him in the chest. Enough of it
smashed through to shatter the spine. The
grizzly sprawled there, long-clawed paws a
fraction more than two rifle lengths from
the cached remains of the horse.

Weighed down with hide and liver, I still
felt like a million dollars when the oabin
finally bulged into sight. Ever notice what a
healthy appetite you work up after a few
days in the woods? Scientists remind us that
nature meant man to spend most of his time
outdoors. Yet look at what the majority of
us settle for too much of the year.

A pair of Canada geese, perhaps part of
the very flock that had lured me five days
northward, basked on the ice beside the
stretch of open river opposite my door. They
got uncertainly to their feet as I approached.
Honking, they lifted their wings as if to take
off. Then they changed their minds.

"Going to stay awhile, are you?" I called
to them before starting inside to fry ~
some of that grizzly liver. "Me, too." ~
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able. Retail price $89.95 f.o.b. Stratford; extra 30-shot magazine $5.95, magazine loader $5.00.
Remittance must accompany order, or submit D & B rating. Special discounts to police
officers and departments. Dealers - write to area distributor below.
DISTRIBUTORS IN U.S.A. New England-Cherokee Sporting Goods Co., 2921 Main St.,
Stratford, Conn. New York-Kaufman Surplus and Arms, 623 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Ed Agramonte, Inc., 41 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. Pennsylvania-Joffie's Gun Shop,
500 S. 52nd st., Philadelphia, Pa. Virginia, Washington, D. C., Southern Maryland, and West
Virginia-Potomac Arms Corp., 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Va. North Carolina-Builders
Hardware, 912 West Trade, Charlotte, N. C. Florida and Georgia-Southern Gun Distributors,
Inc., 251 S.W. 22nd Ave., Miami, Fla. For foreign distributors, write direct to: EAGLE GUN CO.,
2921 Main st., Stratford, Conn.

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The
Ame,ican Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities;. relive firearms history: learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year around. You'll ,ead about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col.
lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of neW
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered include articles on how to buy,
shoot and core for guns: where and how to hunt: amateur gunsmithing and reload·
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 600,000hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
fo join the Notional Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service: gun low bulletins; information on how, when and where fo hunt and low.
cost gun insurance; on opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms, spore
parts and military targets as are mode available for sale to NRA members at cost·
to-government prices. You can participate in year around shooting programs and
be eligible for marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to
a rifle and pistol club in your community, or help organize on NRA club. And your
support will help preserve the right .of free Americans to own and use firearms for
lawful purposes.

V/! PI::~e ent;*my s~~:criPti:-sl ~ $5.0~"~nclose; .' \

I to THE AMERICAN RIFLE- ",' ., ,'" •
MAN, enroll me as an NRA . rn"" &,,\AYl~
MEMBER and send my lapel Q B.II me please I ';"

r'iq button.*

I ~~:RE~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.~.~~~~~~~~~.~.'~ ~ltJl fh'l:g,;;ril~~~d a~iA~;'~~
ig$! bership lapel button. Sells

I ~~~~~~'A"L""R'i'Fi'E""A'SS'O'CI'AT'i'o-N-'~~~:~~" ti~ ~~~~~~r;~!~·50-YOUrs
.1 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C. I J APPLICATION
11''11 *co:~rming;Plica~;t & d;ils Wi~l also bemailed.bi.] ~ TODAY!



G-5THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

.Name n nnnnn. ..__..
n

• .. _
n

._.__ • __

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain·filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts .•• all at money

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

5000

City & Stat _ __.._ __

Address __ ..~ nnn•••••• ..__ n ._•• _ ••_.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

Actual Size Replica

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks-
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS· BARNES CAST PRODUCTS ~O.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(Add $1.50 for Shipping and Handling)

FIREARMS
BARGAINS

M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN

1 _

long handle that we have been looking for,
and the capacity of the spoon is just large
enough to make it real handy, yet small
enough to allow easy handling for prolonged
sessions at the powder scales. The spoon is
available from your gunshop or direct from
RCBS, Box 729G, Oroville, Cal.

gun will help them over the hump and will
earn them the coveted 25x25 brassard.

The side·by·side, also known as Model 500,
has a box lock a·ction and double locking lugs.
Our test guns had exceptionally fine blue jobs,
and several other guns which we examined
had' the same kind of fine metal and wood
finish-hence our guns had apparently not
been especially selected. Best of all news is
the price tag on the Model 500: $130 with the
plain rib, and $150 with the ventilated rib.
Both guns are available in a wide choice of
chokes and barrel lengths. Sloans ~
has both models in 12 and 20 gauge. ~

Hard·to·Find Shotshells
Have a 24 gauge or 32 gauge shotgun and

can't use it because you can't find ammo?
Bob Sanderson, 724G W. Edgewater Street,
Portage, Wise., imports Belgian shotshells in
all popular gauges and in some of the more
exotic gauges. He also offers a fine, hand·made,
suitcase· type case for a double shotgun or
rifle that has a n umber of custom features.
Bob also imports a wide line of fine shotguns
from England and Belgium, and his Greener
trap gun is a delight to handle.

Daly Shotguns
Some months ago we reported on our use

of one of the Japanese Miroku guns that
are made for Charles Daly and are imported
by Sloans Sporting Goods Co., 88 Chamber
Street, N.Y.

We have received two of these new Miroku
guns, one, the Commander, a classic O/U with
ventilated rib, single selective trigger, and
auto ejectors; the other gun is a side·by·side
with double triggers, extractors, and raised
rib. Both guns show exceptionally fine in·
letting and wood·work, and in extensive shoot·
ing - the guns were used to test the new
Vlinchester ammo-both guns performed ex·
tremely well and after firing them over 500
limes, we can only admire the quality of these
guns.

The O/U is available in Field and Superior
grade, cosling $255 and $295, and also as trap
and skeet model, also retailing for $295. New
and as yet only examined, is a special trap
model with an extra·wide ventilated rib. Trap
addicts who have checked the gun over from
muzzle to butt, tell us that they think that the

Support the U. S. Olympic Team!
Send Contributions to:

U. S. Olympic Assn.
57 Park Ave.

New York, New York

Loads for the .284 Winchester
There has been considerable interest in the

handloading data for the new Winchester
caliber. We have done some work with this
caliber, and our findings were recently sub·
stantiated by Fred Huntington of RCBS who
has been working with this caliber for a year.

In lever actions and autoloaders, the loads
have to be kept down somewhat, but the given
data can be stepped up just a grain or so if
YO.t\ load for a bolt action rifle. With the 130
grain Speer bullet and CCI primers, we found
57 grains of 4350 a good load, and muzzle
velocity is around 3100 fps. With the 154
grain Hornady bullet, traveling about 2900
fps, we used 55 grains of the same powder in
our Model 88, and with the same amount, we
chronographed the 160 grain NosIer bullet
at slightly under 2900 fps.

Fred, by the way, has something new in the
handloading line-a powder spoon. It has the

GUN RACK

good is the record #103, and foxes come
popping out like they were operated by a pup·
peteer. If you use the 103, do not use too much
volume with the Stewart player. If you are
interested in having crows come in so fast that
you can't even see them fly, try Johnny's #201
and side 2 of his # 202 record. Johnny tells us
that he has recently streamlined his player,
and the newer model is even better than the
one we had here for a while. Stewart has
made a long study of varmints and game
calling, and his records are recorded in the
field from actual animal cries.

(Continued from page 6)

boom, fire extinguisher and fire starter, aerial
flares, outdoor insecticides, and tear gas car·
tridges available. The gun is of relatively
simple construction, and is capable of firing
only one cartridge which is screwed into the
muzzle. We found that function of the gun
is not impaired by sub· zero temperatures, and
all of the flares tested-they are made of
Reynolds aluminum and are non·reloadable
performed to our complete satisfaction. The
Apache Rescue Gun is available through reo
tail outlets only, but if your store does not yet
carry it, have them contact Ap-ache Rescue
Co., Inc., 5474G North County Road 18,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Wildlife Recordings
Johnny Stewart of 925 North 22nd, Waco,

Texas, recently mailed us some of his new rec·
ords for calling varmints and crows. Especially
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MILITARY MAUSER rifles, made by Fabri
que National of Belgium, and chambered
for the 30-06 cartridge, are now available
from Centennial Arms Corp., 3318 W. Devon
Ave., Dept. G-5, Chicago, Ill. Rifles have
23'72 inch barrels, and are in good condition.
Priced at only $39.95 ($5.00 extra for select
grade), this is a rare opportunity to purchase
one of the last bolt action Mauser rifles to
be manufactured, and in America's most
popular hunting caliber.

ALL METAL GUN SCABBARD fits all
rifles, with or without telescope sights. 20
gauge steel scabbard has baked wrinkle
finish, and snap-on boot to protect the stock.
May be mounted on auto, cycle, boat, or
saddle with screws or mounting straps. Spe
cial padding protects barrel and sights. Com
plete scabbard only $17.95 from: K.H.T.
Mfg. Co., 16475 S. Paramount Blvd., Dept.
G-5, Paramount, Calif.

A 22-PAGE illustrated brochure providing
extensive information on the pulling of small
trailers has been released by International
Harvester Company's motor truck division.
The free manual is Sales-Engineering Bulle
tin No. 206 entitled "Pulling Trailers ...
With The International Travelall." Its con
tents include types and classification of trail·
ers, towing applications, care of tires, and
towing tips. Requests can be made to:
Int.ernational Harvester Co., Dept. G-5, 180
No. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.

IF YOU'VE BEEN looking for replica can
nons, look no more. Service Armament Co.
Dept. G-5, 689 Bergen Blvd., Ridgefield, N.J.,
has six diffo;rent models. Prices range from
$1.50 for a Revolutionary 24-pounder to
$5.98 for the Napoleon with limber pictured
above. All have brass barrels and iron wheels
that roll.

WESTERN BOOTS are becoming more and
more popular each year, and the Austin
Boot Company, Dept. G-5, Box 548, Winters,
Texas, has a pair for you. Their new catalog
shows over 25 styles priced from $21.75 to
$36.50. All Austin boots are hand-made and
are guaranteed to fit. They also offer gift
certificates from $5.0Q-a good idea for the
man or woman on your gift list.

REALIST, INC., Dept. G-5, Menomonee
Falls, Wisconsin, makers of precision optical
and photographic products, has recently in
troduced a new line of rifle scopes. Featuring
lightweight aluminum tubes, coated lenses,
nitrogen processing, and weather sealing, the
big game scopes are available in 2'72, 4, and
6 power, and a 3X to 9X variable. The
Apache line of scopes for .22 ,rifles will be
available in 4 and 6 power. All Realist scopes
will carry a lifetime guarantee against all
hazards, plus an exclusive insurance pro
tection against total damage or loss, At your
dealer or write for brochure.

TARGET SHOOTERS will welcome the new
Time Target Patches that require no wetting.
These self-sticking patches are pre-cut into
1" squares, and are quickly and easily dis
pensed from the new carton of 500 patcbes.
Available in either black or white, they are
priced at only 98¢ per carton. At your
dealer, or write: Professional Tape Co., Dept.
G-5, 355 Burlington Rd., Riverside, Ill.

ORDER
NOW!

Shooters Club
Bolo Tie
Exciting new bolo
tie with clasp of of
ficial club emblem.
Red, white, blue and
gold enamel colors.

$4.00

Shooters Club
decals u_50c ea.

Shooters Club
brassards 75c ea.

Shooters Club
Lapel Emblem
Official club insignia in
lustrous gold finish with
red, wh ite a nd blue
enamel colors. $2.00

Shooters Club of America

Shooters Club Tie Clasp
Handsome gold finish tie clasp with
emblem attached adds a distinctive
touch. Wear it proudly for all to
know you are a shooter. $3.50

SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA

(Jfiicial eM ~Jl1JuJ

8150 N. Central Park Avenue Skokie, Illinois

~I&I'~~"",,~
USERS REPORT OVER 1,000,000 GUARANTEED fOR 200,000

lONG LIFE • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAlliNG
MANUFACTURED 8Y

~ 'Dee & ?!(h. (!4.
~EMENTED CARBIDE CARBOLOY CTRAOE MARKI

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA. CALIF.
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YOURS?
It could be. The Norma 203 rifle
powder is the most widely used in
Norma factory loaded ammunition.
It's a medium burning powder and
can be found in many popular
medium sized cases such as those
used in the .30-06, 303 British,
European 7 and 8MM's. The 203,
like all ultra-modern Norma pow
ders, is extremely clean burning,
affording maximum bullet velocities
with a minimum in breech pressure
and barrel wear.
There are three other ultra-modern
rifle powders bearing the Norma
name. All of them, like the 203, are
nitro-cellulose with the modern
tubular grain.

200
Very fast burning for small capacity
cartridges such as the .222. Also excel
lent for use with light bullets and/or
light loads in larger calibers.

201
Fast burning, but slower than the 200.
Used with lighter bullets in medium
sized cases or with some big caliber
cases where large bore volume must be
filled quickly with gases.

204
Slow burning powder for cartridges with
large case capacity and/or heavy bullets
in relations to the caliber. Excellent for
the .270 Winchester, the .300 H&H and
also for a wide variety of necked-down
wildcat cartridges.

Look for the red Norma canister and
ask for your powder by name. Ask for
Norma.

LOOK TO NORMA FOR LEADERSHIP.
PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST
ADVANCED LINE OF:
Precision Bullets • Unprimed Virgin
Brass. Smokeless Powder. Loaded
Ammunition

Want more handloading info? Send 25¢
for your copy of the u-GUNBUG'S GUIDE,"
Dept. GM-5

ISOMETRIC ROPE EXERCISE System was
developed by Donald W. "Tuffy" :V[ullison,
former head football coach of Colorado State
University. The exercises are simple, and
they require no expensive equipment. Since
no body movement is required in exercises,
they can be performed in ordinary street
clothes, and about anywhere you may be.
The complete program of 42 exercises, a wall
chart, and the specially designed rope ex
erciser sells for only $4.00. This should be
just the thing for toning up before your next
big game hunt. Order from Ideas, Inc., Dept.
G-5, ll8 Grand Ave., Laramie, Wyoming.

LAUNCH-A-CAN is a new product that
offers hours of fun and shooting practice. A
.22 oaliber blank revolver throws empty cans
as high as 100 feet. Special launching pad is
magnetized to hold cans of various sizes and
shapes. Weighing only 16% oz., the Launch
A·Can is not considered a firearm, and can
be ordered from: American Sports Co., Box
3105, Dept. G-5, Lexington, Ohio. Price,
$21.95.

PENGUIN CAR is a sturdy amphibian that
can go anywhere you can walk or swim.
Specially designed 9~ horsepower motor
carries two adults at speed of 40 mph on
land and 4 mph on water. Weighing only
290 lbs., it can be loaded into the back of a
station wagon or trailer. Strong moulded
fiberglass body is sealed against leakage.
Retails for only $995.00 plus taxes. For
details, write: Medco Industries Corp., Dept.
G-5, I Rockefeller Plaza, New York 10020,
New York.

BROWNELL'S I C., Dept. G·5, Route o. 2,
Montezuma, Iowa, offers the latest catalog,
#16, for the usual $2.00. Bigger and more
complete than the earlier issues, this cata·
log is a treasure of information and features
a much expanded line carried hy Bownell's.

KOLPIN GUN·TECTOR case has new Hu·
midity·Pruf padding and lining. This new
concept in gun case construction offers reo
sistance to rust never before possible. For
full color catalog of the complete line of gun
cases, write: Kolpin Bros. Co., Dept. G-5,
Berlin, Wisconsin.

SOLID BRO ZE gun cradles are available
for only $3.75 per pair. Polished out to
bright gold finish, they have J4 inch neo
prene cushion for gun barrel, and are orna·
mented with either deer head or quail. Styles
available for either single or double barrel
guns. Order direct from: Herrick Machine
Works, Dept. G-5, 2426 Holmes St., Kansas
City 8, Mo.

E. 1. DU PONT de NEMOURS & CO. INC.,
Dept. G-5, Explosives Division, Wilmington
98, Delaware. Compact 4-page brochure, de
signed as a companion piece to "DuPont
Shotshell Handloading Information," gives
laboratory data for loading 40 standard rifle
and 12 pistol cartridges, covering the full line
of Du Pont powders for handloaders. Write,
or ask your jobber.

STOEGER ARMS, 55 Ruta Court, Dept G·S,
So. Hackensack, N.J., has just released the
"Shooter's Bible Treasury," which contains
a selection of the best material from the past
55 editions of the world famous "Shooter's
Bible." From the early editions, you'll find a
wealth of reference material on U.S. and
foreign shotguns, rifles, and handguns that
have been long discontinued. Also included
are 16 feature articles by some of America's
most famous gun writers. Price, $2.95.
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FAMOUS
IMPORTED

BULL ELK ARE SMART
(Continued from page 37)

Famous FRANZITE Grips, made bY Sports, Inc.,
are handsome, unbreakable, inexpensive. 400
sizes in 7" colors. New catalog shows latest
desi!!Tls for almost any gun made-Colt, Smith
& Wesson. Luger, Hi-Standard, Ortgles. Mau
ser, etc. Ivory, pearl, walnut, onyx. AR'ate,

~~~~:s'm~~efle~~g~~:l~e~~~~~l~:ia~~er
SPORTS, INC.I,~'gt~eJi\~)b~f~;g~,'1~t.~'r06.o

IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTING
with 1!J'""''''Mj'U'2'P GRIPS
._~-..-- T·-~-~~ .~~ .-

Before he'd finished, Charlie's know-how
on elk was demonstrated. A sudden loud
Bang! came from the timber, not much over
a hundred yards away-right where Charlie
said the elk had bedded. It seemed that Lee
Mateo, another hunter from our camp, hunt
ing with Glidden, had spent the morning
hours wandering up on top of this same
mountain. He saw the five-point bull we'd
followed so carefully, sticking his head out
from behind a big pine tree. That, as Lee
put it, "was a mistake." He up-ended his
.338 Magnum and sent a 200 grain Power
Point bullet through the portion of neck
which was visible.

This should have been enough for the day.
But when we rode into camp at sundown,
we learned abruptly that other things may
have happened.

The cook hurried out of the tent to meet
us. "Did you shoot fourteen times up the
Elk Creek Trail just a while ago?"

"No."
"Somebody did. Musta been Glidden's

hunters then."

When I'd gone a full quarter-mile, almost
straight down, I could still get answering
bugles-below me. Figuring that this must
be a whipped, or wandering bull, I kept on
down. In fact, I walked a full mile to the
alder-choked creek bottom, and still got
answering bugles---seemingly half·way up the
opposite side of Fall Creek. Exhausted, I
drank at the creek, gave the bull up for the
day, and then climbed that danged mountain
a full mile back up.

The whole affair seemed most baffling un
til we picked up the tracks. Here's what
took place: My sparse bugling had started
the bull across Fall Creek Basin to bugle.
Another bull had been the wanderer-in fact
he wandered around just under the crest,
almost within rifle·range of the horses, and
into another drainage. Somewhere along the
line I'd picked up the other bull's challenge
and became pooped trying to catch up ...
to where he never had wandered.

In order not to waste the day, we took up
the trail of the first bugler. Here and there
we could pick up a track. It seemed this
bull was with a band of cows, not spooked,
and had headed north towards some dense
timber, to shade up for the day, normal elk
behavior.

We paralleled the spoor, only intermit·
tently cutting it as it showed up in the dust
of old game trails, which is good tracking
procedure. Then, near the north slope of a
heavily-wooded peak, Charlie reined in, dis
mounted, and whispered. "Them elk are
bedded down by now. And they're right up
there, just under the top. We'll tie up here
and ..."

at that trophy. He'd driven 600 miles, and
spent ten day's vacation for the purpose. But
still he couldn't shoot. The clump of blow·
down timber completely covered the shoota
ble portions of that prize. Any second, his
year's opportunity would vanish.

Dane sat rigid and held his breath fifteen
seconds, which, he swore later, seemed a full
five years. But not being one to give up be
fore the final bell, Dane began a close
scrutiny of that pile of blow-down. In one
place, which by some rapid geometry cal
culations he figured should be in the shoul
der al·ea, there was a virtual knot·hole
through the up-ended portion of one snag.
In the knot·hole was a patch of blurry
brown. So, with rifle up already, Dane shot
the knot-hole. When Harry and Charlie got
there, he was dressing a bull which he be
lieves might rank in the Boone & Crockett
book. I measured the distance next morn·
ing. Exactly thirty feet, hunter to quarry.

Two days later I hunted with Harry and
Charlie again. As we topped the Divide
Trail, looking over into Fall Creek Basin, I
bugled. Sure enough, a bull, which we fig
ured to be but a quarter-mile below us,
answered back.

Canny old Charlie adopted the same strat
egy as with Dane. "Harry," he said, "you go
set up on that ridge. Clyde, you sneak down
and kill the bull. When I hear you shoot,
I'll bring the horses down and look for you.
Harry can set up there if you mess it up
some way."

I've killed dozens of legal elk. But to
simply "go - down - there - and - kill - an
elk - and - they'll - come - with - the - horses"
represents a lot of confidence. I pussy-footed
down the timbered spine, expecting to see
antlers any minute, bugled twice, and got
answers back. Mad answers, which is good.

ifllMfNEY
PRECISION TRIGGER

l:
SPORT MASTER SERIES

. ....::.'/ Thumb .satety, adjustable pull,. backlash.
_.,. Bolt lock optIOnal, requIres milling, fac-

tory inst. add $5. Send Action & Bolt (no
$15.95 stocks). For Springfields & Mausers only.

To further improve accuracy and prevent missfires- we
recommend our super Speed· lock Spring - $1.00

New M-8
CARBINE

BAYONETS

For the serious
competition and
varmit shooters.
Available for U.S .

. Enfield, Mauser,
Winchester model 54
& 70, lap 6.5 & 7.7.
Optional teatures:
Outside Trigger Pull
adjustment, Set Trig
gers, Thumb Slide
Safety, Trigger Shoe.
Send for information.

More accuracy! No more "surprise shots" .. YOU
can adjust your Timney, and it STAYS where you set it. For SPRINGFIELOS . MAUSERS - U.S.
100% guaranted! Finest quality. precision machined, ENFIElDS· lAPS· WINCHESTER Model
heat treated. NO WELDED OR CAST PARTS. Top marks- 54 & 70. New improved design tor eas·
men the world over demand a Timney Trigger. Over ier installation. Complete instructions
100,000 in use. Ask your gunsmith about Timney. included .

.--S-PO-R-T-ER-S-E-R-I-E-S-----.- .•- ..-::.t/",,"]
Hunter's economy adjustable trigger for \.--'t..\.
Springfields, Mausers, & U.S. Enfields. $8.95 ,.

~::::::::::=====::::.::::::======~J.
SPORTSMAN SERIES f J
Hunting & target trigger, fully adjust- . \
able for pull, creep, & backlaSh. For ' "
Springfields, Mausers, & U.S. Entields. $10.95 ,

r------'
I SEND FOR
l FREE book,
I "TRIGGER
I FACTS."
~ Complete
I trigger in·
: formation.
I Models, op·
I tional fea-
I tures. En-
[ close 10¢
I postage & I
I handling. IL .:

~c:::=(~~

~ ;:;g
Short style _ Self Sharpening Plastic $5.00
Sheath. only recently made available. Each

Send 25C for illustrated catalog over 100
pages of tackle, guns, scopes, sporting, camp
ing goods. Your 2SC refunded With first order.
Send cash, check or M. O. Money back guar
antee. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s Write Dept. GM-S4

GUN COVERS

H. HARMELIN, 7605 ESSEX, CHICAGO 49, ILL.

Reg~~~I~~~B~~~~~P~~Swith $3.00
Canvas Scabbards to hook on pistOl belts. Each

SifAY ®INJ
ifAR@~if!

ELIMINATE "TRIGGER SLOP"

Ne'\v govt. surplus. appro". 9" by 55". waterproof
green polyethylene, for rifle or carbine, heavy~duty

tubular, welded end seams, slip-on. Protection against
dust, dirt, moist.ure. Also usable for golf clubs, fish
ing rods, blueprints, etc. 10 for $2., 100 for $10.,
500 for $:10., J ,DOD for $50, F.O.B. Chicago. Include
check with order.

Available for immediate delivery from Ameri
can International Distributors. We also have
thousands of nationally advertised items to
choose from-all in New Factory Sealed Car
tons. We are America's only discount house of
fering you a bargain on every item in our

:-:::t=a=lo=~~~f~o~r~e~x~a~m~p~le~:~~~~§i'lO~

re""y;;;;E7!f!>"...·"'!!ii"'.'.".,h.'"...·,,·.+jjii«iiIIl·:·........_,'....;;11(
SP:~~:~i~~~?uin~~o~t~l~t~cTS $4.75

Scabbards. Each

CHROME BAYONETS $5.00EA~
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The welcome break for the noon meal gives the hunters a
chance to relax-while the horses browse in the shade.

LARGE QUANl:ITY BUYERS WRITE for
GREATER UNBELIEVEABLE PRICES

BOX 15271
DEL CITY 15,
OKLAHOMA

SOVIET
M3B CARBINE

Add $3.65 for
Select Model

100 Rds. 7.62 m/m
AMMO $5.95.

The Rifle in this Model
'Von 5 out of 6 Matches

in 1960 Olympics
These are
very well

made. 20"
bbl.,

light
weight

7.62 m/m
N.R.A.
Good or
Better

NOW 517.95

with SHEATH

ARMY
ENTERPRISES

SWISS SAWTOOTH BAYONET

54.98 ,,~~

PREPAID AMMO on $49.95 PURCHASE or
more-in GREAT U.S.A.

9mm LUGER AMMO.

S.M.L.E.
Finally Offered. British.
Famous Accurate, Fast
Action.

GRENADE LAUNCHER
RIFLE. Cal .303 British

N.R.A. Good or better

517.98

ONLY 5375 per 100 RDS.

CANADIAN MFG. - NON-CORROSIVE
LIKE NEW CONDITION. ALL AMMO GUAR.

ONLY 5235 per 100 RDS.
ON A punCHASE OF 2,560 RDS.

• 10 Shot
• Turn Down Bolt
• 5 Groove Brl.
.25" Brl.

Only Limited Quantity
Very few were mfg.

.303 AMMO!
MILITARY

50 rds. . $3.29
100 rds. 5.98

pines a hundred yards beyond. No visible
bull. However, the minute we stepped out
of the trees, a big five-pointer, which had
been studying us from concealment, bugled,
wheeled, and romped back into the thick
pines and alders. (Continued on page 60)

Complete
Extra Cutters
$0.90 each

GOOD ~rM

GUNS .,~Ift·.AR'
DESERVE 3333 No. Gove St., Tacoma 7, Wash.

The hillside had alternate strips of timber
and grassy alps. As we left each strip of
timber we fully expected a bull to show, but
he didn't. Before leaving the third timber,
I closely studied all the openings and, as far
as vision permitted, into the dark stand of

Now anyone can have beautifully checkered
gunstocks with this precision engineered Oem-Bart
checkering tool. No special skills required. So simple
and easy to use that you will be able to produce
hundreds of professional checkering designs in your
own workshop.
The Oem-Bart checkering tool moves quickly and
smoothly through 011 kinds of cuts ond hord woods.
Cuts shallow or ..deep, straight or around corners,
parallel lines or cross-h,!tehing, with or against the
grain. No "Back-tracking'~ 'necessary with a Dem
Bart! Cutter blades come in six styles and eight sizes
and are of high quality machine cut steel, hardened
and heat treated. Tolerance is .001 of an inch,
Widely used by gunsmiths and gun factories every
where. Try it-you'll be amazed at your own skill!

FASTER, BETTER, EASIER CHECKERING

It was well after dark when the other
hunters, Glidden and Holger Anderson, an
other Commissioner of Fish & Game from
South Dakota, dr_agged in.

"Okay," Harry said, "let's have the story.
And what the hell you mean by fourteen
shots?"

"Seventeen," Holger corrected, "And I
shot 'em all."

"At one elk?'
"That depends."
It seems that Holger and Glidden were

headed for camp, up above Elk Creek, when
suddenly, out of the alders walked a mon
strous bull, and stopped in a tiny opening,
regarding them. According to Glidden, the
distance was about 130 yards. Holger piled
off his horse and began whanging away with
his scope-sighted .30-06. The first three shots
failed to hit the big bull who walked
quickly out of sight.

"But then, so help me," Holger went on,
"the second bull, smaller but a six-pointer,
walked right into the opening and stopped,
just like the other one. So I began banging
at him."

Describing each shot, Holger said that
he'd fired on up to the seventeenth round.
Br that time, it occurred to him that some
thing might be wrong with the rifle or sight
ing arrangement. With no time to re-sight,
and not one to quit early, he did a sensible
thing. Br directing his fire in a series of
decreasing concentric circles around the bull,
and continuously working in, he finally put
the bull to earth.

With the smoke clearing, he discovered
what was wrong with the rifle. The previous
week, Holger had a gunsmith do some minor
repairs. In re-assembling the rifle and scope,
the smith had neglected the detail of tight
ening any of the screws. The scope rattled
in its mounts like cans in a churn, and the
rifle action could be shoved around in its
stock.

"The nice thing about it all," Glidden
concluded dryly, "is that Holger was never
licked. Even if he hadn't got that bull down
br tlle second boxful, I saw a third bull a
little ways behind, waiting his turn."

The next morning before daybreak,
Charlie, Harry and I were riding out, headed
for the bull I'd bugled up across Fall Creek
basin. Two hard hours later we were look
ing down into the clear hushed canyon. A
half-hour later we were down far enough to
make the shrill squeal of our bamboo elk
bugle carry across. In a minute, the bull I'd
heard the day before answered, like some
distant, faint peanut-vendor.

Little by little, we sneaked the horses
downward, and bugled intermittently, and
soon got another bull to answer. Then the
two began bugling at each other, and for a
while it was one of the great thrills of the
outdoors to listen to those two warriors on
the rage, one of the most awe-inspiring
sounds of all the wilderness. Then, to com
plete the wild magnificence, both bulls wan·
dered out into openings between the pines,
where we watched them for moments with
the binoculars, at a half-mile.

By circling the basin, to take advantage
of the cover of pines, we made it around to
where Charlie figured we were within three
hundred yards of the bulls. Harry and I left
Charlie with the horses, and tried to finish
on foot. Both bulls would still answer the
bugle and close at hand too!
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Answers on page 66
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mately two-thirds of its weight after deep
penetration, and which will open up to
around .75 caliber shortly after entrance into
flesh. Velocity should be a minimum of
around 2900 fs. Lastly, all these factors
should be in proportion; where more bullet
weight is used, then proportionately less
velocity should be maintained.

This combination will fail less and sue·
ceed more on elk than any combination of
lesser cartridges. Specifically, this makes
cartridges of the .300 H&H Magnum, .338
Magnum, .308 Norma, .300 Weatherby, and
.300 Winchester Magnum entirely suitable for
today's tough hunting conditions on elk. Sure

you have a margin-you generally need it!
Other recommendations are: Get into as

remote and primitive an elk country as your
time and purse will allow. Elk are more
plentiful and less spooky there. Make use
of good outfitters such as McNeel. Go with
a guide with the know-how of a Charlie Wil·
son-there are only a few left. Laugh at the
aggravations which spooky elk will usually
afford you.

And, keep everlastingly at it. As Charlie
says, "A good hunter can't make all the
mistakes. Sometimes it's ~

the elk's turn." ~

THe P€Q\OD B€TW€EN 1850 AND 1900
SAW MANY KNIFE PISTOLS MANUFACTURW.
THIS ONE WAS PATENTED IN -

o FRANC-€. 0 GERMANY
o ENGLAND 0 UNITED STATES

o C/LINDER. G1.JN

o FLAR.E. PlqrOL

1
111£ 8M.IV\. AUTOMATIC

PISTOL Si10WN HERE
WAS USED EXTENSIVELY
IN WORLD WAR II BY THE- -

o ITALIANS 0 RUS'>IANS

o JAPANESE 0 GERMANS

THIS IS A BRAS'S' BARREHo\)
BWND€RBUSS FUNTLOCK PISTOL.
11-lE I VENTI ON OF T\-\E fll NT

LOCK SYSTEM Of" IGNITION HAS
BEEN CRE\)ITEDTO -

OM. L€ BOURGEOYS 0 WENDELLJ. KIRK

o WIWAM T. ROGERS 0 W. A. ROWLAND

COLLECTOR!]WOll
17~ TOM f1 UNT€R-

(Continued from page 59)
The most exasperating habit that can

thwart the elk hunter is this. Put a spooked
elk in a basin devoid of any foliage except
one single tree, and without exception, that
elk will put and keep that tree between
himself and the hunter until he gets out of
range.

Knowing this, I began a series of run,
twist, duck, zig-zag movements, and fired
when and if possible at a cornerwise target
in heavy timber. In four shots from the Rem
ington 7 mm Magnum, loaded with 175 grain
soft·noses, I had the five-pointer's heels sky·
ward.

What are suitable rifles, ammunition, and
techniques in the face of such an exasperat·
ing form of hunting? For Dane Conger's elk
and experience it would have been a 12
gauge shotgun, loaded with rifled slug. For
Mateo's elk, at 75 yards, it might have been
a .270 or .30-06-anything which could have
broken an elk's neck. Actually, my lighter
7 mm Magnum would have been ideal for
his situation and opportunity, and his .338
Magnum would surely have been more "suit·
able" for my cornerwise shooting opportuni
ties. The "suitable" rifle for Holger's oppor
tunity would have been one with tight screws.

My own experience in over 30 elk is this:
Opportunities, under today's hunting condi·
tions, are apt to be scarce and aggravating
when hunting elk, especially trophy elk. But
the rifle-cartridge combination which will
take these great animals cleanly more often
than not boils down to one rather special
category. Adequate cartridges for elk should
be at least .30 caliber; bullet weight should
be at least 180 grains, and of a construction
which will allow the bullet to retain approxi-

-- ..

$j~EfH~~~ 5 tl
PRODUCTS, INC. . .PH "'-,,

Dept. 464-E, 1234-13th Street, Racine, Wis.

ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss this fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABELS, Inc. t6~;Uy~~~i~'~OI~/~:
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post·
age.
NAME ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ADDRESS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CITY lONE STATE ..

Complete Course. V.A. Approval. LARGE SHOPS,
MODERN EQUIPMENT, COMPETENT STAFF. Recom
mended by leading Arms Companies. WRITE DEAN
OF STUDENTS

TRINIDAD STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE
TRINIDAD, COLORADO

AMERICA'S OLDEST

LEARN GUNSMITHING
COMPLETE 2-YEAR COURSE

Degree of Associate in Science.

BUYING ANY
PEST CONTROL,

SMALL GAME OR
TARGET RIFLE • ••

TESTASHERIDAN
No other rifle in this class
can compare with a SHERIDAN in

Dependability, Accuracy, Hitting Power

This practical little small bore,
with its precision rifled barrel and
highly accurate, low-cost Smm. am
munition, brings the whole family
years of trouble-free target shooting,
indoors and out; efficient pest con
trol; noiseless small game hunting.

SHERIDAN is particularly adapted
to today's conditions requiring con
trolled power for safe shooting.
Three pumps are all that are neces
sary for accurate target work. A few
more pumps will drive the pellet
one inch into a soft pine board, shot
after shot. And what the pumping
will do to develop young arms and
shoulders is worth the investment. '

See your sporting goods dealer or
write for details about SHERIDAN
THE ALL-AMERICAN GIFT.

--------------------------~

Keep your guns FACTORY NEWI

E:.~:~;n~~~~dL~Cc~.n~.II§i~~
all accel50riea in sturdy STEEL BOX. --

Removable tray C - ~

Kit :~.~!.a~~~:~iig$~.25.~~........tiiI... Alr~~~g~i~~~·:iibet8 availablea~
Hardware and Sporting Goods Dealere. IDEAL GIFT1

~ LABORATORIES, Inc., D.pL "G" ONALASKA, WIS.
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MAYVILLE ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
61

See it at your dealer's or write Mayville Engineering,
Mayville, Wisconsin. Happy Shoo'tin'.

If you do a lot of trap or skeet shooting, this is the reloader built
specifically for you. It's the MEC 250. You spend a lot less time
reloading those hulls because the 250 is the fastest, by far, of all
conventional tools ... As its name implies, it'll process up to 250
shells per hour ..• safely, easily, accurately.
An awful lot of shells for a conventional reloader? You bet! But well
within reason when you consider that shell handling is cut to the
absolute minimum ... the 250 has only three working stations with
six operations being performed at one of them. At one position, you
reprime, resize, charge powder, guide and seat wads and charge shot.
Add to this such unique features as MEC's "Floating Wad Guide", the
most efficient method of seating wads yet devised, and the Adjustable
Wad Ram which eliminates the necessity of checking wad pressure
visua11:v., and you have every right to expect and get real performance
... right from the start.
The MEC 250 comes complete, ready-to-use for $48.95. It's available
in all gauges from 12 to .410.

•

I enjoy more of this

SMALL ARMS MAKERS
By Col. Robert Gardner

(Crown Publishers, Inc., 419 Park Ave.
South, New York 16, N.Y., 1963. 15.00)

This "directory of fabricators of firearms,
edged weapons, crossbows and pole arms"
contains over 13,000 entries. It is likely that
Col. Gardner's work will become the most
important firearms book and directory yet to
be published, and it is an invaluable refer
ence work for the collector, the dealer, and
anyone who gets embroiled in arms research.
The book is divided into four sections: Amer
ican gunmakers, American edged weapons
makers, Foreign gunmakers, and Foreign
edged weapons makers; the foreign section
also contains the most important marks of

(Continued on page 65)
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DANGER DOWN THE SIGHTS
By Barney Berlinger

(Vantage Press, New York, N.Y.,
1964. $3.50)

It seems uncertain just what the author
tried to accomplish with this book. This
conglomeration of hunting experiences, some
good, and some pretty bad, has but one sav
ing grace: father teach'es son to hunt.-H.A.s.

HOW TO MEASURE AND SCORE BIG
GAME TROPHIES

By Grance! Fitz
(Outdoor Life, New York, N.Y.,

1963. $1.49)
Besides being an outstanding photogra·

pher, Grancel Fitz's real interest was the
Boone and Crockett club and the records
recognized by this organization. The question
"how big is my deer" or elk, or antelope,
has come up so often, that Mr. Fitz and the
publisher of "Outdoor Life" decided to issue
this volume. In order to determine the rating
of a head you need only this book, a 14 inch
wide steel tape, and of course a head that
might make the book. The how-to-measure
directions are explained in detail where they
might throw off your measuring.-H.A.s.

THEY CALLED HIM WILD BILL
BY Joseph G. Rosa

(University of Oklahoma Press,
Norman, Okla., 1964. $5.95)

Wild Bill or James Butler Hickok has,
over' the years, become legendary hero, a man
without blemish or human foibles or faults.
No matter what Hickok book you examined,
it either proved Wild Bill a hero, or a liar
and bully. It is therefore doubly refreshing
to find a writer who merely presents a pic
ture, who reports the good and the bad, and
who, when he disclaims certain statements
of others, simply proves that this could or
could not be the truth in light of other and
well-documented reports. Mr. Rosa, who has
written several articles for GUNS Magazine,
did a masterful job, and must be congratu
lated, and the completeness of his research
work is noteworthy since Mr. Rosa lives in
England and wrote the book there.-H.A.s.



(Continued from page 17)

"ANY DAY NOW, COMRADE."
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much of the trouble. Mail-order buying is
a part of modem living. What hurts one
seller hurts all.

Nobody is deluded, either, with the thought
that restrictions (of whatever kind) on
mail-order buying will solve the juvenile
delinquency problem, or any problem. But
if a restriction could be devised that would,
without hurting the legitimate buyer or the
legitmate seller, prevent just one "improper
persrm"-one killer, one hood, one gang
crazy kid-from getting one gun-the use of
which in crime would damage all of us-we
should agree to that restriction.

In our opinion, and in the opinion of our
advisors (even those in the industry who
will be affected by any mail-order restriction)
the present provision in the Dodd Amend
ment requiring an affidavit in duplicate
stating the age, address, and non-criminal
competence of the buyer, and requiring that
one copy of such affidavit be mailed to the
buyer's local police authority-but not list
ing the serial number of the gun, and not
requiring police approval of the sale-is a
restriction we can live with, one that we
should, at this time, support, if only as the
least of many far more damaging alterna
tives. Our turn will come, when this pro-gun
law is ready.

Perhaps this bill, as here outlined, is not
what you want, either. We are not wholly
satisfied with it. Certainly it does not solve
several major problems, does not even touch
scores of minor ones, such as: shipment and
ales of guns between individuals who are

not dealers and parental responsibility in
the case of junior shooters.

However, many weeks of serious study by
many people have gone into the shaping of
the broad general intentions expressed in
this rough draft. These are:
1. To place on record an official statement

of the true meaning of the Second
Amendment.

2. To demand strong penalties for any use
of guns in crime.

3. To prohibit (at least at the federal level,
and as a pattern for legislation at all
levels) all registration and all licensing
to purchase or possess.

4. To urge federal support for expanded
firearms training programs.

These four planks provide, we believe, the
framework for a strong platform on which
we all-the firearms industry, the shooting
organizations, and the individual shooters
alike-can stand united to present our cause
to our lawmakers and to the men and women
throughout America who elect those law
makers.

Meanwhile, face the near-certainty that
each and every one of us will be confronted
soon with dangerous anti-gun legislative ef
forts at local levels. Why not move first?
Show this rough draft of our pro·gun law to
one of your own state legislators; urge him
to have it properly drafted to meet these
major objectives, and to present it for pas
sage. Passed, it could effectively block dan
gerous action from the opposite direction.
Properly publicized, whether passed or not,
it could get our message to more of the
non-shooting public.

Try it. This is war, whether the official
declaration has yet been made or not. And,
as in any war, the first strong strike ~
can be decisive. ~

For revolver
with 4"
barrel or
longer

Custom-made for
your gun-exact fit
Easy Draw!

Fast Draw

KEITH HOLSTER

but would give the police the power to pre
vent the licensing of provably improper
persons. (It is assumed that we are all agreed
that we are all strongly, sincerely, whole
heartedly opposed to the possession of guns
by criminals and/or the use of guns in crime.
We must be, if we are to win any support
outside our own ranks, or even the support of
our own people, for our program.)

The second most-discussed subject has to
do with mail-order purchase. This was ex
pected, if only in view of the wide publicity
accorded to the actions of the Dodd Com
mittee, both before and after November 22,
1963. It is a sticky question that we· must
face, since it applies to domestic guns as well
as imports, to fine guns as well as cheap
"junkers," to ethical conscientious sellers as
well as to those others who have caused so

Hand-molded from top ·grain
sad~le leather. Exposed trig
ger. belt loop and safety
slrap.. Holster for Buntlines.

$3.25 extra.
Write For Free Catalog

Over 100 holster styles. Also
scabbards, cartridge belts,
slides, cases, rifle slings,
and holster beils.

THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.
Dept. G5, Portland, Oregon

-~

A PRO-GUN FIREARMS LAW

even want. It would be abused by many
more people tban it could benefit; and every
abuse would do us all incalculable damage."

We agree with these advisors, and offer
this suggestion: that the pro-gun law stipu
late against any federal requirement of
license to carry, but that it recommend (and
that we in our own states demand) that,
while state or local regulations may require
licenses to carry, those regulations must
clearly state that license must be granted
upon application and for a stated, nominal
fee, and within a stated, reasonable time,
unless the licensing agency can prove within
that time that the applicant has a criminal
record or is otherwise legally (within the
meaning of the federal act) incompetent.
This would enable the law-abiding citizen to
carry a gun when needed for self-protection,

GUNSMITHS-If you are now a
success . . . by old school stande
ards . . . you can triple it with
BLU·BLAK. The record growth is
66000/0 in 60 days! Join the
"growing ShOps" today.

H. Tom Collord, Pres.
LYNX-LINE GUN PRODUCTS DIV.

I Box 3985GM5, Detroit 27. Mich.----62



You get all these valuable benefits
and privileges with your membership:

• Subscription to GUNS Magazine - Brings you complete
coverage of the gun world: tips for better hunting ... ways
to improve your shooting ... handloading techniques ...
news for collectors ... reports on all kinds of firearms:
sporting, military, police. If it's about guns-it's in GUNS
..• finest magazine in the firearms field.

• Information Library Service -Answers any questions you
have about firearms. Non-members pay $1.00 per question.

• New 1964 Redbook of Used Gun Values - The latest,
up-to-date revised edition! Over 125 pages listing the current
price values on thousands of firearms.

• Shooters Club Newsletter - Special reports on anti-gun
legislative activitie~. Timely information about new products
-authoritative field testing results.

• Discount Book Club - 20% discount on hunting, shooting,
firearms books. Savings alone more than pay for annual
membership fee.

• Classified Advertising Discount - 20% discount on clas
sified advertising in GUNS Magazine's liThe Gun Market"
section.

• Official Decal - For your car, home or club. Attractive
red, white and blue colors. Display it proudly.

BONUS GIFT!
Full color art print of historical gun
if you join now. Painted by noted
artIst James M. Triggs. 11 x 14-in.
Limited supply available. Act today!

All NEW 1964 EDITION!

• Cloth Emblem - Adds a decorative touch to your hunting
or shooting jacket. Wear it with pride.

• Numbered Membership Card - Officially identifies you as
a member of the Club. Refer to the number when partici
pating in any of the club services.

CLIP COUPON BELOW AND MAIL TODAY!

NAM~F _

AD DR ESS _

CITY ZONE-STAT~E _
o Check here if you wish to receive only GUNS Magazine at the yearly

rate of $6.00.

G-5

Please enroll me as a member of the Shooters Club of America in the
category checked below:

o Full membership including subscription to GUNS Magazine and all other
benefits described above. Payment of $7.50 for one year enclosed.

o Associate membership including all benefits described above except
subscription to GUNS Magazine. Payment of $3.00 for one year enclosed.

o Junior membership available to those 17 years and under. Includes all
benefits described above except subscription to GUNS Magazine. $2.00
payment for one year enclosed.

SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA

8150 N. Central Park Ave.

Skokie, Illinois
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word insertion including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date July 1964 issue (on

sale May 25) is April 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS MAGAZINE,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BINOCULARS, SCOPES & SIGHTS

SCOPE MOUN1'S-Broehure 18G wlll help you select the
proper mount tor your scope and rifle. Write Maynard
Buehler Inc.. Orinda, Calif.

BOOKS

BOOKS: You name it-we find it! Gun books a specialty.
International Booktinders Box 3003'0, Beverly Hills, Calit.
ADDRESS COLONEL NEY for his NOTES on GUER
RILLA WAR, $3.50 pOstpaid. Box 6303. N.W. Station.
Washington, D.C 20015.
LUGER COLLECTO"RS""'.'-----;Sh--:oo.,.t:-:e-rs:-.-d:;ce--:a:;c�e--:r:-s.~I;-;i"lu:-:s""tr:-:a""te"'d
Identification Key to 103 Luger variations. EaSY. accurate.
First edition. $2.00 pod. :U. B. Mittleman. Box 266G.
Saugatuck 8t8., \Veslport, Conn.
30 CARBINE ~fANUALS!1 Most comprehensive volume

ever pubLished, on world's most popular weapOn! Exc1usi'~e
copyrighted revision, superb Army. AF Field and Techm
cal manuals. skillfully edited and supplemented. Over 170
pages. 120 illustrations; detailed coverage of over 1~4.
major topics such as use. disassembly. maintenance. repaIr
and rebuild. technical inspection. police automatic conver
sion. much more. J...arge 6"x9" format, handy. heavy-duty
manual binding; a must for every Gunbutr, DC1\1 Pur
chaser, Gunsmith. Outstanding value as published @ $3.98.
special Carbine Craze offer. only $2.98 Ppd I (Dealer in
quiries invited). Free Literature. Normount Armament,
Box 211CBGU. Forestgrove. Oregon.

CAMPINC EQUIPMENT

SLEEPING BAGS. 100 styles; tent-camping equipment
speclahst. Send for 96 page catalogue. Morsan. 810-T.
Route 17. Paramus. New Jersey.

COLLECTORS

HURRY: SEND 50t for Morley Catalog "every damn
thing we gun collectors love." :Morley. 10 Fiske. Mount
Vernon. NY.
NEW COLLECTOR SERVICE-Rare mIlitary books, man
uals. war relics. weapons. uniforms. helmets. accoutrements.
medals. isnsignla. documents. photos. paintings•. prints.
44 Page Illustrated Catalogue 50t refundable WIth pur
chase. Peter IIlinka, HIstorical Americana. Dept. G. 226
East 89th Street, N. Y.. N.Y. 10028.
GU:oJS SWORDS KnIves Daggers Flasks. Big list
25¢ coin. Ed Howe, Cooper MIlls 10. Maine.
CIVIL WAR and Custer Period Relles. List 15t. Thomp
son's. Box 164. Havelock. North Carolina.

ENGRAVING

I~NGHAVING BY PRUDHOMME. Folder $1.00. 302
'Vard Butlding. Shreveport. Louisiana.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPSmLE FARM-Pond-Fish·Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee. 39342 Buena Vista. Dallas 4. Texas

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia.• waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft.. $1; 25 ft.. $2, ppd. William Zeller. Kell
Hwy.• Hudson. Mich.
STATE PISTOL LAWS. Booklet describing current ptstol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. Henry Schlesinger. 211 Central Park West. New York
24E. N.Y.
NAZI COLLECTOnS: War Rellcs IIandbook, 92 pages ot
pictures & text. $5.95 ppd. Bernal Tolan. R. #1. Hllls
dale. MicWgan.
FIRE POWER UNLI1\HTED I A first in carbine acces~
sories! 30 cal. M-1 carbine "50-RD". CONTINUOUS
feed magazine. with )1-2 carbine ma~azine catch, only
$9.50 each. 3 for $25.00 PPD!! Skokie Valley Arms Corp.,
P.O. Box 746-DePt. Dl. Skokie. Illinois.
NAZI ITE)eIS. Free lists. S. Nicholls. 6662 Steiner Dr.•
Sacramento. Calif. 95823.
JAPA.1"ESE 'MODEL 30 6.5mm rifle. Rare Russo-Jap war
model. Very Good condition. Best after over $25. Lewis
Hankins. Smyrna. Delaware.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

WINCHES'I'Ens. COI,TS, LUGERS plus many others.
Send lOt for 18-page list. Chet Fulmer. Rte. 3. Detroit
Lakes. 1\1innesota.
EARN EXTRA MONEY with your Hohby. Mail 10e to
'Uodern Gun Repair School, 225-F Taft Ave.• Green Bay.
Wisconsin. Learn how you can become a top-grade repair
man in your spare time. Experienccd instructors give you
personal assistance.
CHURCHILL (GUNMAKERS) LTD. World famous gun
smiths. Models from $390.00 to $2.000. Send $1.00 to
32 Orange Street, London. W.C.2. for lists of new and
used shotguns.
.300 WEATHERBY MAGNUM ENFIELDS $60. M-1
Carbines $57. Custombuilt .22-30 Carbine Varminters
$100. Garands $75. 6.5mm Italian. 8mm Lebel Carbines
$10. Saftpoint Ammunition (hundred)-Carbine. .22-30
Varminter-$7.50. 6.5mm-7. 7mm Jao. 6.5mm-7.35mm
Italian. 8mm Lehel, .30-06, .30-40. $10 200 Calibers-Free
List. Sloper. 'Vestwood. California.
KLEIN'S BIG All-SpOrts Bargain Cash or Credit Catalog
now Free. Klein·s. Dept. G. 227 W. Washington. Chicago 6.
GmlS A~TJ) 300,000 Bargains. ~Vholesale and below. Some
Free. Write: 'MaiItrade. Box 171-E25. Capitola. Calif.
"NAVY" .36 Cal. Revolvers Only $34.95. Copper Flasks
$10.50. All Shipments Prepaid. Free Catalog. Walt·s
Weanons. Box 368. Avondale, Arizona.
SII.ENCERS: ~fAXDf and O.S.S. Models. Complete de
tails of construction and operation with drawings. $1.00.
Gunsco. Box 373-E45. Soquel, CaUf.
PREPAID. 38 Special Western we nickel cases. once
fired, loose. $9.00 per M. Tucker's Reloading Service. 105
Fourth St.• Alexandria. La.

U.S. M-1 CARBINES, Brand New $89.5t}-15% Ol!
With This Ad. Mauser .M-95 7m/m Carbines. Good-$18.
Very good-$20. SpOrterlzed. Reblued $28. U.S. 30-06
Springfield RiOes. Excellent-$34. German M:-98K 8m/m
l\1auser. Very good-$27. Spanish Mod. 1953 M-98 8m/m
1\lauser. New-$34. British Mk. 4 30:1 Cal. Rifles. Excel
lent-$20. British Mk. 5 303 Cal. Jungle Carbines. Excel
lent-$29. Send for Free Listings. Continental Arms Ltd.•
Box 72. Staten Island 10. N.Y.
HUNTERS ATTENTION: Mauser Rifles M-93. 7mm.
Condlt.lon: Good. to V.G. Supply Limited. Only $14.95.
Southwestern Arms Co.. 107 Logan Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.
FIREWORKS, EXPLOSIVE, ROCKETS. Samptes form
ulas and catalog $1.00. 1\1ailmart. Box U29-E75. Los
Gatos. Calif.
NEW YELLOW 1963-64 Catalog Available. Thousands of
Guns. Ammo. etc. 25¢ Rettlng. 11029 \Vashington. Culver
City. California.
BRAl"'l'"D l\TE\\7 CARBINES. not surplus. oiled stock.
chrome-moly steel barrel. commercially blued. $69.95.
Brand New Smith & \Vesson .357 combat magnums.
4-inch barrel; $19.95. Brand New Smith & Wesson
military and pOllee .38 Specials, 6- inch barrel. walnut
grips; $4.7.95. Both In orginal factory cartons. Brand
New Star model B's. 9mm automatic. Browning design
on U.S. .45 pattern, $42.95. Rare Model 1940 Lahti's
9mrn NRA excellent $64.95. NRA V.g. $54.95 Lugers
model '08. reblued with new wood grips. select model
with matching numbers $51.95; NRA v.g. $47.95.
Walther P-3S·s. NRA v.g. $33.95. District Merchandise
Company. 1207 King Street. Alexandria, Va.
U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Very good
$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S. 30-06
low number Springfield rilles. Very good-$29.95. Excel
lent-$34.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield rtlles. Very good-$29.95.
Excellent-$34.50. U.S. M-1 30-06 Garand riOes. Like
new-$89.95. U.S. M-l 30 cal. carbines. Like new
$74.95. British Alk. 3 303 Lee-Enfield riflcs. Very good
-$14.95. Brand New-$24.95 British ~Ik. 4 303 Lee
Enfield rilles. Very good-$18.95. Exeellent-$24.95.
Rritlsh ~Ik. 5 303 Lee-Enfield jungle carbines. Very
good-$24.95. Excellent- 29.95. German :;\100. 98 8mm
Mauser. riOes. Very good-$29.95. German "Mod. 1871/84
Umm Mauser rifles. Good-$18.95. C7"cch 1'10<1. 98 8mm
Mauser riOes with winter trigger guards. Perfect-$29.95.
Persian Mod. 98 Smm Mauser carbines. Good-$34.95.
Very good-$39.95. Brand :'iew-$49.95. Spanish Mod. 93
7mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$19.95. Spanish Mod.
1953 8mm :M:auser riOes. Brand New-$34.95. Peruvian
Mod. 1909 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Fair-$24.95. Good
$29.95. Excellent-$39.95. Peruvian Mod. 1935 30-06
Mauser rifles. Very good-$49.95. Italian Mod. 91 6.5mm
Manlicher-Carcanoriftes. Good-$9.95. Very good-$12.95.
Italian Mod. 1938 1.35mm Manlicher-Carcano carbines.
Very good-$H.95. Russian Mod. 91 7.62mm Moisin
rifles. Good-$9.95. Very good-$12.95. RussIan :Uod.
1938 7.62mm ]\{olsin carbines. Good-$19.95. Very good
$22.95. Russian Mod. 1940 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automa
tic riOes. Good-$34.95. Very good-$S9.95. Excellent
$44.95. French ::\[od. 1916 8mm Lebel rifles. Fair-$9.95.
Good-$12.95. 30-06. 303 British. 7mm Mauser. 8mm
Mauser. 7.62 Russian. 6.5mm Swedish. 7.35mm Italian
military ammunition. at $7.50 per 100 rds. Free gun
list. Dealers inquires invited. Freedland Arms Co.. 34
Park Row. New York 38, N.Y.
10000 GUN BARGAINS I I I Modern-Antique Guns, Ae
cessories-Giant Bargain Catalog 501. Agramonte's, Yon·
kers. N.Y.
CUSTOM SHOTGUNS FOR $49.95 Add Poly-Choke's
p;reat new FeaUlerAire Ventilated Rib and the ever-popular
Poly-Choke to your gun. NOW! Combination price saves
you $7.95. 5-10 day service. Write for additional Informa
tion or, even better, forward complete gun to Poly-Choke.
Dept. 594C. Hartford 1. Conn.
CASES ONCE FIRED Postpaid 30.40 30.06
- 308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38Speeial - 30Carbtne - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250
250S - 222R - 6.5x55) Others. RiOe 6¢ - Pistol 
Carbine - Shotshell 2¢ - hUcaroni. 65 Taylor. East

~~~~E;:;-Al~N~NYc-:-,'G"'UN=C-;C"A;-;T;;-AL=;;O;;G'---'P"i"et~u:::re::s:-,"D;:e"sc::r:;:lp=t:;:io::n::-s,
and prices of the finest guns made at Ferlach. AustrIa and
imported by us. Forward $1.00 plus lOt pOstage. Klepeis
Importers. 1510 So. 16th Avenue. Yakima. Washington.

~a~~:~?~~t.F~v~r~~~~~g~~~;m~~-FMfni~~u"t~r~~~
532. )1arlo\\'. N. H.

GUN EQUIPMENT

GUN SCREWS. Gun Taps, Gun Drtlls. 6/48 or 8/40 screws
,*"-¥./' dozen 50c. Professionals 2-Flute taps $1.20. Spe·
cia I hard steel drills 45c. Cobalt drills for 6/48-$1.06.
8/40-$1.12. Solid Carhide drills 6/48-$3.95. 8/40
$4.20. Loctite-tlghtens all loose screws, tube 80c.
Everything postpaid. Catalog 18G frce. Maynard Buehler
Inc.• Orinda. Calif.
~'OnEIGN PARTS FOR SALE. Mauser-M98. Mllltary.
MilO & HSc; Carcano; Luger; P38; G43; Japanese Rifle
and Pistol; Sprinp;field; Enfield III & IV; 'Vebley .455;
45 Auto; Others. Fifteen cents stamps for list. Bob wvell.
Box 401. Elmh)lrst. Ill.
ADJUSTABLE TRIGGERS $3.50. Adjusts for sear depth
and trigger throw. Used by. thousands. Can be installed in
minutes by anyone. Highly polished. For i\!auser models
93, 94, 95, 96, 98. G33-40. G33-50: Springllelds 03. 03A3.
03A4: Jap Arisakas 6.5 and 7.7; Enfields 1914-1917 and

't.ICe Enfields 3. 4 and 5. D. E. Hines. 11-30-C ~Iaplefield.
EI )10nte. Calif.
50 ASSORTED SCREWS. Pins and Springs for faster gun
repair. No two alike. $2.00. 3 for $5.00. Overland·s.
Independence. Iowa.
NE\V 45-70 Cal. Springfield barrels with action. Model
]873. $25.00. 2 piece Sharps and Spencer Carbine stocks
$15.00 ea. U.S. Army, Cavalry helmets. 1880 style. $8.50.
Fine Franch saw tooth sword bayonets and scabbards.
$8.50 ea. Postage Extra. 'V. Stokes KIrk. 3429 German
town Ave.. PhHa.. Pa. 19140.
SPECIAL: CARBINE SLINGS & Oilers. set 95t. Top
Notch Gun Shop. 1005 W. ]\1t. Garfield Rd.• l\{uskegon.
Mich.

Silencers! PISTOL. RT.FJ...E! Compact. efficient attachment.
Actual Plans. plus background information - no gypo
mimeo sheets; satisfaction or refund. $1.50 postpaid.
~3Hi~e Sales. Dept. GUN. Box 889. Seattle. Washington.

GUNSMITHING

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, reblutng, con
version work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.
GUNS~fITHING-Learnprofitable hobhy. Build .22 Target
PistOl, Campers Pistol. Gun Cabinets. Blue Guns. 5e stamp
brings illustrated information. Guns. Postoffice Box 362-G.
Terre Haute. IndIana 47808.
REBARRELL'\'G. CHAUBEnING. BARRELED Actions.
Barrels. Basic Preturned. threaded and chambered. Com
plete riOe building. Stocks of e:xotic woods. For those who
want the finest In custom guns. V. L. Forsgren-Barreling
Expert and Ride Builder. Route #1. Helper. Utah.
F~E CUSTO~:I Rifles m-ade to your speciflcations. i\fill
tary rides rebuilt. Blu-Blak bluing. new barrels fitted.
Chambering for standard. improved and Wildcat cartridges
including 'Veatherby line. 308 ~orma. new 300 and 284
Winchester. Model 92 WInchester conversions to 256. 357,
i~1zo~~. Magnums Write: Don Mott. Box 347. Douglas.

~lr:l~~Fl~~f.r~~~IEf~pr~e1~~~~erare'lo~apI~;r~f{S~
Cougar Anti-Slack trigger and Sear boot. Installs easily
No drilling or tappinA'. Hardened. tempered. and contact
surfaces ~Icro finished. Specify rifle. Sent postpaId with
complete lOstruetions. $1. 00. Dealers wanted. Cougar and
IIunter. 5070 TahQuamenon. Flushing. )1ichigan.
GUN BLUEING for pleasure and profit. Professional
me~hod and formulas. Complete instructions .25¢. Con
sohdated. Box 44-E65. San Cruz. Calif.

GUNSTOCKS

CUSTOM STOCKS: Your design or ours. Precision shaped
and iniet using new carving machine. Your blanks or ours
YAM.A: .MesQuite & \Valnut seasoned blanks available:
LonganDl. Dept. G. Dana Point. California.
RTOCK BLA NKS in rare. fancy and exotic woods. Coco
Bolo. RoseWOOd. etc. Leaflet stamp. Samples 2G¢. Ernest
J")aulsen. Chinook. Montana.

INDIAN RELICS

rO'.rTERY, SPEARHEADS, Axes, Arrowheads. 10 for
$3.00. List Free. Hsde·s. Rosemar Road. Parkersburg.
,V. Va.

INVENTIONS

INVE~TIONS; IDEAS developed for cash/royalty sales!
Uayn;ond Lee. 2104.X Bush Building. New York City 36.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATORS. FUEE Brochure, latest subminiature
electronic listenIng devices. 'Vrite Ace. Dept-8X 11500
NW 7th Ave.• MJami 50. Florida. •

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company. Box 791-J51. Fort Worth. Texas.

METAL DETECTORS

TREASURE, GOLD, SILVER, RELICS. Find them with
~e~~ li~,\.r:;~e¥iolf;:~A~f8~ft~;~~~a.Raytron, Dept. 5-D.

MISCELLANEOUS

CROSSBOWS for Target. Hunting and Carp-Shooting
Factory-Direct-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355, WIchita. Kansas:
NAZI ITEMS bought & soid. orig. only. 1 piece or col
lection; "lists 25c"; Lenke!. 8]2 Anderson. PaiJgade8. N. J.
YOUR OWN Business \Vithout Investment! Sell adver
tising matchbooks to local businesses. No experience
needed-free sales kit tells how and where to get orders.
Part or full time. Big cash commissions. Match Corpora
tion of America. Dept. GE-54, Chicago 32.
HANDCUFFS, $7.95. Thumbeuffs, $9.95. Leather re
straints. Fetters. Collector's specialties. Catalog 50c.
Thomas Fernck. Box 12-G. Newburyport. Mass.
LIKE SWEET ONIONS? Blue Rihbon Assortment 500
sweet onion plants $2.50 postpaid fresh from Texas Onion
Plant Company. "Home of the Sweet Onion". Farmers
ville. Texas.
MINIATURE CROSSBOW. range 200', length 18" Flber
~lass bow. cocking mechanism. dozen Arrows guaranteed
$3.95. ~ittany Crossbow. Box 87C. Penna. Furnace, Pa:
GOVER~"1t1E1\TLAND now available in 25 States. Mil-

~~~t~fsai~as$If.ooat,$ij .2~. ¥;~~d tf:~~~~t nrl~x CYRin~t~d
Indianapolis 18. Indiana. •

~~~~l:. ~~fu~~a:bl;r~~~htba(s;, ~~t~,,~ev;nhn~ocs~~~~.s :~l~
co\"cred platforms. Three models; B)f-2 (use with sandbag)
$11.95. S~[-2 (full swl~el head) $11.95, and F~I-2 (Ilxed
head) at $10.95. Shipped prepaid. Keyes Industries 80 W.
Central. Roselle. Illinois. '
GUN CABINETS in pre cut kits. Complete with sliding
glass doors that glide on rollers. Also available fuUy as
sembled and finished. J..·iterature 25t. Becker Gun Cabinets
2516 E. 25th St.. i\1inneapoIis. Minnesota 55406. •
nO\VIE KNIVES 8" Soligen blade-$8.00, 7" Na,'y Trench
Kpives-$2.50. new 18" maehetes-$2.50, new Army 1%,11'
shngs-$2.00; E. D. Adam. 1664 Davidson Avenue Bronx
N.Y. 10453. • ,
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~~ by JACK
~ O'CONNOR

48" RiflE
TRUNK $26.25

ot KNEELING PAD $5.25
Med. Sunshade for

1" Scope $4.50
BIPOD $17.50

ZOOM TRIPOD lor
Zoom Scope $16.25

GAllERY BIPOD $18.90

Standard Benchrest Stand $20.00
"SUPREME" BENCHREST

STAND $30.00
ALL ANGLE
TRIPOD $15.25 Rifle Rest Fork 8Sc & $1.20
FORE-END STOPS, except M37 & 52-0.$ 3.00
Fore-End Stop, 52-0 $4.00; M37...... 3.50
FREELAND Tube Rear Sile 42.50
FREELAND "AR" Shooting Mat. 27.00
FREELAND 'A opening Acces. Kit....... 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove. . • • • 5.25
FREELAND Sling Keeper.............. 1.25

" Mid-Century cuff Comb......... 8.50
Dewar Cartridge Block.......... 2.55
OLYMPIC PALM REST from 15.50

lOX SHOOTING COAT. 20.00
FREELAND "61" Butt plole. . . . . . • . • • •• 33.00
Ruger Mark I Torgel Pistol 57.50
Win. 52-D Target rifle SId. or Hvy..••.145.00
Rem. 513TR larget tifle. • • . . • . . . . • • • •• 88.95

Prices Subject 1o Change Wilhoul NOlice
ALL GUNS _ SIGHTS _ GUN CASES - SCOPES

RELOADING SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR PAMPHLET - GENERAL CATALOGUE $1.00

FREELAND'S Scope Stands, Inc.
3737 14th Avenue Rock Island. III.

X\KC!:~.-1X\K(B:1X\K(:81X\K(}~:'<.)

NEW up-to-the-minute edition
of a famous sportsmen's classic

A4
SMAlt80RE
KIT 31"
$18.25

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kil
$13.50

NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rifle, fhe Supreme In Accuracy,
comfort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights $2 f0.00
12 # Lightweight or 141,4 # Heavyweight Model.

All the latest on small game, varmint, and
big game rifles - new models, new car
tridges, actions, uses, and much more. 352
big pages, 64 pages of illustrations. $7.50, now
at better bookstores, or send check or money
order to ALFRED'A'KNOPF, 501 Madison
A "enue, ew York 10022

X\KC!::81X\K(~..1X\K(:81X\K'C!::8)

THE BATTLE OF PLATTE BRIDGE
By J. W. Vaughn

(University of Oklahoma Press,
Norman Okla., 1963. $3.95)

I've read a lot of U.S. history, but must
admit that I hadn't read before of the fight
between U.S. troops and a powerful force

CATTLE RAISING ON THE PLAINS OF
NORTH AMERICA

By Walter Baron von Richthofen
(University of Oklahoma Press, 1963. $2.00)

If the name of the author sounds familiar,
it should, for he was an uncle of the famed
WW I ace Manfred von Richthofen.

First published in 1885, this book is the
Baron's effort to describe and advise on the
cattle industry of the Great Plains. It is an
unusual contemporary account of an industry
that was in its infancy then, but was des
tined to a greatness not even realized by
Richthofen..

This is another fine contribution to Amer
icana literature in' the Westcrn Frontier
Li~rary series.-J.R.

CIVIL WAR COLLECTOR'S
ENCYCLOPEDIA By Francis A. Lord

(The Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa.,
1963. $17.50)

Histories about the bloody Civil War are
plentiful, but what has been lacking up to
now, was a complete description of the equip
ment and material used by the Blues and the
Grays. Author Lord has done an outstanding
job in collecting all of the material that he
presents in a comprehensive, yet easy to read
style. From cartridge pouches to medicine
chest, from saddles to flags, all of the items
used by both sides are there, and best of all
are the many excellent photographs and
drawings. I was especially delighted with
the comprehensive index and the manufac
turers index which have helped me a great
deal in some of my reading and identifying
relics of the Civil War. The publication of
this book is a milestone in the study of the
War Between The States, and Dr. Lord
deserves thanks from all of US.-R.A.S.

HAZARDS AND PROBLEMS OF
HANDLOADING

By Fred Tucker
(Fred Tucker, Kenton, Okla., ]963. 2.00)
While the title of this small paper-bound

book may sound as though the author was
against handloading, this is not the case.
After starting with the basic reloading pro
cedures, the book warms up to the touchy
task of presenting some of the dangers in·
volved when one attempts to roll his own
ammo. While some may criticize the pam
phlet-like make-up, and some may disagree
with one or more of the theories of this
book, I think it should be read by every
handl<~ader, veteran and beginner alike. If
only one of the cautions helps make your
handloading safer, it will be two dollars
well spent.-J.R.

(Continued from page 61)
gunmakers and other armorers. "Small Arms
Makers" is one of those rare books that is
truly encyclopedic in concept and in execu
tion, and it should be in your library. It has
become a very important volume in mine
and is often used to check on an obscure
arms maker-and Col. Gardner has never let
me down.-R.A.s.

N. Flayderman & CO.
Squosh Hollow, Dept. G-S

New Milford, Conn.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

SHOOTING GLASSES
lJsed by marksmen and
hunters to get clear
sharp vision on target.
FREE literature on
Shooting, Vision and
information on Pre
scription shooting glas
ses. Write direct to

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806. Waynesville. Mo.

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issuel
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols. muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: unilorms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all diller
ent each issue. Widest se·
lection available anywhere!
Subscription Just $1.00

~t:i:'.--... per Year. Send now to:

WANTED

WHOLESALE PIUCE LIST. BuY Liquidated Stock. Send
25¢ for discount prices: Zanesville Liquidation Company,
2;')79 ::\{aple Avenue. Zanesville, Ohio.
l\IUSCATEL 'VINE the year around from raisins. SlmDle
to make. Inexpensive recipe, $1.00. l\failtrade, Box 171
E?i:'l. Capitola, Calif.

COl'\]j'EDERA'l'E FLAG 3'x5' outdoor type, American
made. satisfaction guaranteed, $4 ppd. Bob Lo\'ell, Box
401, Elmhurst Ill.

MISSOURI AUCTION SCHOOL. Free catalog I 1330-102
Linwood, Kansas City, )10. 64109.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

NAZI ITEMS, Fine J~ugers. Only Orlg. and priced for
Resale. State condition & price Bernal Tolan, R. # 1,
Hinsdale, ?I11chlgan.

(_.... ""~--------------.,I
C" HOPPE'S GUN BLUE

• • • for good gun care
Deep-penetrating Hoppe's Gun Blue
allows color matching of any gun
barrel and will restore original
finish without rubbing. Not a paint,
not affected by solvents, excellent
for touch-up. 2-oz. bottle, $1.00,
includes steel wool, directions. At
better sporting goods dealers. If
dealer cannot supply, send $1.00
plus 25¢ for postage to factory.
FRANK A. HOPPE,lnc.
2352 North 8th st., Phila. 33, Pa.

SCHOOLS

SHA::\fELESS LADY Tossing Coin, Good Luck oiece,
"Heads", "Tails", Wow! A riot, 50t postl}aid. '''a:rno,
Box 182·K, Addison. :\Iich.

TAXIDERMIST

BUILD A GUN RACK
Modern Bronze Gun Cradle, gold appear
ance: Neoprene cushion: Deer and Quail
ornaments, polished and lacquered. Will
hold 100 Ibs. Write for FREE Gun Rack
plans and brochure.

HERRICK MACHINE WORKS
2426 Holmes St., Kansas City 8, Mo.

ZEBUA SKIK RUGS $125.00 to $195.00. Aiso Polar Bear.
Tiger, Bob-cat, .laguar, Timber Wolf, Grizzly. 'Ve tan
skins. Hofmann-Taxidermist, 1025 Gates, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11221.

LO\Y COST Classified Ads Like These Can Make You
Rich. Learn How. :\Iailrnart. Box 1129-E95. Los Gatos,
CaUf.

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading Equip·
ment. CaBs, Decoys, Archery, Fishing Tackle, Molds,
Tools, Rod Blanks. Finm'sports (8S), Toledo 14, Ohio,

DON'T SUli'FER, Try-Grandfather Boyer's technique for
natural and self treatment of piles. Folder in plain
emelope $1.00. Bo:rer, Box 892, Tupelo. AIississirmi.
$130 A'l'ERAGE Race Day Profit with $50. 25 :rears re
sults in amazing copyright book. Hitchings, Box 5715-43A,
Carmel. Calif.
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our limited space allows. If you're a Western
Americana fan, you are in for a rare treat
when you listen to songs of such famous bad
men as Jesse James, Quantrell, or Billy the
Kid, and-sung by men like Pete Seegert
and others with a real twang. You'll listen
to the voice of Zoe Tilghman, wife of. the
famous lawman, or Homer Croy, outspoken
defender of the James boys, and many
others. These voices, on two records, are
worth the price of the album, but there's
more. The big, bold, and beautifully pro·
duced book that is included with the album

Answers to Quiz on Page 60

By Tom Hunter

1. Japanese. 2. United States. 3. M.
Le Bourgeoys. 4. Pinfire Pepperbox.

abounds with photographs, woodcuts, and
articles on well·known, and not so well
known badmen. If anything can bring the
old west nearer, this album will do it.-J.R.

of Cheyennes, Sioux, and Arapahoes, in 1865.
This day-by·day account of that battle, utiliz
ing many written and oral contemporary
reports, reflects the care, thought, and
thoroughness that the author took in his
work. Here is another sad, but true, account
of U.S. officers who did not consider the
Indian a formidable foe-until too late.-J.R.

THE BADMEN
(Columbia Records, 1963. $10.00)

It is seldom that we review a record album
here, but this one deserves much more that

SHOOTER'S BIBLE TREASURY
(Stoeger Arms Corp., 55 Ruta Court,
South Hackensack, N.J., 1964. $2.95)

Early copies of the "Shooter's Bible" have
rapidly become collector's items. It is there·
fore doubly pleasant and important to report
tbat Stoeger's, in publishing the Treasury,
has done the shooter, the collector, and the
student of firearms a real service. The 224
pages are crammed with important stuff;
here are some brief examples; you can find
a complete listing of Holland & Holland shot
guns, of the L.C. Smith line, and a great
many other guns of yesteryear. The only
hitch is the fact that the Treasury has the
same soft binding as the other Bibles, but I
understand from Stoeger's that hard-bound
copies will be available. A "best buy" for
'64 as far as I am concerned.-R.A.s.

Most gun for the money!

BISHOP has it!
For popular rifles and shotguns.

Want to "do-it-yourself"?
90% Finished Stocks are for you.

Want a Custombilt Stock?
BISHOP is the recognized leader in custom stockmaking.

BISHOP has the Custom@Fitting Chart. E C BISHOP & SON .
free catalogs now available! Thru the better • • I INC.

gunsmiths, hardware and sporting goods dealers or write dire(t to: WARSAW, MO., U.S.A. Dept. J26H

For free catalog, write Department A,
O. F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc., North Haven, Conn.

Complete line of Target Shooting Equipment and Sup
plies, Reloading Equipment and components for rifle.
pistol, and shotshell. F. N. ACTIONS-BARRELED
ACTIONS-BISHOP STOCKS. Latest gun Books. Many
other items. (RETAIL ONLY) Write for latest price list.

R W SPROWLS 1600-7th ~ve., S.E.
• • Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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REDFIELD GUN SIGHT CO. is NOT opposed to sane, sensible gun

legislation. However, certain bad laws, prompted by a lack of

understanding, might be introduced and enacted. We urge the

sportsmen of America to unite in an effort to prevent the

passage of such laws.

We are legally and morally right in opposing bad gun legis

lation through the Second Amendment of the Constitution. But,

we must belLeve in our cause; then, we must take action.

What action? What strategy? 1. Let's prevent passage of

laws which would involve the mass registration of privately
owned firearms at any level of government, now or ever. 2. Let's

prevent the intrusion of owners' fees and licenses that would

limit a decent citizen's constitutional right to purchase and

possess firearms. 3. With reason and open-mindedness, let's
listen to the well-intentioned sponsors of gun legislation-but

be on the alert for provisions which would (a) disarm the re-

sponsible citizen, or (b) try to legislate morality. 4. Let's get

answers to two questions:

A. Will the proposed legislation prevent firearms from

falling into the hands of the irresponsible ... particularly the

criminal, or the person with criminal intent?

B. In proposed registration or licensing programs, what

will assure us that confiscation will not eventually follow

which has been the historical result in all such programs?

United,concerted action is required. The National Rifle

Association, and other responsible citizens' groups need your

whole-hearted and enthusiastic support.

If you are not already a member of the National Rifle

Association,* we urge you to join immediately. As a responsible

citizen-sportsman, YOU can help insure the rightful passage of

sane, sensible gun legislation and prevent bad gun legislation

which not only infringes, but is dangerous!

*Membership fee in NRA is $5.00

Send your application to: National Rifle Association

1600 Rhode Island Avenue, NW • Washington 6, D. C.

REDFIELD liun SIIiHT ED.
1315 SOUTH CLARKSON, DENVER, COLORADO 80210

MEMBER



"To ride. shoot straight. and speak the truth

This was the ancient Law of Youth.
Old times are past. old days are done;

·But the Law runs true. 0 little son! ~~
- Charles T. Davis

STURM, RUGER
& COMPANY, INC.
Southport, (;ouueetieut, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of Firearms for the Responsible Citizen-Sportsman
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